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S WEGO to press, quite a few interesting things are starting LQ appen.

Most promising is the Reclaim the Future weekend in Liverpool, Where

the dockers mark the first anniversary of their lockout. They are being

joined by anti-Criminal Justice AcL campaigners, road protesterS,

claim the Streets and other graSSroots prolester8, A8S Well as the normal demo-type

parade, the event promises a mas$s action at Seaforth dock,Unlike the dim lefties

who call for mass picketing on a site with Over 30 entrance8 Spread out over a large

area, the Reclaim the Streets, Shoreham and Newbury tacti how potential for a

 

real blockade. By the time you read this, you川 know Whethe il Succeeded or not.

But at least they“re trying. And more importantly the people inyolyed are Seeing

each other as allies outside of “official“structUureS。

This can also happen with the Job Seekers Alliance, GroundsWwell, the only

claimants“groups run by claimants, working with graSS TootS CPSA members Can

make this new attack on our class unworkable.You may find your copy Of Bla0k08

delayed by the postal workers strike,a Small price to pay.

When we began publishing as a magazine, our target Wa5 to Come Out quartey,

We are now doing so. Our next aim is to consolidate and expand. To this end WG re

looking at internet sites, and are pleased to offer Black Flag on tape if anyOne

reduests it. To continue putting out what we feel is an improving publicalionlW

need more money. If thirty people took out a standing order of 匕 10 a month W6

Would cover our day to day costs,Write to us and wel1 send you a form 日MGI 认

you can“t afford that much, every little helps, as do donations in @0MGIODeS

and SO
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Home News

 

ePUCulike?

doctor from St Thomas「 Hospital

who broke the story of the woman

expecting twins and her intention to

abort one, WaS engineering a Subtle trap

for the likes of SPUC and LIFE. Be-

cause SPUC went for it like a shot.

In offering the woman thousands of

Pounds to keep the second fetus, they

were admitting that poverty may be a

factor in a decision to abort,Touchingly

SPUC were willing to come to the

Tescue, only to discover that the Woman

in question had already had the abor-

tion.

Their uncharacteristic new Concern

for the financial difficulties of single

parents Was Shortliyed when it WaS

discovered that the woman had a partner

and Was relatiyely well off,Predictable

outrage followed (historically, a blind

eye has been turned to abortions,

Sterilisations etc. inyolying working

class / black / third world women, but to

abort good middle class White stock is

Something else completely,)

The same Week saW the story of a

Woman Who, through fertiltiy treatment,

had become pregnant With eight fetuses。

To continue with the multiple preg-

nancy could only result in the death of

all 8 babies and the possible loss of the

mother“s life。But who cares about the

life of a fully formed (if somewhat

]TEMPTING to think that the Stupid) human adult, When there are

little lumps of jelly for SPUC to rescue.

SPUC were happy to Support the

mother「s masochistic decision to go

ahead, and were saved from doling out

further funds, only by the heartwarming

interevention of Max Clifford and the

News aofihe World.

And then we were told that SPUC

had paid out for a couple「s house

extension, because they simply didn t

haye the room for twins; one of the

fetuses Would haye to go unless the

dream extension Was forthcomingl

This suggests to me a winning fund

raising strategy for our Chosen CauSes;

find someone in the movement who is

planning on having a baby (Shouldn“t be

too difficult, anarchists Seem to be

breeding like rabbits at the moment,

passing on good revolutionary genes to

the next generation just like the

Unabomber tells us), tell SPUC youre

going to abort it because the squat

doesnt have a SWimming pool for little

Millstonia「s birthing ceremony, and hey

Presto a nice fat cheque should arrive

from SPUC / LIFE / the local loonie god

botherers etc,The really good thing

about the strategy, is that if you do

decide to abort afterall the pro life

&grOupS W训 have run out of funds to

demonstrate outside the clinic.

友.Herod

  

Metropolitan Police -

Murderers in Uniformn

RTHE LAST few years, the

一Police haye had a“liberal“

commissioner, Paul Condon, who

has claimed some limited sucCess in

improving relations with the black

community. He「s had an easier ride

because the media ignore black deaths at

the hands of the police.

As anarchists We know you can

change the guy at the top aS much s

you like if the system stays the same.

This applies as much to Teactionary

institutions like the police as it does to

Society a5 a Whole,And the police force

is Still a hotbed of racism and bigotry.

Worse, with the advent of long handled

batons and CS spray, if「s a much better

armed hotbed of racism and bigotry.

In December 94 Nigerian asylum

Seeker Shiii Lapite was put in a

neckhold by Stoke Newington police

and died from asphyxiation、He had

suffered 45 separate injuries, While the

plod had barely a graze,They admitted

kicking him in the head and biting

The jury returned a verdict of unlawful

killing, however the CPS couldn t find

enough evidence to convict.

On the 8 May 95, South London

pPlod went over the top with their new

toys and kKilled a black man, Brian

Douglas.To date no officer has been

charged and Brian「s family are consid-

ering a private prosecution,At the

inquest, the killer cop claimed his baton

Was aimed at the shoulder as he had

been trained, but it slid up to hit Brian

Douglas on the head、The jury, never

having heard the one about Isaac

Newton and the apple, believed himl

On December 5% “95, 25 year old

Wayne Douglas (no relation to Brian)

Was killed in the same Way in South

London. A protest and vigil outside

Brixton police station turned into a riot

after the usual insensitive policing,

while the media went on about lawless-

ness and damage to property, ignoring

Why people were there in the first place,

and Why they Were S0 angry.

The Police Federation has threatened

to prosecute those who spoke out at the

rally in Brixton, in what can only be

Seen 2S an attempt to silence protest and

stop people aSking 2Wkward questions.

Questions like why Ibrahima Sey, Who

Peacefully volunteered himself for arrest

in East London in March this year, Was

2Ssaulted, handcuffed and sprayed with

CS gas at IIford police station、Within

minutes he WaS dead, the first victim of

the CS spray trials in selected forces.

The Home Office has since announced

that CS spray is to be used nationally, So

more Will die,The one bonus is that

CopS keep Spraying themselves in much

the same Way they shoot themselves in

the foot when armed、Some forces are

So Worried about cops Spraying them-

Selves they Won“t be using it Says a lot

about how much value is placed on our

Safety7

Ibrahima「s family have been outspo-

ken in their demands for justice,This

has led to harassment、His brother Aliu

Wa5 arrested on returning from

Ibrahima「s funeral in the Gambia, and

though he Was released he has since had

his passport confiscated.

The police are little use When one is

the victim of a crime - they can “t stop i

and are no help afterwards, except to

give a crime number for your insurance

if you haye iL,The presence of these

increasingly well armed thugs On Our

streets shows only that things W训

continue to get Worse 3S Our TUlers

impose a much tougher policing style.

Contact: Ibrahima Sey Memorial

Campaign c/o PO Box 273 London E7

and Shiji Lapite Memorial Committee

(at the same address)
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Taking on

The Benefft Thieves

“hre yox demonstratizg8gQinst Peler illey ? I KmeW江s fis louse, DeCQHUSE 4市iepid 0f Iize, gzo 训 Claimzizg Demejits,

CNG WOrRs QS Q pros绍ie, 4 mle progtitute, Rs yisited抓

芒

Pl2Ce SePerQL tlE5.

(Passer by to ARCH demonstrators picketing benefit fraudster Peter Lilley“s London Lovenest in protest against withdrawal of

benefits to asylum seekers, July 1996)

BY NOW MOST people know that The

Job Seekers Allowance (JSA) for

unemployed people in Britain comes in

on October 7th. Resistance is finally

growing, but the anti-JSA movement

has nothing of the strength of anti-poll

tax movements Or even the resistance to

the Criminal Justice Act. GroundswelL,

the coalition of mostly autonomous

claimants activists has held action

2cro8s the country. The best of these Was

Probably when a mob escaped from a

boring lefty rally in the Methodist Hall

in Westminster and stormed the nearby

Benefits Agency HQ setting off fire

alarms and shutting the place down.

The local groups are still discussing

different strategies and coming up with

2 lot of ideas but there is still a real lack

of involvement from the vast majority of

claimants despite the severe implica-

tions of the attacks on

The JSA is not the harshest Cut

wWe“ve Seen in the last 15 years, Com-

Pared with the total withdrawal of

benefits to many asylum seekers or to 16

to 18 year olds, but it is the most wide

ranging and affects a huge number of

people. In conjunction with other

Schemes like “training for work“ it

undermine any Success that the TUC

might have in its campaign for 2

minimum Wage. It is a huge extension

of powers to force people into shit jobs

and to control the lives of claimants that

have been introduced since Restart

interviews in 1986, or the Actively

Seeking Work test in 1989. These new

Powers, together With the restructuring

of the Benefits Agency, w训 place

further responsibilities and powers on

frontline Job Centre staff.

Anyone who has been signing

during the last few years wil have

noticed the sickening hypocrisy of the

change from being called claimants or

even clients to“customers“, the Tidicu-

lous“charters“, the open plan offices

and “8os office fumniture and the work-

ers「 name ta8S and Smart clothes.

Behind all this is a deliberate control of

the workforce through a combination of

inducements (cut off targets etc.) and

intimidation, the boss sitting just acTOSs

the office, instead of being locked away

 

TReBosses Make Us SicK /

Have yox looRked Qt yOH D055

recemtly ? Aren一

仪

eyg?

Doesz八 mere》 朱e 8邦R 0f执eir

ce make yox SicK ? Demand IRat

hey Qre SCreemed 0外广omz WOrers

Qnd Tis CoIQ

easiby De acRieyed 让仪

e

BS supplied

EQCR Doss With 4 COR-

StrUCtedpQper Bag i0 Ver 0VEr

扣eij head, COmPIete WilR EyeROI25.

TRey Shox1Q WEQr纯ese Qf Q

凡

tinze.

“Workers

4gQim5f 红e demiQRG几r 5Creems

 

in a darkened room. A lot of the better

elements amongst the workers have just

given up and left the union militantts

are largely the lower ranks of the SWP

and the Militant (Who are, of Course

trying to lead opposition to the JSA

from both claimants and WorkerS).

There has been recent strike action,

you read the lefty papers it is“against

the JSA“. If you listen to the demands

the strikes are for Screens to protect

them from angry claimants. Some

People are thankful that at least some-

one Somewhere is going on strike. The

left always argued that sabotage/over

DPaymentsy non-co-Operation W4S

impossible in the dole offices. Now with

2a meek workforce that has probably lost

all the initiative, they are possibly right.

Does that mean we should be Supporting

the Strike8 for Screens in any way ? On

the one hand it might be helpful for

everybody to haye a Clearer picture of

the set up at the dole office. Getting rid

of all that office furniture and bringing

back the SCTeens W训 look much more

Tealistic and the“Cu8tomers Charters“

would look pretty 8tupid beside the

reinforced g1a8S, Rebuilding the Screens

might shut down 8 feW 0余ces for a few

Weeks, giving Claimants & bil of respite.

When dole offices are 8hut through

redecoration, arSO0m, bulldozing etc.,

&giros are Still Sent Oul, But do you

Support COpS Striking for bigger riot

shields ? More Obyiously, we wil look

stupid when We g0 l0 0CCupy a dole

office and find the plaee is sealed tight

with security SCIee08, Most importantly

the whole isSue Of allows unions

and bosses to SC8pegOat claimants and

Portray US 25 the

There haye been Some attempts to

oOrganise resistance inside the dole

offices. A leaflet put out by the Public

Service Workers Network and Norwich

Unemployed Action Group did call for

individual action 8 well as collective

Tesistance: “Zndivigtuay we CQ refitse

0 go 010mg Wi 1R66ling Lar8e古/

disgualificatiom, MQRe sre PeOP1e

S

论

ning0QreARy GWare 0f扬

e

汀

rights. Pass OHLQinformatioR JO

Ca 0 LoCQ1 zplemzentaioy 绍rge,

ProDjems, 01N48675 WJo Qre giping

5t0

什

4 Rard tize, elc. SpeaK 0

08Qinst扣

e

XSQ扔Emz etl泓y

Every fitfe Re1ps MX Ca 汤5Pire

0

灿

ers. But collectiheIy e CQ1 7eQ1y

ahe 4 d江erence.“

Rebuilding the confidence of Qther

workers 讨 the dole offices through

having an attitude is not part of @PSA

policy but without workers redisCQVer-

ing the power of solidarity they W训 find

themselyes in little better a POSition than

CaSUual Workers or claimants。
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Some of the claimant「S resistance

&roups haye good relationships With the

local union branches or useful contacts

with individual workers but while the

claimants groups remain Small and

relatively week the relationship with the

unions is always going to be a bit one-

sided、Anti-JSA activists have held a

number of occupations and pickets.

Recent actions targeted JSA implemen-

tation managers individually. JIMs in

London, Manchester and Edinburgh

were visited at their offices. In Notting-

ham the JIM had his photo plastered

Over the city.

Groundswell

方ontfine J05 Cenire and Benefits

Agemcy 5奶

仪

W

诈

DeJDrced加 izple-

ent the JS4 reginme OcioDer,)We

Pip 功

e

D12me方rmzy 01 10108gEzeRt

QC policy zQKErs. 5 XSUQL policy

aKers and poiticiams disgnise 办e汀

ScRemzes YRemployed

pe0P1e Q4 nQ1Q8E75 10Ke 扔05e

dreazs Q iging

L0W-pQin CasUQL st付 Theij aCiioms

Q Complic许

p

recKpeop1e“5 lies。

We areRtfooled and We injend 100

佟

抒eMz 加 gCCONRLT

A newW tactic“three strikes and

youre out“ extends this to exCessively

Zealous creeps in the dole office who cut

oOff or harass claimants. While sounding

more like a management threat against

union activists it is a tactic that mirrors

the Benefit Agency bureaucracy With

two“warning letters“followed by

Publicising their behaviour and an angry

demo their office. Claimants groups

are clear about hoW Well targeted this

must be but it wil be limited by the size

and influence of most claimants gTOupS.

Action against special claims units

investigation officers in the 80S was

highly effective. Snoopers received

harassment both from claimants「 unions

and their unw训ing colleagues that Wa5

eyery bit as effectiye as the strike action

which also look place. This was 2

different situation. Exposure of the

investigation teams directly interfered

With their fraud inquiries, tipping off

Working claimants, and they Were easier

to target for militants in the UBOs as

the teams Were outsiders brought in for

2 few Weeks at a time.

However, both management and

union beaurocrats are wetting them-

Selyes at the prospect of action that goes

beyond the usual picketleaflet/sit-in

tactics. The bosses have already got the

cops involyed and will obyiously be

trying to target “Tingleaders“. The

Employment Service and the CPSA

haye sent out circulars. The ES exagger-

ate the threats with talk of possible

violence and tries to scare the WoOrkers

from giving out information about

ImanageTS.

The CPSA leaflet refers to “unac-

ceptable threats“, calls for management

to protect them, and sayS that they W训

not Work With “groups Who threaten

and harass CPSA members“ in their

“campaign“against the JSA.

Both totally miss the point. ES and

BA workers wil only be targeted if they

are out of order. Furthermore any threat

to the safety of workers from claimants

is going to come from enraged claim-

ants With nothing to lose. Three Strikes

and Out Will be polite in com-

 

ACTION BY workers and activists

Shows Our resistance but it isn t going to

make the JSA unworkable or stop

claimants getting stuffed by iL. The anti-

JSA groups are Still distant from the

majority of claimants Who dont see

them 25 relevant or useful. Getting clued

up on the JSA etc, working aS Claimants

unions haye done in the past, with

advice and eXperience about What not to

Say or how to work the System (unlike

official funded advice centres Which too

often give Correct but useless advice)

may be a lot of Work and may Seem like

alternative social Work but it is basic

class solidarity. Groups can Work both

WayS, building better relationships with

other claimants.

The JSA is not as simple aS Restart

to deal with but it is important to give

the managerS and Supervisors as little

opportunity as possible to cut people off

or harass them into shit jobs. The“Job

Seekers Agreement“you Sign When you

first sign on is similar to the current

availability for work form with a draft

form stating how many letters, phone-

calls and visits you W训 make every

week. YOu Will have to ansWwer questions

on this every time you sign on (in

theory. Workers may get bored of this.).

Benefit can be Suspended if you fail

to attend six monthly restart interviews

or 13 Weekly in-depth interviews.

You「ye got 5 days to Show you had 2

good reason for missing them. A test

match or a trip to Amsterdam are not

&ood TeaSons, apparently.

The most disturbing new power is

that yOu can be given a“Jobseekers

Direction“ at these interviews if they

think you arent really trying or if they

think a government programme could

“help“ you. This could be a direction to

8 On a CourSe, apply for particular jobs

Or Smarten yourselt up to look nice for

bosses.ff you don“tcomply you could

have your benefit stopped for two wWeeks

or four Weeks 讨 i is the second time.

This can be appealed to an Adjudicating

Officer or an appeal tribunal. Getting

your story right for an appeal is at ]east

2S effective aS a Tude letter to the toSser

who cuts off your benefit. There are

grounds for showing that the direction

Was Unreasonable. These range from

Possible excessive physical/mental

PresSure, religious or Conscientious

grounds to travel or other expenses

making the job pointless financially-

Claimants groups monitoring

Overzealous jobsworths Should check a

lot of their directions are unreasonable.

Appeals etc COuld cause more trouble

than a“final warning“from

GroundswelL While we may not be up

to these on our Own We should at ]east

&8et sussed enough to get stories straight

before going to a CAB or advice centre.

Contact GroundsWell for local grOups

co Claimants Action, E. Oxford

Community Centre, Princes St Oxford.

Tel: 01865 723750
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Taking on

The Benefft Thieves

“hre yox demonstratizg8gQinst Peler illey ? I KmeW江s fis louse, DeCQHUSE 4市iepid 0f Iize, gzo 训 Claimzizg Demejits,

CNG WOrRs QS Q pros绍ie, 4 mle progtitute, Rs yisited抓

芒

Pl2Ce SePerQL tlE5.

(Passer by to ARCH demonstrators picketing benefit fraudster Peter Lilley“s London Lovenest in protest against withdrawal of

benefits to asylum seekers, July 1996)

BY NOW MOST people know that The

Job Seekers Allowance (JSA) for

unemployed people in Britain comes in

on October 7th. Resistance is finally

growing, but the anti-JSA movement

has nothing of the strength of anti-poll

tax movements Or even the resistance to

the Criminal Justice Act. GroundswelL,

the coalition of mostly autonomous

claimants activists has held action

2cro8s the country. The best of these Was

Probably when a mob escaped from a

boring lefty rally in the Methodist Hall

in Westminster and stormed the nearby

Benefits Agency HQ setting off fire

alarms and shutting the place down.

The local groups are still discussing

different strategies and coming up with

2 lot of ideas but there is still a real lack

of involvement from the vast majority of

claimants despite the severe implica-

tions of the attacks on

The JSA is not the harshest Cut

wWe“ve Seen in the last 15 years, Com-

Pared with the total withdrawal of

benefits to many asylum seekers or to 16

to 18 year olds, but it is the most wide

ranging and affects a huge number of

people. In conjunction with other

Schemes like “training for work“ it

undermine any Success that the TUC

might have in its campaign for 2

minimum Wage. It is a huge extension

of powers to force people into shit jobs

and to control the lives of claimants that

have been introduced since Restart

interviews in 1986, or the Actively

Seeking Work test in 1989. These new

Powers, together With the restructuring

of the Benefits Agency, w训 place

further responsibilities and powers on

frontline Job Centre staff.

Anyone who has been signing

during the last few years wil have

noticed the sickening hypocrisy of the

change from being called claimants or

even clients to“customers“, the Tidicu-

lous“charters“, the open plan offices

and “8os office fumniture and the work-

ers「 name ta8S and Smart clothes.

Behind all this is a deliberate control of

the workforce through a combination of

inducements (cut off targets etc.) and

intimidation, the boss sitting just acTOSs

the office, instead of being locked away
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in a darkened room. A lot of the better

elements amongst the workers have just

given up and left the union militantts

are largely the lower ranks of the SWP

and the Militant (Who are, of Course

trying to lead opposition to the JSA

from both claimants and WorkerS).

There has been recent strike action,

you read the lefty papers it is“against

the JSA“. If you listen to the demands

the strikes are for Screens to protect

them from angry claimants. Some

People are thankful that at least some-

one Somewhere is going on strike. The

left always argued that sabotage/over

DPaymentsy non-co-Operation W4S

impossible in the dole offices. Now with

2a meek workforce that has probably lost

all the initiative, they are possibly right.

Does that mean we should be Supporting

the Strike8 for Screens in any way ? On

the one hand it might be helpful for

everybody to haye a Clearer picture of

the set up at the dole office. Getting rid

of all that office furniture and bringing

back the SCTeens W训 look much more

Tealistic and the“Cu8tomers Charters“

would look pretty 8tupid beside the

reinforced g1a8S, Rebuilding the Screens

might shut down 8 feW 0余ces for a few

Weeks, giving Claimants & bil of respite.

When dole offices are 8hut through

redecoration, arSO0m, bulldozing etc.,

&giros are Still Sent Oul, But do you

Support COpS Striking for bigger riot

shields ? More Obyiously, we wil look

stupid when We g0 l0 0CCupy a dole

office and find the plaee is sealed tight

with security SCIee08, Most importantly

the whole isSue Of allows unions

and bosses to SC8pegOat claimants and

Portray US 25 the

There haye been Some attempts to

oOrganise resistance inside the dole

offices. A leaflet put out by the Public

Service Workers Network and Norwich

Unemployed Action Group did call for

individual action 8 well as collective

Tesistance: “Zndivigtuay we CQ refitse

0 go 010mg Wi 1R66ling Lar8e古/

disgualificatiom, MQRe sre PeOP1e

S

论

ning0QreARy GWare 0f扬

e

汀

rights. Pass OHLQinformatioR JO

Ca 0 LoCQ1 zplemzentaioy 绍rge,

ProDjems, 01N48675 WJo Qre giping

5t0

什

4 Rard tize, elc. SpeaK 0

08Qinst扣

e

XSQ扔Emz etl泓y

Every fitfe Re1ps MX Ca 汤5Pire

0

灿

ers. But collectiheIy e CQ1 7eQ1y

ahe 4 d江erence.“

Rebuilding the confidence of Qther

workers 讨 the dole offices through

having an attitude is not part of @PSA

policy but without workers redisCQVer-

ing the power of solidarity they W训 find

themselyes in little better a POSition than

CaSUual Workers or claimants。
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Some of the claimant「S resistance

&roups haye good relationships With the

local union branches or useful contacts

with individual workers but while the

claimants groups remain Small and

relatively week the relationship with the

unions is always going to be a bit one-

sided、Anti-JSA activists have held a

number of occupations and pickets.

Recent actions targeted JSA implemen-

tation managers individually. JIMs in

London, Manchester and Edinburgh

were visited at their offices. In Notting-

ham the JIM had his photo plastered

Over the city.

Groundswell

方ontfine J05 Cenire and Benefits

Agemcy 5奶

仪

W

诈

DeJDrced加 izple-

ent the JS4 reginme OcioDer,)We

Pip 功

e
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p
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佟
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A newW tactic“three strikes and

youre out“ extends this to exCessively

Zealous creeps in the dole office who cut

oOff or harass claimants. While sounding

more like a management threat against

union activists it is a tactic that mirrors

the Benefit Agency bureaucracy With

two“warning letters“followed by

Publicising their behaviour and an angry

demo their office. Claimants groups

are clear about hoW Well targeted this

must be but it wil be limited by the size

and influence of most claimants gTOupS.

Action against special claims units

investigation officers in the 80S was

highly effective. Snoopers received

harassment both from claimants「 unions

and their unw训ing colleagues that Wa5

eyery bit as effectiye as the strike action

which also look place. This was 2

different situation. Exposure of the

investigation teams directly interfered

With their fraud inquiries, tipping off

Working claimants, and they Were easier

to target for militants in the UBOs as

the teams Were outsiders brought in for

2 few Weeks at a time.

However, both management and

union beaurocrats are wetting them-

Selyes at the prospect of action that goes

beyond the usual picketleaflet/sit-in

tactics. The bosses have already got the

cops involyed and will obyiously be

trying to target “Tingleaders“. The

Employment Service and the CPSA

haye sent out circulars. The ES exagger-

ate the threats with talk of possible

violence and tries to scare the WoOrkers

from giving out information about

ImanageTS.

The CPSA leaflet refers to “unac-

ceptable threats“, calls for management

to protect them, and sayS that they W训

not Work With “groups Who threaten

and harass CPSA members“ in their

“campaign“against the JSA.

Both totally miss the point. ES and

BA workers wil only be targeted if they

are out of order. Furthermore any threat

to the safety of workers from claimants

is going to come from enraged claim-

ants With nothing to lose. Three Strikes

and Out Will be polite in com-

 

ACTION BY workers and activists

Shows Our resistance but it isn t going to

make the JSA unworkable or stop

claimants getting stuffed by iL. The anti-

JSA groups are Still distant from the

majority of claimants Who dont see

them 25 relevant or useful. Getting clued

up on the JSA etc, working aS Claimants

unions haye done in the past, with

advice and eXperience about What not to

Say or how to work the System (unlike

official funded advice centres Which too

often give Correct but useless advice)

may be a lot of Work and may Seem like

alternative social Work but it is basic

class solidarity. Groups can Work both

WayS, building better relationships with

other claimants.

The JSA is not as simple aS Restart

to deal with but it is important to give

the managerS and Supervisors as little

opportunity as possible to cut people off

or harass them into shit jobs. The“Job

Seekers Agreement“you Sign When you

first sign on is similar to the current

availability for work form with a draft

form stating how many letters, phone-

calls and visits you W训 make every

week. YOu Will have to ansWwer questions

on this every time you sign on (in

theory. Workers may get bored of this.).

Benefit can be Suspended if you fail

to attend six monthly restart interviews

or 13 Weekly in-depth interviews.

You「ye got 5 days to Show you had 2

good reason for missing them. A test

match or a trip to Amsterdam are not

&ood TeaSons, apparently.

The most disturbing new power is

that yOu can be given a“Jobseekers

Direction“ at these interviews if they

think you arent really trying or if they

think a government programme could

“help“ you. This could be a direction to

8 On a CourSe, apply for particular jobs

Or Smarten yourselt up to look nice for

bosses.ff you don“tcomply you could

have your benefit stopped for two wWeeks

or four Weeks 讨 i is the second time.

This can be appealed to an Adjudicating

Officer or an appeal tribunal. Getting

your story right for an appeal is at ]east

2S effective aS a Tude letter to the toSser

who cuts off your benefit. There are

grounds for showing that the direction

Was Unreasonable. These range from

Possible excessive physical/mental

PresSure, religious or Conscientious

grounds to travel or other expenses

making the job pointless financially-

Claimants groups monitoring

Overzealous jobsworths Should check a

lot of their directions are unreasonable.

Appeals etc COuld cause more trouble

than a“final warning“from

GroundswelL While we may not be up

to these on our Own We should at ]east

&8et sussed enough to get stories straight

before going to a CAB or advice centre.

Contact GroundsWell for local grOups

co Claimants Action, E. Oxford

Community Centre, Princes St Oxford.

Tel: 01865 723750
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SOME PEOPLE MIGHT remember Gus John, alleged

hero, who was inyolved in the“Romeo and Juliet tickets

Scandal“ in Hackney a couple of years a8g0. Well Mr John

has an industrial tribunal coming up in November where he

will argue that Hackney council failed to defend him from

“unfair smears“ that he is homophobic, and that he failed

to tackle racism in Hackney“S Schools. He w训 alSO argue

that his employers racially discriminated against him

because had he been white they would have defended him

adequately.

Oh, the tribulations of the black middle class! How

tragic to be denied the right to enjoy the privileges ac-

corded your class to the extent your white peers do. Gus is

black, and therefore oppressed; ITm white, working class

and bisexual So homophobia“s just 8 product of an over-

active imagination caused by my unnatural emotional state.

Back in the real world I occasionally haye“Convers2-

tions“ like this:

“Fox gQy,

yoM gof Q proDlem 1haf2“

“7 don.1 1iKe gay peOple.“

YO

“ XL all gay people. T Kill al gay

(2nd Shilhead:)“Come Outside.“

“

扬

yolre so Rard, lef「s do 节Rere,OW

“ stupid.“(OR yeQR2)

At this point I had to ask them to leaye, again, and

when they refused to, I gave them the choice of going

quietly or having an even more rivetting discussion with

Stoke Newington Police.It「s not just that Im a queen and

calling shitheads“bluff is as hard as I get; Tm not allowed

to hit the public at work or on council property. Even on

the street, white queen hits black teenager would be Tead a5

Tace attack, not self-defence. and run the Trisk of Sum-

mary dismissal. But I digress.

On Page 9 of the 21* July edition of the ndeperidef 0

Sxumday, Fran Abrams gave Gus John「s side of the story of

his 7 years as Director of Education in Hackney. The article

Portrayed Mr John as the victim of “activists“. whoever

they might be, enraged by his championship of common

sense. The villains of the piece are split between black

radicals (independent of his fan club in the Communist

Party of Britain) and “the gay and lesbian community“

(note the fact that to be queer is to be an“activist).

So, was Gus John really a hero, battling the forces of

the loony left? The Independent, which likes to Set up 35

heroes those who share their Own claSs and cultural a5-

sumptions, even a black man like Gus, or a 8ay Iman like

Andrew Sullivan, obyiously thinks s0.

Our hero implied that he has been portrayed as

homophobic simply because he is black, and obyiously feels

no need to take the charge Seriously, or

to examine his own actions. There is a

direct parallel here with Bernard

Crofton「S assertion of his “anti-racist

Credentials“ in order to evade TesSponsi-

bility for his“untouchables“witchhunt

a&ainst African staff in Housing under

the guisge of“inyestigating corruption“.

We「ye gOLnews for you, Gus, your

homophobia is not “unquestionable

becauSe [you happen] to be an Afro-

Caribbean male“, It is evident from your

actions, and from the aSSumptions

which you made and on which those

actions Were based ,

For those who donit remember, Gus

John tried to get Jane BTrown,

Hieadteacher at KingSmead Primary

School, Sacked becauSe She made an ilL-

advised comment about heterosexism

and Shakespeare, But whal really got

his goat, according l0 山e Independent,

was the relationship between Ms Brown

and Nicky Thorogo0d, Who had been the

Chair of the School「8 Board of Gover-

nors at the time of M8 BIown「s appoint-

Iment.

This was enough for our hero. In

spite of her denial that the relationship

had existed until later, Jane Brown had

obviously taken adyantage of the fact

that the Chair of the Board of Governors

was another lesbian, and had slept her

way into the post, AS you

do.

Much like anti-Semitism,

homophobia works on the assumption

that shared [non-hetero]sexuality (like

Jewishness) equates With conspiracy.

These aSsumptions are bad enough,

but they also fly in the face of the

evidence that Jane Brown is a damn

good Headteacher, which the school「s |

governors (doubtlessly under the

influence of this powerful lesbian

conspiracy), parents, and noW even the

Department of Education (that WelL-

known lesbian stronghold) Who have

recognised her abilities by appointing

her as an inspector, have all aCknow1-

edged.

The evidence suggests 山at GUS John

is deeply prejudiced against ]eSbians,
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8ay men and bisexual people, and

2SSumes that We conspire together to

stitch up jobs for ourselves from which

to promote our “activist“ agenda, and

that we falsely accuse those Who oppose

uS of being homophobic to cover this up.

We do not believe that all Afro-

Caribbean men are homophobic, nor

that this is an inherent part of their

cultural background. In fact, We Teco8g-

nise that there are many lesbians, gay

men and bisexXual people of colour in

  

rubbish dressed up in stalinist jargon is

passed o体 as Services to black and

ethnic minority people depressing. It fits

in neatly with the dominant culture of

institutionalised racism in Hackney, and

Only serves the career needs of black

middle class stalinists. The Smarter,

coyert racists must love all this。

Ultimately it makes me angry thal

money black people fought to haye

allocated to services Which address their

needs properly is used by incompetent,

Hackney, and We Self-interested

are Working to Chancers to puSh

o Dialogue needs to be

ˇ

e

Sections of the established, the taboo - inevitable failure t0

black and white workers 0H

ofthemifwe were “do not talk t0 eaCh other attributed to institu-

n

like Gus Johna broken. need余author-

his supporters, to ity, (bigger salaries,)

act on their preju- and bigger budgets

dices unchallenged because wWe may be

2CCused of racism识 We do.

Gus John claims to haye been

committed to raising standards of

education in Hackney, and that this is

the best way to COmbat racism, and the

real equality issue. I tend to agree with

him on the latter two points - most

People of colour resent patronising

“anti-racist“ initiatives Which focus

solely on oppression. What they want is

the means to Change their situation,

without having to be grateful to self-

Proclaimed saviours. Equality is about

being judged according to ability or

need, not defined by Trace (or other

“oppression).

So why did Gus John attack the

Headteacher credited with the improve-

ments at Kingsmead Primary School2

Surely Jane Brown Was the kind of

teacher he should hold up as a Shining

example of what can be achieved2 No,

Jane Brown dared to voice her opposi-

tion to heterosexism, and dared to have

2 love life, she ceased to be a teacher

and became an activist.

As an anti-racist I find the way

(to Waste).

Black people haye a tradition of self-

organisation which is non-hicrarchical,

but the logic of the institutions which

control public services - the State,

voluntary organisations, etc. - means

that hierarchies aSsert themselyes when

money comes into the equation. A

visible anti-hierarchical - ie anarchist -

Imovement has yet to emerge among

black people in Britain. Anarchists w训

only facilitate the emergence of Such 2

movement if we understand the issues.

White liberals handle their racism by

handing over responsibility to people a5

like themselyes as possible, rather than

by dealing with iL. So do trades unions.

The power does not transfer, however,

so the black struggle moves from being

about cultural and institutional change

to being about the powerlessness of the

black middle class.

The black working class finds itself

defined by its middle class “leaders、

and cut off from the rest of the (white)

working class whom their “leaders“

have dismissed as inevitably racist. The

White working class only see their black

PeerS Supporting obyious Crooks.

Dialogue needs to be established, the

taboo - black and white Workers do not

talk to each other about racism - must be

brokent.

There is another story here that no-

One is telling, because there is a Con-

spiracy of silence about incompetence in

Local Government management. Back

When ILEA Was abolished by the Tory

government - for promoting “loony left“

Policies - money WaS allocated to each

SuccesSsor authority - to cover the cost of

transfer. Of all those authorities,

Hackney alone refused this money. The

TeSUlt? - cha0s.

As an officer of the local NALGO

branch I watched the maladministration

With horror. Particulary spectacular

were Some of the pay cock-upS. One

man WaS paid his own and his brother「s

Salary one month, and couldn “t get the

mistake acknowledged, let alone

corrected. Many more Were not paid at

all for months, others were TUmoured to

have been paid thousands of pounds for

a few hours「 work by mistake. The

Education Directorate never recovered

from this bad start, its overspend is the

biggest budget problem in the

I don“t hear Gus John complaining

he was playing with a rigged deck, so it

is reasonable to assume he is responsible

for the maladministration. He wa$ the

Director of Education for Seven year$,

and picked up nearly half a million quid

(before tax) for iL Evading responsibiL-

ity for the mess would be difficult so he

needs 8 diversion.

It「s all the“activists“ fault We“ve

ruined his reputation and thwarted his

efforts to make Hackney safe for middle

class heter0seXUal Conseryative$.

Somehow We「ve robbed him of the

credit for his SucCess. Very SuCCessfully,

2s if「s a SuCCe8S story I hayen“t heard

about, and nor have my black and ethnic

minority workmates, who would do

anything in their power to avoid sending

their kids to most of Hackney“5 SChools.

ao

Peter Principle
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SOME PEOPLE MIGHT remember Gus John, alleged

hero, who was inyolved in the“Romeo and Juliet tickets

Scandal“ in Hackney a couple of years a8g0. Well Mr John

has an industrial tribunal coming up in November where he

will argue that Hackney council failed to defend him from

“unfair smears“ that he is homophobic, and that he failed

to tackle racism in Hackney“S Schools. He w训 alSO argue

that his employers racially discriminated against him

because had he been white they would have defended him

adequately.

Oh, the tribulations of the black middle class! How

tragic to be denied the right to enjoy the privileges ac-

corded your class to the extent your white peers do. Gus is

black, and therefore oppressed; ITm white, working class

and bisexual So homophobia“s just 8 product of an over-

active imagination caused by my unnatural emotional state.

Back in the real world I occasionally haye“Convers2-

tions“ like this:

“Fox gQy,

yoM gof Q proDlem 1haf2“

“7 don.1 1iKe gay peOple.“

YO

“ XL all gay people. T Kill al gay

(2nd Shilhead:)“Come Outside.“

“

扬

yolre so Rard, lef「s do 节Rere,OW

“ stupid.“(OR yeQR2)

At this point I had to ask them to leaye, again, and

when they refused to, I gave them the choice of going

quietly or having an even more rivetting discussion with

Stoke Newington Police.It「s not just that Im a queen and

calling shitheads“bluff is as hard as I get; Tm not allowed

to hit the public at work or on council property. Even on

the street, white queen hits black teenager would be Tead a5

Tace attack, not self-defence. and run the Trisk of Sum-

mary dismissal. But I digress.

On Page 9 of the 21* July edition of the ndeperidef 0

Sxumday, Fran Abrams gave Gus John「s side of the story of

his 7 years as Director of Education in Hackney. The article

Portrayed Mr John as the victim of “activists“. whoever

they might be, enraged by his championship of common

sense. The villains of the piece are split between black

radicals (independent of his fan club in the Communist

Party of Britain) and “the gay and lesbian community“

(note the fact that to be queer is to be an“activist).

So, was Gus John really a hero, battling the forces of

the loony left? The Independent, which likes to Set up 35

heroes those who share their Own claSs and cultural a5-

sumptions, even a black man like Gus, or a 8ay Iman like

Andrew Sullivan, obyiously thinks s0.

Our hero implied that he has been portrayed as

homophobic simply because he is black, and obyiously feels

no need to take the charge Seriously, or

to examine his own actions. There is a

direct parallel here with Bernard

Crofton「S assertion of his “anti-racist

Credentials“ in order to evade TesSponsi-

bility for his“untouchables“witchhunt

a&ainst African staff in Housing under

the guisge of“inyestigating corruption“.

We「ye gOLnews for you, Gus, your

homophobia is not “unquestionable

becauSe [you happen] to be an Afro-

Caribbean male“, It is evident from your

actions, and from the aSSumptions

which you made and on which those

actions Were based ,

For those who donit remember, Gus

John tried to get Jane BTrown,

Hieadteacher at KingSmead Primary

School, Sacked becauSe She made an ilL-

advised comment about heterosexism

and Shakespeare, But whal really got

his goat, according l0 山e Independent,

was the relationship between Ms Brown

and Nicky Thorogo0d, Who had been the

Chair of the School「8 Board of Gover-

nors at the time of M8 BIown「s appoint-

Iment.

This was enough for our hero. In

spite of her denial that the relationship

had existed until later, Jane Brown had

obviously taken adyantage of the fact

that the Chair of the Board of Governors

was another lesbian, and had slept her

way into the post, AS you

do.

Much like anti-Semitism,

homophobia works on the assumption

that shared [non-hetero]sexuality (like

Jewishness) equates With conspiracy.

These aSsumptions are bad enough,

but they also fly in the face of the

evidence that Jane Brown is a damn

good Headteacher, which the school「s |

governors (doubtlessly under the

influence of this powerful lesbian

conspiracy), parents, and noW even the

Department of Education (that WelL-

known lesbian stronghold) Who have

recognised her abilities by appointing

her as an inspector, have all aCknow1-

edged.

The evidence suggests 山at GUS John

is deeply prejudiced against ]eSbians,
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8ay men and bisexual people, and

2SSumes that We conspire together to

stitch up jobs for ourselves from which

to promote our “activist“ agenda, and

that we falsely accuse those Who oppose

uS of being homophobic to cover this up.

We do not believe that all Afro-

Caribbean men are homophobic, nor

that this is an inherent part of their

cultural background. In fact, We Teco8g-

nise that there are many lesbians, gay

men and bisexXual people of colour in

  

rubbish dressed up in stalinist jargon is

passed o体 as Services to black and

ethnic minority people depressing. It fits

in neatly with the dominant culture of

institutionalised racism in Hackney, and

Only serves the career needs of black

middle class stalinists. The Smarter,

coyert racists must love all this。

Ultimately it makes me angry thal

money black people fought to haye

allocated to services Which address their

needs properly is used by incompetent,

Hackney, and We Self-interested

are Working to Chancers to puSh

o Dialogue needs to be

ˇ

e

Sections of the established, the taboo - inevitable failure t0

black and white workers 0H

ofthemifwe were “do not talk t0 eaCh other attributed to institu-

n

like Gus Johna broken. need余author-

his supporters, to ity, (bigger salaries,)

act on their preju- and bigger budgets

dices unchallenged because wWe may be

2CCused of racism识 We do.

Gus John claims to haye been

committed to raising standards of

education in Hackney, and that this is

the best way to COmbat racism, and the

real equality issue. I tend to agree with

him on the latter two points - most

People of colour resent patronising

“anti-racist“ initiatives Which focus

solely on oppression. What they want is

the means to Change their situation,

without having to be grateful to self-

Proclaimed saviours. Equality is about

being judged according to ability or

need, not defined by Trace (or other

“oppression).

So why did Gus John attack the

Headteacher credited with the improve-

ments at Kingsmead Primary School2

Surely Jane Brown Was the kind of

teacher he should hold up as a Shining

example of what can be achieved2 No,

Jane Brown dared to voice her opposi-

tion to heterosexism, and dared to have

2 love life, she ceased to be a teacher

and became an activist.

As an anti-racist I find the way

(to Waste).

Black people haye a tradition of self-

organisation which is non-hicrarchical,

but the logic of the institutions which

control public services - the State,

voluntary organisations, etc. - means

that hierarchies aSsert themselyes when

money comes into the equation. A

visible anti-hierarchical - ie anarchist -

Imovement has yet to emerge among

black people in Britain. Anarchists w训

only facilitate the emergence of Such 2

movement if we understand the issues.

White liberals handle their racism by

handing over responsibility to people a5

like themselyes as possible, rather than

by dealing with iL. So do trades unions.

The power does not transfer, however,

so the black struggle moves from being

about cultural and institutional change

to being about the powerlessness of the

black middle class.

The black working class finds itself

defined by its middle class “leaders、

and cut off from the rest of the (white)

working class whom their “leaders“

have dismissed as inevitably racist. The

White working class only see their black

PeerS Supporting obyious Crooks.

Dialogue needs to be established, the

taboo - black and white Workers do not

talk to each other about racism - must be

brokent.

There is another story here that no-

One is telling, because there is a Con-

spiracy of silence about incompetence in

Local Government management. Back

When ILEA Was abolished by the Tory

government - for promoting “loony left“

Policies - money WaS allocated to each

SuccesSsor authority - to cover the cost of

transfer. Of all those authorities,

Hackney alone refused this money. The

TeSUlt? - cha0s.

As an officer of the local NALGO

branch I watched the maladministration

With horror. Particulary spectacular

were Some of the pay cock-upS. One

man WaS paid his own and his brother「s

Salary one month, and couldn “t get the

mistake acknowledged, let alone

corrected. Many more Were not paid at

all for months, others were TUmoured to

have been paid thousands of pounds for

a few hours「 work by mistake. The

Education Directorate never recovered

from this bad start, its overspend is the

biggest budget problem in the

I don“t hear Gus John complaining

he was playing with a rigged deck, so it

is reasonable to assume he is responsible

for the maladministration. He wa$ the

Director of Education for Seven year$,

and picked up nearly half a million quid

(before tax) for iL Evading responsibiL-

ity for the mess would be difficult so he

needs 8 diversion.

It「s all the“activists“ fault We“ve

ruined his reputation and thwarted his

efforts to make Hackney safe for middle

class heter0seXUal Conseryative$.

Somehow We「ve robbed him of the

credit for his SucCess. Very SuCCessfully,

2s if「s a SuCCe8S story I hayen“t heard

about, and nor have my black and ethnic

minority workmates, who would do

anything in their power to avoid sending

their kids to most of Hackney“5 SChools.

ao

Peter Principle
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Up Against the Law

LAST JANUARY 16“ 1996, four of

Green edilors, ALF

officer Robin Webb and then-editor of

the ALF Supporters Group newsletter

(SG), Simon Russell, Were raided by

Cops acting for Special Branch「s Animal

Rights National Index (ARND and

Ccharged With conspiracy to incite

criminal damage. Maximum Sentence:

ten years inside.

The Gandalf (G.A.- aND - AL.F)

defendants““crime「 is to haye published

animal liberation news in GA or to have

Somehow been connected to those Who

have. As police questioning demon-

strated, connections may be 25S tenu0OuSs

2S attending the same rally - along with

thousands of others - or perhaps 2

Phonecall.

As the law now stands, the State

does not haye to prove any damage Was

done or anyone (even“perSOns un-

known) Was incited or that any“Con-

Spirator“had any connection With Such

People. Just that it was intended that

people be incited. This can be over a

very long time scale. Five years in this

CaSe. A USUal defence in cases of

incitement is that the inciting material

Was not circulated - you cannot incite

Someone With Something they have not

even Seen.

Appended to a conspiracy Charge,

however, even this defence does not

hold. Scrapped manuscripts or jottings

locked away on Computer discs that

haye never Seen the light of day can still

be used as evidence of intent. So can

One“S 25SOciates or beliefs, making this

USe of the law as contentious as it is

Political.

It is no use defendants standing up

before a jury and saying“Believe us, we

didn“t want to incite anything“. The

burden of proof is on the defendals and

they are being inyited to prove a neg2-

tive to0, making conspiracy/incitement

Prosecutions ideal inquisitorial tools.

What is it all about

This case is the culmination of ARNT“s

Support the Gandalf Six

Operation Washington, their attempt to

silence Robin Webb as ALF pre$s

officer. They haye been trying for year$。

framing him to put him out of circula-

tion on remand or demanding his

silence aS a bail condition (“to prevent

incitement).

It might seem a desperate ImeaSure t0

link him and Si Russell to G4 - whose

animal lib news is more forthright - on

the strength of a few phone calls, but

this is part of a systematic campaign to

make Sure识 the public hear about

animal lib at all i is through the police

or media under their control. As wel] a5

GA, Liberator has suffered heavy police

harassment, as did 4rkangel under Vi

Smith and Keith Mann and this pros-

ecution is modeled on that used to

temporarily SuppresSs 5G in 1988. Do

these people seriously think activists

WiL be less angry 讨they do not read

about animal abuse in a newspaper2

In 1993 ARNT「s brief was extended

to militant Greens and their scare stories

about the ELF (「Environmental Libera-

tion Front「according to theml1) have

been regularly appearing in the uSual

dodgy newspapers. As the Criminal

Justice Act failed to curb the 199075

Protest culture, is it surprising the State

is now pioneering a heavier repressive

instrument? Many articles cited a5

evidence in the 5.500 pages the Branch

siezed are entirely abstract in their

discussion of direct action. Through GA,

the State seeks to criminalise direct

action a5 8 Whole.

This is hardly Without precedent.

Leaving aside the political and religious

Witch-hunts in the 16“-180 centuries。

When conspiracy laW Came into its Own,

We have the Suppression of the entire

exXtra-parlimentary left in Italy after the

conspiracy theories of Prosecutor

Calogero held them all responsible for

the Moro 28Sassination and an attempt

to start the Same ball rolling in the UK

with the 1979 Persons Unknown

prosecution of anarchists. Already,

conspiracy law is being used freely in an

attempt to SUppreSS SuCh ecO-militants

2S Reclaim the Streets. That is just the

start. Currently the only limit is the

commonsense Of jurors and in the

 

Present hysterical law “n“order climate

that does little to banish the spectre of

British

What is to be done?

The Six havye no intention of presenting

themselyes a5 victims. Such

disempowering spectacles may Satisfy

liberals, but do not make revolution.

This is not about the guilt or innocence

of the defendants or even a bid to make

the Conspiracy lawS “fair“(i.e. serve the

System more efficiently), it is about

making the movement Strong enough to

resist repreSSive legislation and ulti-

mately abolish the State creating iL If

you Want to Support the defendants,

make revolution, If not remember they

are i the front line against this legisla-

tion fighting for you, Defending them is

just defending yourselyes, stopping the

law in its trackS before it Teaches you.

One very specifie thing you can do is to

Prepare to take exactly the action the six

are accused of ineiting if they are

convicted. In that Way the verdict incites

SuCh action, nol 乙适 .

hh Mix
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N ANTI-RACISTS

ARRESTED

ON SUNDAY APRIL 274 three people

wWere arrested in New Jersey after a

confrontation with boneheads at a

football match,Among the arrested Was

2 member of Red and Anarchist

Skinheads (RASH) and Love and Rage

Federation.

RASH regularly go to the football

(the real game, not the choreographed

2d-man“S dream that is American

football); and they challenged some

boneheads there for wearing SWaStika5.

The boneheads respnded with insults

and punches and RASH defended

themselves,After the boneheads beat 2

retreat they were Stopped by the police,

who got the battered bones to identify

the RASH crew.

RASH intends to fight back, both in

court but also by exposing the growing

racism Within the US soccer scene and

attacking the hypocrisy of stadium

management (who have banned the

Irish flag but allowed sastikas1)

Contact RASH PO Box 35, Canal St

Station, NY 10013, USA

 

 

Czech

antifascist

charged with

murder

PAVEL KROUPA, an active antifascist

was travelling with his brother by bus

form Prague to Mlada in March this

year When a group of five Skinheads

attacked them. Pavel and his brother

fought back and fatally wounded one of

the Skins; five hours later he WaS

arrested and charged With murder, later

reduced to “exCessive defence「.

The preliminary trial wil take place

early next year and the date w训 be

Ppublicised when known.

There have been benefits organised

for Pavel raising 8600 so far,The

money s being given to Pavel「S mother

for his support It Will cost at least

$900 to hire a lawyer and more money

is needed desperately.

Pavel「s mother has issued the

following Statement:

“TYou don“1ioW Wo WOH7疗iend i

M 加e fce yOU Q7e Stanidi1gO

Dear历fends,

Bvery demonstralio 1

impOrfanl ad enCOUrQ8iR8 讫 H

l0 Q ofJO Ihaf

have 0pemed 1heir hearts 7 5071

Pavel,Youranicial Re1p 5

Importal兀/ ipzdJ57 e, IRanks Q

Lof for all Re Raye Deei O

Envalid welare邝r a long ipie and

since 1he diyOrCe W 2y SDG7id WC

Ahave beel liying 07 fhe lne.

Bul Pavel yQs iodest Q DyQve 50 H

tile Whel Pavel go1 Q j0D

zid ioved lo guielerB- De-

cqMse of the dariger方Om Mlada

Bolesiav - We Rad a ope IRaf he

couIQ lead a omQl life。BuL every-

Lhing has beer Chariged Dy 仪is aflac

Qnd he death ofe skinhead.

Contact Vazebni Veznice RuZyne,

Pavel Kroupa 4.3.77,

Praha 6, 161 01, Czech Republic

Donations to POSTBANK Breda HoL-

land giro No. 1699449 (Yvette Lakwijk)

  

 

 

 

 

Kascist

Murder in

Slovakia

ON 3“ JULY. 18 year old Vladimir

died as a result of wounds inflicted by

nazi skins,He had suffered brain

damage. fractures and kidney failure.

The attackers had left him lying on

the ground until he was picked up by

an ambulance who had been called by

2 paSser by、Attempts to Operate

failed and he died a week later.

His friends wanted to have a

Ccandlelit memorial march but were

forbidden by the police.

Antifa Slovakia are trying to find

out more information about the Case

and are asking people to publicise the

attack.

“Don“t be silent, Dont be indif-

ferent, Indifference is a crimel“

Contact Antifa Slovakia via

Marian Dudak, Pribisova 23, 841 05

Bratislava 4, Slovakia

Tel 07 727759

S渡d

we
M
K
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Support the Gandalf Six
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officer. They haye been trying for year$。

framing him to put him out of circula-

tion on remand or demanding his

silence aS a bail condition (“to prevent

incitement).

It might seem a desperate ImeaSure t0

link him and Si Russell to G4 - whose

animal lib news is more forthright - on

the strength of a few phone calls, but

this is part of a systematic campaign to

make Sure识 the public hear about

animal lib at all i is through the police

or media under their control. As wel] a5

GA, Liberator has suffered heavy police

harassment, as did 4rkangel under Vi
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ecution is modeled on that used to

temporarily SuppresSs 5G in 1988. Do

these people seriously think activists

WiL be less angry 讨they do not read

about animal abuse in a newspaper2

In 1993 ARNT「s brief was extended

to militant Greens and their scare stories

about the ELF (「Environmental Libera-

tion Front「according to theml1) have

been regularly appearing in the uSual

dodgy newspapers. As the Criminal

Justice Act failed to curb the 199075

Protest culture, is it surprising the State

is now pioneering a heavier repressive

instrument? Many articles cited a5

evidence in the 5.500 pages the Branch

siezed are entirely abstract in their

discussion of direct action. Through GA,
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In the shel| of the Old

ltalys 52ocial Centres一
 

ContmMing OUr series looking Q

Solidarity CeRtrE8, MC PMILed 功芒

Injeresting Qrficle 0外

任

e intferet.

We“ye edited 江 Q lifHe, put if 8iye5

Q ayvoxr ofQ

Where 1ocQ1 Centre8 Qre IMCR 17107C

HMIErONS,Q QrE ofQ HC

i0re 8i8R沈Ciant Pi0yelemf坊Q e

Ahaye here. Tfe potential of功e

Centres is, we believe, epiphasised Dy

加e act fey are linked to local

CopMRities, and e indiyidual
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Every May Day since 1986, Forte

Prenestino in Rome has hosted the

“Festival of Non-Labour“.

Through music, videos, theatre, good

food, and debate, its occupants celebrate

not only the coming of Spring, but the

ongoing efforts of people like them-

Selyes to challenge and overturn the

Thythms of capital and the State.

Forte Prenestino covers eight

hectares South-east of Rome, not far

from the Viale Palmiro Togliatti.

Originally built a century 80 85 8

military base, the Forte was abandoned

in the sixties like so many of Italy“s

Public buildings in this time of property

Speculation and public corruption.

Despite recent gentrification, the

nearby Suburb of Centocelle is still best

known for its high levels of unemploy-

ment and heroin addiction. When a

&roup of mostly young people from the

neighbourhood decided to occupy the

Forte on May Day nine years a8g0, they

were inspired not by the legacy of

Togliatti - the Ltalian communist leader

who effortlessly blended stalinism and

Social democracy - but by a determina-

tion to establish and extend a Tadical,

Self-managed alternative to the

marginalisation Which life on the city

fringes offered.

“All of a sudden, e were inside,

Tunning“ the place - We who had never

managed anything exCept Our unem-

Ployment, our homelessness“, they later

commented wryly.“Many people are

conyinced that the Forte is run by just a

handful of people, a management

committee that makes decisions in the

name of and on behalf of everyone else.

Such people simply can“t conceiye -

Whether for reasons of ideology Or

cynicism - that a micro-society of equal

PerSOns Can Survive and

Today Forte Prenestino plays an

important role in its local community. Lt

houses an exhibition gallery, practice

ToOms for bands, space for theatrical

Performances, a dark room, gymnasium,

and cafe. Classes are held, there are

Tegular film nights, courses on design

and sculpture, and a documentation

centre. Outside Rome, the Forte is best

known for its music label. featuring

Jocal rap and reggae bands. t also

Produces the journal Nessuna

Dipendenza, hich documents the

Forte“s activities and engages in politi-

cal discussion and debate.

Forte Prenestino is one of about

fourteen “Occupied Self-Managed Social

Centres「 (CSOA) in Rome. There are

about hundred or so CSOA elsewhere in

Italy - ir「s hard to be precise, 5 any

given week brings newWs of a newW site or

two established, or an old one evicted.

Their origins go back to the mid-

Seyventies, a time When the extra-

Parliamentary left played an important

Part in Italian youth culture. Even then,

the CSOA Were often established in

reaction to the growing conservatism

and authoritarianism of such grOups,

whether these be the little parties

formed after the Hot Autumn of 1969,

or the apparently more radical Collec-

tives known as Autonomia Operaia

(Workers「Autonomy).

By the end of the seyventies, the

Organised far left had Iargely been

SImashed caught between extensive

State repression on the one hand, and 2

flight into private life or terrorism on

the other. In industry, a decade-long

battle for control over working condi-

tions came to an end, with the massive

1980 lay-offs at FIAT flagging an

impending victory for managerial

Prerogative throughout Italy.

The CSOA that survived the chaos

Of those years eked out their existence

during the early and mid-eighties as

bastions of an“alternative lifestyle“.

“Transgressiye“ identities - from those

25Sociated With punk music, to more

traditional anarchist or autonomist

Politics - played a central role in holding

many of the remaining Social centres

together, in the face of an Italy where

Opportunism, fear and cynicism appar-

ently reigned SupreIme.

The late eighties onwards have

confounded many of the glib arguments

that claSs War in Italy i Over, or that the

future has been reduced to a choice of

“Export or death , Beginning in 1987

among SChool teacher8 and railway staff,

a growing dissatisfaction with the

inability of existing unions to defend

pay and conditions has Spread to other

Sections of the Workforce, creating a

Small but lively Current of rank and file

&groups and “alternativye“unions pledged

to direct action and Self-organisation.

Unrest among School and univyersity

students has brought a Similar cycle of

ImasS action since 1990, With occupa-

tions“under Self-management「 a

frequent OcCurence.

Much of this actiyity has fed into

the revival of the Social centres in the

nineties. As dozens of abandoned

buildings haye been Seized up and down

the Italian peninsula, the Social and

Political identity of the CSOA has

become richer, more CompleX. Here are

brief descriptions of three of the newer

Social centres, taken from an account

Published in 1994:

PIRATERIA DI PORTA is the most

recent of the Roman CSOA, and the

first to be established in the city Centre.

Born in December 1993, it is housed in

2 large Warehouse near the Porta Portese

Sunday market. With an emphasis Upon

youth concerns, it offers many activities

for children: films, dance ClaSSeS,

martial arts.

In February 1994 it as Shut down

by the police, only to be immediately re-

Opened by the occupiers。

OFFICINA 99 can be found in a

former garage in the Working class

Suburbs of eastern Naples. It was first

occupied in December 1990 by members

of that year「s ma$s student movement

(popularly known as Pantera - the

Panther) but immediately evicted by the

authorities. It was reoccupied on May

lst, 1991, when 500 students and

unemployed people marched from the

university and took the site over, It is

the most active Social centre in the

region offering a meeting place not

only for younger people, but also for

Workplace rank and file groups and the

local unemployed movement. Its

Strength lies in its activity

within the Surrounding

community,particularly

over the questions of jobs

and the fight for a guaran-

teed income. The first floor

Of Officina 99 offers a

lovely vieW of Vesuyius,

and WaS USed 35 a location

for the film Sud (by

Gabriele Salvatores,

director of Mediterraneo).

The social centre has alS0

Spawned the popular

Political rap group 99

Posse.

BAROCCHIO is a

spin-off from another of

Turin「s CSOA - EI Paso -

with which its members

Continue to Work. t WaS

0ccupied in October 1992、

on the initiative of a local

anarchist group. Both a

social centre and a living

Space. Barocchio is best

known for its music SCEne.

For reasons of space. its

annual film festivals have

been transferred to E1

Paso.

Two computer net-

Works - the European Counter Network,

and CyberNet - play an important role

in keeping the Social centres in touch

with each other but the CSOAs“ biggest

risk continues to be that of closure. This

Problem has expreSSed itself in Several

ways: among the most immediate, are

the difficulties involved in drawing the

thousands Who regularly attend coOncerts

and other public activities into the daily

Work carried out by the dozens (often

hundreds) of “regulars . Beyond this,

there is also the challenge.of communi-

cating with, and learning from, activists

outside the social centres“natural“

constituency of urban youth. Interest-

ingly enough, some of the more impor-

tant initiatives taken by many CSOA in

Tecent years have involvyed questions

Such aS housing, jobs, racism the lack

of parkland in many urban landscape$.

Recently, Bruno Cartosio. a Sympa-

thetic observer of the CSOA from an

older generation of the radical left

Stressed the importance of the social

centres 5 practical examples of direct

democracy in action.“This doesn t

neceSsarily mean taking the social

Centres 5 a model, but rather of Seeing,

in their structure - in their very exist-

 

ence - an eXample not Only Of a neceS-

sity, but also of an opportunity from

which to begin anewW any overall

Political project“.

Primo Moroni, another veteran and

unofficial chronicler of Milan“s radical

SCene, disagrees. Whilst conceding that

“a formidable transformation“ is

presently underway within the CSOA,

he has expressed Some concern that the

Social centres remain “Zones of de-

fence“, the product of “a generation

Which has decided to prolong its

adolescence ad infinitum“. Perhaps he is

Tight. Or could it be that, in an age

When “almost everyone lives in a state

of terror at the possibility that they

might awake to themselves“

(Vaneigem), a self-conscious prolonging

Of adolescence might yet have its

merits?

Adapted from an article by

Steve Wright

DEMANARCHIE

UPDATE

AS WE REPORTED in #208, a Wave of

anti-anarchist Tepression has hit

Qukbec. Following a riot on June 24“ in

Qukbec City a local group, the World

Anti-Fascist League (LAM), blamed

anarchists, and in particular the collec-

tive who edit DEmanarchie. Eighty one

People Were arrested in the riot, ten of

Whom are still inside.

Rejecting“all claims of authorship

and Ownership“of the riot, D6Em-

anarchie replied that“the riot belongs

only to those Who participated in it“

Soon, the raids started. First, Qukbec

City Food Not Bombs, who share a PO

Box with DEmanarchie were raided and

several pot plants siezed. The judge

refused to grant bail to“philosophers of

anarchy“. Two got 2 months and one 3

months in jail, much harsher than uSuaL.

Next a member of DEmanarchie was

Picked up street selling in Qukbec City.

His flat was raided and a computer and

anarchist journals were confiscated. He

Was Teleased without Ccharge but contin-

ues to be harrassed by the police.

The same thing happened to 2

member in Montr6al. A coalition of

Montr6al anarchists and leftists de-

nounced LAM. Berri Street Square, a

hang-out for Montrkal「s punks and

dispossessed. witnessed a demo of 200.

where the cops arrested an anarchist

speaker. Sixty marched to the police

station and he was Teleased after 2

standoff.

On July 29% an illegal demo took

place at midnight in Berri Square. AT

about 1am riot police rushed the Square,

eventually making 70 arrests. All were

&given 8116 tickets for being in a public

Park when closedl
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Every May Day since 1986, Forte

Prenestino in Rome has hosted the

“Festival of Non-Labour“.

Through music, videos, theatre, good

food, and debate, its occupants celebrate

not only the coming of Spring, but the

ongoing efforts of people like them-

Selyes to challenge and overturn the

Thythms of capital and the State.

Forte Prenestino covers eight

hectares South-east of Rome, not far

from the Viale Palmiro Togliatti.

Originally built a century 80 85 8

military base, the Forte was abandoned

in the sixties like so many of Italy“s

Public buildings in this time of property

Speculation and public corruption.

Despite recent gentrification, the

nearby Suburb of Centocelle is still best

known for its high levels of unemploy-

ment and heroin addiction. When a

&roup of mostly young people from the

neighbourhood decided to occupy the

Forte on May Day nine years a8g0, they

were inspired not by the legacy of

Togliatti - the Ltalian communist leader

who effortlessly blended stalinism and

Social democracy - but by a determina-

tion to establish and extend a Tadical,

Self-managed alternative to the

marginalisation Which life on the city

fringes offered.

“All of a sudden, e were inside,

Tunning“ the place - We who had never

managed anything exCept Our unem-

Ployment, our homelessness“, they later

commented wryly.“Many people are

conyinced that the Forte is run by just a

handful of people, a management

committee that makes decisions in the

name of and on behalf of everyone else.

Such people simply can“t conceiye -

Whether for reasons of ideology Or

cynicism - that a micro-society of equal

PerSOns Can Survive and

Today Forte Prenestino plays an

important role in its local community. Lt

houses an exhibition gallery, practice

ToOms for bands, space for theatrical

Performances, a dark room, gymnasium,

and cafe. Classes are held, there are

Tegular film nights, courses on design

and sculpture, and a documentation

centre. Outside Rome, the Forte is best

known for its music label. featuring

Jocal rap and reggae bands. t also

Produces the journal Nessuna

Dipendenza, hich documents the

Forte“s activities and engages in politi-

cal discussion and debate.

Forte Prenestino is one of about

fourteen “Occupied Self-Managed Social

Centres「 (CSOA) in Rome. There are

about hundred or so CSOA elsewhere in

Italy - ir「s hard to be precise, 5 any

given week brings newWs of a newW site or

two established, or an old one evicted.

Their origins go back to the mid-

Seyventies, a time When the extra-

Parliamentary left played an important

Part in Italian youth culture. Even then,

the CSOA Were often established in

reaction to the growing conservatism

and authoritarianism of such grOups,

whether these be the little parties

formed after the Hot Autumn of 1969,

or the apparently more radical Collec-

tives known as Autonomia Operaia

(Workers「Autonomy).

By the end of the seyventies, the

Organised far left had Iargely been

SImashed caught between extensive

State repression on the one hand, and 2

flight into private life or terrorism on

the other. In industry, a decade-long

battle for control over working condi-

tions came to an end, with the massive

1980 lay-offs at FIAT flagging an

impending victory for managerial

Prerogative throughout Italy.

The CSOA that survived the chaos

Of those years eked out their existence

during the early and mid-eighties as

bastions of an“alternative lifestyle“.

“Transgressiye“ identities - from those

25Sociated With punk music, to more

traditional anarchist or autonomist

Politics - played a central role in holding

many of the remaining Social centres

together, in the face of an Italy where

Opportunism, fear and cynicism appar-

ently reigned SupreIme.

The late eighties onwards have

confounded many of the glib arguments

that claSs War in Italy i Over, or that the

future has been reduced to a choice of

“Export or death , Beginning in 1987

among SChool teacher8 and railway staff,

a growing dissatisfaction with the

inability of existing unions to defend

pay and conditions has Spread to other

Sections of the Workforce, creating a

Small but lively Current of rank and file

&groups and “alternativye“unions pledged

to direct action and Self-organisation.

Unrest among School and univyersity

students has brought a Similar cycle of

ImasS action since 1990, With occupa-

tions“under Self-management「 a

frequent OcCurence.

Much of this actiyity has fed into

the revival of the Social centres in the

nineties. As dozens of abandoned

buildings haye been Seized up and down

the Italian peninsula, the Social and

Political identity of the CSOA has

become richer, more CompleX. Here are

brief descriptions of three of the newer

Social centres, taken from an account

Published in 1994:

PIRATERIA DI PORTA is the most

recent of the Roman CSOA, and the

first to be established in the city Centre.

Born in December 1993, it is housed in

2 large Warehouse near the Porta Portese

Sunday market. With an emphasis Upon

youth concerns, it offers many activities

for children: films, dance ClaSSeS,

martial arts.

In February 1994 it as Shut down

by the police, only to be immediately re-

Opened by the occupiers。

OFFICINA 99 can be found in a

former garage in the Working class

Suburbs of eastern Naples. It was first

occupied in December 1990 by members

of that year「s ma$s student movement

(popularly known as Pantera - the

Panther) but immediately evicted by the

authorities. It was reoccupied on May

lst, 1991, when 500 students and

unemployed people marched from the

university and took the site over, It is

the most active Social centre in the

region offering a meeting place not

only for younger people, but also for

Workplace rank and file groups and the

local unemployed movement. Its

Strength lies in its activity

within the Surrounding

community,particularly

over the questions of jobs

and the fight for a guaran-

teed income. The first floor

Of Officina 99 offers a

lovely vieW of Vesuyius,

and WaS USed 35 a location

for the film Sud (by

Gabriele Salvatores,

director of Mediterraneo).

The social centre has alS0

Spawned the popular

Political rap group 99

Posse.

BAROCCHIO is a

spin-off from another of

Turin「s CSOA - EI Paso -

with which its members

Continue to Work. t WaS

0ccupied in October 1992、

on the initiative of a local

anarchist group. Both a

social centre and a living

Space. Barocchio is best

known for its music SCEne.

For reasons of space. its

annual film festivals have

been transferred to E1

Paso.

Two computer net-

Works - the European Counter Network,

and CyberNet - play an important role

in keeping the Social centres in touch

with each other but the CSOAs“ biggest

risk continues to be that of closure. This

Problem has expreSSed itself in Several

ways: among the most immediate, are

the difficulties involved in drawing the

thousands Who regularly attend coOncerts

and other public activities into the daily

Work carried out by the dozens (often

hundreds) of “regulars . Beyond this,

there is also the challenge.of communi-

cating with, and learning from, activists

outside the social centres“natural“

constituency of urban youth. Interest-

ingly enough, some of the more impor-

tant initiatives taken by many CSOA in

Tecent years have involvyed questions

Such aS housing, jobs, racism the lack

of parkland in many urban landscape$.

Recently, Bruno Cartosio. a Sympa-

thetic observer of the CSOA from an

older generation of the radical left

Stressed the importance of the social

centres 5 practical examples of direct

democracy in action.“This doesn t

neceSsarily mean taking the social

Centres 5 a model, but rather of Seeing,

in their structure - in their very exist-

 

ence - an eXample not Only Of a neceS-

sity, but also of an opportunity from

which to begin anewW any overall

Political project“.

Primo Moroni, another veteran and

unofficial chronicler of Milan“s radical

SCene, disagrees. Whilst conceding that

“a formidable transformation“ is

presently underway within the CSOA,

he has expressed Some concern that the

Social centres remain “Zones of de-

fence“, the product of “a generation

Which has decided to prolong its

adolescence ad infinitum“. Perhaps he is

Tight. Or could it be that, in an age

When “almost everyone lives in a state

of terror at the possibility that they

might awake to themselves“

(Vaneigem), a self-conscious prolonging

Of adolescence might yet have its

merits?

Adapted from an article by

Steve Wright

DEMANARCHIE

UPDATE

AS WE REPORTED in #208, a Wave of

anti-anarchist Tepression has hit

Qukbec. Following a riot on June 24“ in

Qukbec City a local group, the World

Anti-Fascist League (LAM), blamed

anarchists, and in particular the collec-

tive who edit DEmanarchie. Eighty one

People Were arrested in the riot, ten of

Whom are still inside.

Rejecting“all claims of authorship

and Ownership“of the riot, D6Em-

anarchie replied that“the riot belongs

only to those Who participated in it“

Soon, the raids started. First, Qukbec

City Food Not Bombs, who share a PO

Box with DEmanarchie were raided and

several pot plants siezed. The judge

refused to grant bail to“philosophers of

anarchy“. Two got 2 months and one 3

months in jail, much harsher than uSuaL.

Next a member of DEmanarchie was

Picked up street selling in Qukbec City.

His flat was raided and a computer and

anarchist journals were confiscated. He

Was Teleased without Ccharge but contin-

ues to be harrassed by the police.

The same thing happened to 2

member in Montr6al. A coalition of

Montr6al anarchists and leftists de-

nounced LAM. Berri Street Square, a

hang-out for Montrkal「s punks and

dispossessed. witnessed a demo of 200.

where the cops arrested an anarchist

speaker. Sixty marched to the police

station and he was Teleased after 2

standoff.

On July 29% an illegal demo took

place at midnight in Berri Square. AT

about 1am riot police rushed the Square,

eventually making 70 arrests. All were

&given 8116 tickets for being in a public

Park when closedl
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International News
Anarchist Black Cross

  

REKEAL SOLIDARITY IN OZ

N JULY 5th maintenance Workers

at ACI Glass occupied their plant

in Spotswood, Melbourne. They feared

they Were about to be made redundant.

On the 12th, police forcibly removed

them and a picket Was mounted. The

imagination of the workers in occupying

the plant make this more than just a

run-of-the-mill dispute against a nasty

multinational (ACTis owned by BTR,

who you may remember a5 2 prime

target for anti-apartheid Campaigners 2

few yearS 280).

What was particularly striking

though, was when the police attacked

the picket, over a thousand Workers

walked off their jobs to come down and

Support them. Some were directed by

their unions, but most heard about it on

the radio and showed their support in

the most practical way. The pickets are

now trying to spread the strike to other

BTR plants and get other workers at

Spotswood out.

Source: Repel Worker

 

SOLIARITYWITHCHILEANMINHRS

 

ANARCHO-SYNDICALIST comrades

in Concepcton in Chile, are actively

Supporting the coal miners in Lota and

Coronel in their struggle. The mines

and the offices of the company have

been occupied in protest against a series

of dismissals and the possible closing

down of the mines. The company is

Owned by the state. A short While ag0,

the Same locality Was the Scene of a

communal strike that W3S Very SUCCeSS-

ful The town was closed with barri-

cades and the community held an

asSembly on the picket of the miners.

Right now, the municipality is trying

to negotiate with the govermnment, while

the workers and the Union Coordination

Of Concepcfon - Where the anarcho-

Syndicalists are active - are 28ainst any

negotiations that include a5 a

priority the re-instatement of the

Workers Who Were sacked. The Govern-

ment「s aim- besides privatising - is to

Smash the last remnants of union

independence.

The International Workers Associa-

tion, the anarcho-syndicalist interna-

tional has asked for urgent Support

actions, Such as demonstrations in front

of the Chilean embassy and notes of

Protest.

The Chilean Embassy is at: 12 Devon-

shire St LONDON W1, telephone 0171-

580 6392.

 

 

IWW PICKET BOOKSTORE

THE INDUSTRIAL Workers of the

World are currently fighting against

Borders Books in Philadelphia

(branches all over the US) who fired

Wwobbly Miriam Fried after an Organis-

ing drive there. Borders went to grealt

lengths to make sure the union certifica-

tion election Was lost, and then fired

Miriam, despite her excellent work

Tecord. She is pursuing a legal Settle-

ment While wobs put pressure On via

Pickets, in 15 cities s0 far.  

INTERNATIONAL

CAMPAIGN TO AID

AWARENESS LEAGUE

DESPITE CONTINUING efforts by

the military dictatorship in Nigeria to

Silence it, the AWareneSS League

continues to Carry out its activities.

The AL aims to create a maSS Imove-

ment capable of fighting for self-

management and libertarian Social-

ism.

They are up against gOvernment

TepreSSion S Well as the poverty

caused by the austerity imposed by the

dictators and the World Bank and

IMF.

The Workers Solidarity Alliance

has initiated a Campaign to raise

US82000 to buy the League a Compu-

ter. Help aid the Struggle for freedom

in Nigeria and throughout Africa,

Send donations to WSA-IWA, 339

Lafayette St Rm 202, New York, NY

10012 USA

 

POLISH ANARCHIST

FEDERATIOM

THE POLISH Anarchist Federation

held its XIV congress in May of this

year. Twenty three of the 40 plus

8groups in the federation Sent del-

e8gates.

Among the discussions were

ecological anarchism, and actions

28ainst new Toads Were planned.

Reports of the Work of the Polish

ABC were also heard. While only a

few months old, the ABC has had

SuCCeSS With solidarity actions and

donations for two imprisoned Com-

Tades Who are nOw released.

Their international bureau address

is: Biuro Informacyjne F.A.

Sky. pOCzt 65

76-22155 Tupsk

POLAND
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Increasing Repression Agalnst Anarchists In Italy

ON THE NIGHT of September 16“, 300

carabinieri made a Series of house raids

on anarchists in Italy. Twenty People

Were arrested and charges Were also

filed against 9 people already in Cus-

tody. The raids were orchestrated by the

judge Marini, who has stated T want to

arrest SOme terrorists before I retire.

The charges range from membership

Of a Subversive Organization, making

weapons and murder.

Also of concern is the TeleaSe

from the carabinieri which seeks to

implicate the social and autonomous

centres With the mythical paramilitary

Earlier this year, 4 anarchists were

jailed for two bank robberies, which

they did not commit, based on the

testimony Of a State Witness. Their

friends were among those affected by

this latest wave of repression and

arrests, including Alfredo Bonnano and

the partner of prisoner Antonio Budini.

DUEA丨颂uu国1命一

S5TRUG6LE, ALTERNATIVE BOOKS,PAMPHLET5 AND

CJ口尘

小[

[土吴

d怀万 技u怀王 林标

EL4日 骗人王Lt春木|尿L

E卜 明丨 阮技工 梁 圆月

 

ABC WAR CHEST PROGRAMME

NEW JERSEY ABC have initiated a programme to Send regular cheques lo political

prisoners in the US, especially those who are not receiving other support. Sekou

Odinga, currently receiving a monthly cheque, writes“Thanks Imuch for the Support

you「ve been organising. I really appreciate iL“As well as regular Support to those

prisoners, there is also an emergency fund which gives to those in need Of emer-

&ency aSsistance. Cash or cheques to cash (in US8) to NJABC - BG, PO Box 8532.

Paterson, NJ 07508-8532.

On November 7“ 1996 in Trient,

Proceedings w训 begin into the two bank

robberies. Many of those people affected

by this recent Wave of repression Were

inyolyed in solidarity work around this

trial. The anarchist-hating Marini,in

addition to“normal“means of increa5-

ing repression, ants to See to it that

hardly any people are able to attend the

trial in Trient.

Contact: Comitato difesa anarchici

c/o Elpaso Occupato, via Passo Buole

47, 10127, Torino, Italy

CHANGES OF ADDRESS

VETERAN ANARCHIST prisoner

Harold H.Thompson has been moved.

He is now in Turney Ind Prison, Route 1

only, Tennessee 37140-9709, USA

John Bowden has again been ghosted.

He「s now in HMP Woodhill Tattenhoe

Street, Milton Keynes MK4 4DA

Gerardo C. Ferre, anarchist prisoner and

member of Revuelia, has been trans-

ferred from La Modelo to Brians Prison.

His address is now: Gerardo Casanova

Ferre, Apartado 500 (Brians). 08760

MartorelL Spain.

 

1. For what imminent controversy

Was the sixth century monk

Dionysius Exiguus responsible?

2. Who was told “..you can shoot

innocent persons in batches. But you

cannot Shoot the truth“2

3. If the Asylum Act was retrospec-

tive. what would be the effect on

Michael Howard?

4. How did the early socialist and

anarchist agitators in the Chilean

nitrate mines of the late 19th century

&get their messa8ge 2CIOSS SUCCESS-

fully2

5. The British empire WaS SUpp0S-

edly one on which the Sun never Set.

According to Alfred Crosby. author

of “Ecological of

whose empire is this saying true?

Answers On page 29
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International News
Anarchist Black Cross

  

REKEAL SOLIDARITY IN OZ

N JULY 5th maintenance Workers

at ACI Glass occupied their plant

in Spotswood, Melbourne. They feared

they Were about to be made redundant.

On the 12th, police forcibly removed

them and a picket Was mounted. The

imagination of the workers in occupying

the plant make this more than just a

run-of-the-mill dispute against a nasty

multinational (ACTis owned by BTR,

who you may remember a5 2 prime

target for anti-apartheid Campaigners 2

few yearS 280).

What was particularly striking

though, was when the police attacked

the picket, over a thousand Workers

walked off their jobs to come down and

Support them. Some were directed by

their unions, but most heard about it on

the radio and showed their support in

the most practical way. The pickets are

now trying to spread the strike to other

BTR plants and get other workers at

Spotswood out.

Source: Repel Worker

 

SOLIARITYWITHCHILEANMINHRS

 

ANARCHO-SYNDICALIST comrades

in Concepcton in Chile, are actively

Supporting the coal miners in Lota and

Coronel in their struggle. The mines

and the offices of the company have

been occupied in protest against a series

of dismissals and the possible closing

down of the mines. The company is

Owned by the state. A short While ag0,

the Same locality Was the Scene of a

communal strike that W3S Very SUCCeSS-

ful The town was closed with barri-

cades and the community held an

asSembly on the picket of the miners.

Right now, the municipality is trying

to negotiate with the govermnment, while

the workers and the Union Coordination

Of Concepcfon - Where the anarcho-

Syndicalists are active - are 28ainst any

negotiations that include a5 a

priority the re-instatement of the

Workers Who Were sacked. The Govern-

ment「s aim- besides privatising - is to

Smash the last remnants of union

independence.

The International Workers Associa-

tion, the anarcho-syndicalist interna-

tional has asked for urgent Support

actions, Such as demonstrations in front

of the Chilean embassy and notes of

Protest.

The Chilean Embassy is at: 12 Devon-

shire St LONDON W1, telephone 0171-

580 6392.

 

 

IWW PICKET BOOKSTORE

THE INDUSTRIAL Workers of the

World are currently fighting against

Borders Books in Philadelphia

(branches all over the US) who fired

Wwobbly Miriam Fried after an Organis-

ing drive there. Borders went to grealt

lengths to make sure the union certifica-

tion election Was lost, and then fired

Miriam, despite her excellent work

Tecord. She is pursuing a legal Settle-

ment While wobs put pressure On via

Pickets, in 15 cities s0 far.  

INTERNATIONAL

CAMPAIGN TO AID

AWARENESS LEAGUE

DESPITE CONTINUING efforts by

the military dictatorship in Nigeria to

Silence it, the AWareneSS League

continues to Carry out its activities.

The AL aims to create a maSS Imove-

ment capable of fighting for self-

management and libertarian Social-

ism.

They are up against gOvernment

TepreSSion S Well as the poverty

caused by the austerity imposed by the

dictators and the World Bank and

IMF.

The Workers Solidarity Alliance

has initiated a Campaign to raise

US82000 to buy the League a Compu-

ter. Help aid the Struggle for freedom

in Nigeria and throughout Africa,

Send donations to WSA-IWA, 339

Lafayette St Rm 202, New York, NY

10012 USA

 

POLISH ANARCHIST

FEDERATIOM

THE POLISH Anarchist Federation

held its XIV congress in May of this

year. Twenty three of the 40 plus

8groups in the federation Sent del-

e8gates.

Among the discussions were

ecological anarchism, and actions

28ainst new Toads Were planned.

Reports of the Work of the Polish

ABC were also heard. While only a

few months old, the ABC has had

SuCCeSS With solidarity actions and

donations for two imprisoned Com-

Tades Who are nOw released.

Their international bureau address

is: Biuro Informacyjne F.A.

Sky. pOCzt 65

76-22155 Tupsk

POLAND
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Increasing Repression Agalnst Anarchists In Italy

ON THE NIGHT of September 16“, 300

carabinieri made a Series of house raids

on anarchists in Italy. Twenty People

Were arrested and charges Were also

filed against 9 people already in Cus-

tody. The raids were orchestrated by the

judge Marini, who has stated T want to

arrest SOme terrorists before I retire.

The charges range from membership

Of a Subversive Organization, making

weapons and murder.

Also of concern is the TeleaSe

from the carabinieri which seeks to

implicate the social and autonomous

centres With the mythical paramilitary

Earlier this year, 4 anarchists were

jailed for two bank robberies, which

they did not commit, based on the

testimony Of a State Witness. Their

friends were among those affected by

this latest wave of repression and

arrests, including Alfredo Bonnano and

the partner of prisoner Antonio Budini.

DUEA丨颂uu国1命一

S5TRUG6LE, ALTERNATIVE BOOKS,PAMPHLET5 AND

CJ口尘

小[

[土吴

d怀万 技u怀王 林标

EL4日 骗人王Lt春木|尿L

E卜 明丨 阮技工 梁 圆月
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prisoners in the US, especially those who are not receiving other support. Sekou

Odinga, currently receiving a monthly cheque, writes“Thanks Imuch for the Support

you「ve been organising. I really appreciate iL“As well as regular Support to those

prisoners, there is also an emergency fund which gives to those in need Of emer-

&ency aSsistance. Cash or cheques to cash (in US8) to NJABC - BG, PO Box 8532.

Paterson, NJ 07508-8532.

On November 7“ 1996 in Trient,

Proceedings w训 begin into the two bank

robberies. Many of those people affected

by this recent Wave of repression Were

inyolyed in solidarity work around this

trial. The anarchist-hating Marini,in

addition to“normal“means of increa5-

ing repression, ants to See to it that

hardly any people are able to attend the

trial in Trient.

Contact: Comitato difesa anarchici

c/o Elpaso Occupato, via Passo Buole

47, 10127, Torino, Italy

CHANGES OF ADDRESS

VETERAN ANARCHIST prisoner

Harold H.Thompson has been moved.

He is now in Turney Ind Prison, Route 1

only, Tennessee 37140-9709, USA

John Bowden has again been ghosted.

He「s now in HMP Woodhill Tattenhoe

Street, Milton Keynes MK4 4DA

Gerardo C. Ferre, anarchist prisoner and

member of Revuelia, has been trans-

ferred from La Modelo to Brians Prison.

His address is now: Gerardo Casanova

Ferre, Apartado 500 (Brians). 08760
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Dionysius Exiguus responsible?

2. Who was told “..you can shoot

innocent persons in batches. But you

cannot Shoot the truth“2

3. If the Asylum Act was retrospec-

tive. what would be the effect on

Michael Howard?

4. How did the early socialist and

anarchist agitators in the Chilean

nitrate mines of the late 19th century

&get their messa8ge 2CIOSS SUCCESS-

fully2

5. The British empire WaS SUpp0S-
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According to Alfred Crosby. author
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WOMEN O 王育形的

〖

 

Women ofthe Waterfront (WOW) are a group of women inyolyed in the DocK-

ers Dispute. They are a wonderful bunch who are putting everything into

fighting the Dock Company and supporting the locked out meni; pity then that

their commitmment was not matched by that of the men when I originally went

up to Liverpool to do this intervieW.I went to the Supporters Conference,

especially to attend the WOW workshop. One women from WOW was able to

attend. Why? Yes you「ve guessed it; the men had promised to do the lunch and

the creche but on the day had “forgotten they Were doing it「,The women Were

in the kitchen and in the creche, and unsurprisingly furious.The interview

below with Doreen McNally, chair of Women of the Waterfront, was conducted

instead over the phone.

BF: Can OX tell e Mho WhQL Q7e

Wome 0f ife Wafefronf?

WOW: We“re the wives or partners of

dockers or others Who sympathise, for

eXample Wives of retired dockers, 25 its

2a community thing the docks in Mersey-

Side.

BF: When wds IRe groxpJDrmed and

What WQs the backgroxnd lo he dis-

WOW: We formed the group right at

the beginning, within two weeks of the

of the dispute,The dispute has its roots

in 1989 when the National Dock Labour

Scheme Was deregulated and there Was

national strike、When the men finally

Went back to Work they Were Very

demoralised and the MDHC (the

Merseyside Docks and Harbour Com-

pany) immediately started a vicious

demoralisation programme.

My husband for instance, Wa

working a huge big empty shed on

the docks encrusted with centuries of

dirt and rat droppings, and they had

these men brushing the sheds day in,

day Out, and then back in again to start

all over again、They had them doing

this for the best part of a year and then

demolished the sheds.

During this period they were hoping

the men would take the redundancy

money and goi a few did, but the rest of

them formed closer bonds.And it had

the opposite effect; it made the men

closer and more determined the com-

pany Wasnt going to get the better of

They divided the men up into little

&groups and my husband was told he「Q

be working for Liverpool Cargo Han-

dling. For a time things went Well; the

company Were less a88ressive and We

started to feel secure,I thought perhaps

wWe「d been Wrong, perhaps they were

genuine, maybe the first twelve months

Was to show US Who Was boss. But then

it started again; “you sign this contract

or Wego into ligquidation, sign this

contract or you are On nincty day8

notice, sign O else...“

And then they bought in Toreside

Who Were employing young lads on

Worse contracts, and the men Said they

Wouldn“t work with them, but the

company argued they Were Apprentices

and their pay and conditions would be

the same after 6 months.SoO yery, very

Teluctantly, (it Was emotional blackmail,

it was young lads off the dole) the men

Said Ok and then, of course in no time,

Toreside had taken over their jobs and

the Liverpool Cargo Handling men were

Sent to Seaforth container terminal

instead under threat of

Things then became much worse;

the men only got their rotas a Weck in

adyance and telephone call everyday

changing 训 ,It was harassment;: you had

mo SOcial life, one day on my husbands

day offe had about 14 calls from the

dockboard, yOu Were Sat in your Own

home frightened to answer the phone,

you were doing 1471, all your friends

had codes, you know ring twice and put

the phone down, 山is Was just before

they were all saCked.

Toreside sacked the young lads,

saying they werent going to pay them

overtime and they formed a picket: no-

one crossed il,The MDHC responded

by sacking the entire work force and

offering Some neW Contracts.

My husband Was ne of the 200 men

offered a neW contract:129, some his

Imates, were offered nothing but they“d

all committed the Same crime, they“d

all refused to cross the picketl,My

husband said to me, haye you Seen this;

only 200 of us got the contract, So I said

Ireally don“t think you can sign that; he

Was relieved because he didnt want to

Sign either,This is What happened with

everybody, all the Wiye8S Said, you can t

Sign that, because Tight is right, and we

all knew that it could haye been one of

Our husbands and We Would havye

expected the others to stand by them,.

史F: 邓fy did yox decide 10 0仪

SpeC沐cally as WOe12

WOW: The harassment, the disruption

of family life, it Wasn“t just me, all of

the families were putting up With this,

but none of us kneW each otherl So we

wWere Sort of getting on With 训 in isola-

tion, all of us dealing With it in a
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different way, Some of the women

yelling at their husbands Tm sick of

this you「re Supposed to be in at 7 o

clock, there「s another meal ruined..

why didn.t you ring...,The children

Were never Seeing their fathers,it WaS

heavy going for the Women With young

families being stuck at home, alone

without any diversion all the time never

knowing When their partners would be

there; it WaS Soul destroying.

All the women turned up at the first

rally, they went to the meeting and the

men initially said we couldn “t come in

2S it was their meeting. And I stood up

and said, you knowW whatever the

decision, its going to effect our whole

families, so it「s not just your decision

mine as well,Realistically we had

to do this together.

So I spoke at the first rally about

what had been happening, and loads of

women afterWards came and Spoke to

me, and I had women phoning in aSking

whether I fancied starting a group and 1

said yeh fine、So we met at Transport

House,and we invited people along; We

took advice on how to deal with the

media and Sylvia came down from

Women Against Pit Closures and told us

how their group had worked and we

learned to network, its usually a male

Prerogative isntit but you know, we

learned how to do it for ourselves:.

BF: So most of tfe Rad1 Q

ofpolitical acttyisp /

Or8amisQtio ElC2

WOW: No, no-one at all: eyery 0ne

Was right out of the kitchen; everyone of

US。

BF: So What faye yOH 1ear7ed广O

加i52

WOW: We「ve learned a tremendous

amount,We“Ve learned that out there

there are So many groups of women, not

just in this country but all over the

world who are prepared to get out there

and help you, and they“ve arranged

meetings all around the country and

abroad、There“s been a D notice on this

story, none of the national preSS

coyer it, they“ye told us itisntof

national interest, but you「ve got 500

men Who for 10 months have united

dockers globally and they Say iCs not of

national interesti So We haye delega-

tions of Women of the Waterfront ready

to go to meetings anyWhere to raise the

Profile of the dispute.

BF: Do yox See YOMrselves Qs hayin8g Q

oe Progctiye role Lhan JMst

WO火

WWOW: We don“t do anything without

consultation, e haye ideas but we don t

act totally independently because at the

end of the day the men are the dockers.

So we might have an idea which may be

controversial and we11 meet with the

Shop Stewards and put foryard the

Sug&gestion and they“1l either agree Or

they won“t

,

We meet with the shop

steWards all the time, we haye no

Secrets, there may be an important

meeting and one of us Will yalk in and

no one stops talking, important faxes are

88 likely to be given to us to deal with as

to a SteWard or one of the dockers.

BF: Was i iKe this af 1he庆s 07 did

yox have to Dxild xp ihis sort f7e-

5DeC12

VOW: We had to build it up at first、

but it happened very quickly because a

lot of the stewards knew the value of

 

Women、Mainly it was among the rank

and file men that problems arose at first、

that took a bit longer, Some of the

husbands would complain that their

wives were alWayS Out at meetings /

actions, wanted to knowW Where their tea

Wasl But now the men are With U

100%. But at first they would send a

man With us to every meeting. Tally,

action,They“d say“i「s not right you

travelling on your Own“We“d be

Worried about you,But really we knew

that they Were checking up On US to

make Sure we Were Saying the right

things, that We knew What we Were

talking about, they Were nervous, but

they were Surprised about how much we

did know,.

BF: hnd they do hal now2

WOW: No they don“tl They trust us

nowW, they know when we go to meetings

we know What were doing.

BF: Were there is8es ihaft Were of

Deing alsed Defore he 印OM sor

办volved2

WOW: Not really no. Were all very

Politicised now, but none of us were

Political at all before,、You know in

Liverpool people are very Socially and

politically aWare, but not necessarily

active, and I think it changed a lot of

women in that Way becauSe Our aware-

ness increased and We now have first

hand knowledge of Social injustices, for

example the Hillingdon Women, we

stood on their picket line and it made us

want to do more.So when the dispute

is over I think the group Will Stay

together and we W训 be there to help

other women and give them the benefit

oOf our experiences as Other women have

done for Us.

That「s how we got off the ground So

quickiy because other women Were there

to tell us their experiences and We Were

able to pick and choose what we thought

Would Work for us

BF: Can you tell me about any actions

WOW have done?

WOW: Well we went to the director“s

home and leafletted the neighbours

about the dispute and We wrote to the

directors Wives appealing to themm 85

women: We didn“t get any replies of

course,We also wrote to all the main

shareholders and told them what Was

happening here, we wrote to all the

main Ship Owners early on in the

dispute, but Of course we Were aWare

that they already knew what was going

On,they were part and parcel of it alL

We felt we had been dehumanised and

that「S Why we Went to the directors

home with the children; to Say these are

our kids, this is us, e“Te real; they

came Out, didn“t bother Speaking to US

except to Say they“d called the police.

We still go quite regularly, to let

them know that we“re Still here and

weTe not gOing 8W2y.

史F: 15 Ihere Qy QCliOn Dei8 IQKen

QgQinst Ihe scaps and Iheir

WOW: Well some people haye, against

the men Who Worked with our husbands:.
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Women ofthe Waterfront (WOW) are a group of women inyolyed in the DocK-

ers Dispute. They are a wonderful bunch who are putting everything into

fighting the Dock Company and supporting the locked out meni; pity then that

their commitmment was not matched by that of the men when I originally went

up to Liverpool to do this intervieW.I went to the Supporters Conference,

especially to attend the WOW workshop. One women from WOW was able to

attend. Why? Yes you「ve guessed it; the men had promised to do the lunch and

the creche but on the day had “forgotten they Were doing it「,The women Were

in the kitchen and in the creche, and unsurprisingly furious.The interview

below with Doreen McNally, chair of Women of the Waterfront, was conducted

instead over the phone.

BF: Can OX tell e Mho WhQL Q7e

Wome 0f ife Wafefronf?

WOW: We“re the wives or partners of

dockers or others Who sympathise, for

eXample Wives of retired dockers, 25 its

2a community thing the docks in Mersey-

Side.

BF: When wds IRe groxpJDrmed and

What WQs the backgroxnd lo he dis-

WOW: We formed the group right at

the beginning, within two weeks of the

of the dispute,The dispute has its roots

in 1989 when the National Dock Labour

Scheme Was deregulated and there Was

national strike、When the men finally

Went back to Work they Were Very

demoralised and the MDHC (the

Merseyside Docks and Harbour Com-

pany) immediately started a vicious

demoralisation programme.

My husband for instance, Wa

working a huge big empty shed on

the docks encrusted with centuries of

dirt and rat droppings, and they had

these men brushing the sheds day in,

day Out, and then back in again to start

all over again、They had them doing

this for the best part of a year and then

demolished the sheds.

During this period they were hoping

the men would take the redundancy

money and goi a few did, but the rest of

them formed closer bonds.And it had

the opposite effect; it made the men

closer and more determined the com-

pany Wasnt going to get the better of

They divided the men up into little

&groups and my husband was told he「Q

be working for Liverpool Cargo Han-

dling. For a time things went Well; the

company Were less a88ressive and We

started to feel secure,I thought perhaps

wWe「d been Wrong, perhaps they were

genuine, maybe the first twelve months

Was to show US Who Was boss. But then

it started again; “you sign this contract

or Wego into ligquidation, sign this

contract or you are On nincty day8

notice, sign O else...“

And then they bought in Toreside

Who Were employing young lads on

Worse contracts, and the men Said they

Wouldn“t work with them, but the

company argued they Were Apprentices

and their pay and conditions would be

the same after 6 months.SoO yery, very

Teluctantly, (it Was emotional blackmail,

it was young lads off the dole) the men

Said Ok and then, of course in no time,

Toreside had taken over their jobs and

the Liverpool Cargo Handling men were

Sent to Seaforth container terminal

instead under threat of

Things then became much worse;

the men only got their rotas a Weck in

adyance and telephone call everyday

changing 训 ,It was harassment;: you had

mo SOcial life, one day on my husbands

day offe had about 14 calls from the

dockboard, yOu Were Sat in your Own

home frightened to answer the phone,

you were doing 1471, all your friends

had codes, you know ring twice and put

the phone down, 山is Was just before

they were all saCked.

Toreside sacked the young lads,

saying they werent going to pay them

overtime and they formed a picket: no-

one crossed il,The MDHC responded

by sacking the entire work force and

offering Some neW Contracts.

My husband Was ne of the 200 men

offered a neW contract:129, some his

Imates, were offered nothing but they“d

all committed the Same crime, they“d

all refused to cross the picketl,My

husband said to me, haye you Seen this;

only 200 of us got the contract, So I said

Ireally don“t think you can sign that; he

Was relieved because he didnt want to

Sign either,This is What happened with

everybody, all the Wiye8S Said, you can t

Sign that, because Tight is right, and we

all knew that it could haye been one of

Our husbands and We Would havye

expected the others to stand by them,.

史F: 邓fy did yox decide 10 0仪

SpeC沐cally as WOe12

WOW: The harassment, the disruption

of family life, it Wasn“t just me, all of

the families were putting up With this,

but none of us kneW each otherl So we

wWere Sort of getting on With 训 in isola-

tion, all of us dealing With it in a
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different way, Some of the women

yelling at their husbands Tm sick of

this you「re Supposed to be in at 7 o

clock, there「s another meal ruined..

why didn.t you ring...,The children

Were never Seeing their fathers,it WaS

heavy going for the Women With young

families being stuck at home, alone

without any diversion all the time never

knowing When their partners would be

there; it WaS Soul destroying.

All the women turned up at the first

rally, they went to the meeting and the

men initially said we couldn “t come in

2S it was their meeting. And I stood up

and said, you knowW whatever the

decision, its going to effect our whole

families, so it「s not just your decision

mine as well,Realistically we had

to do this together.

So I spoke at the first rally about

what had been happening, and loads of

women afterWards came and Spoke to

me, and I had women phoning in aSking

whether I fancied starting a group and 1

said yeh fine、So we met at Transport

House,and we invited people along; We

took advice on how to deal with the

media and Sylvia came down from

Women Against Pit Closures and told us

how their group had worked and we

learned to network, its usually a male

Prerogative isntit but you know, we

learned how to do it for ourselves:.

BF: So most of tfe Rad1 Q

ofpolitical acttyisp /

Or8amisQtio ElC2

WOW: No, no-one at all: eyery 0ne

Was right out of the kitchen; everyone of

US。

BF: So What faye yOH 1ear7ed广O

加i52

WOW: We「ve learned a tremendous

amount,We“Ve learned that out there

there are So many groups of women, not

just in this country but all over the

world who are prepared to get out there

and help you, and they“ve arranged

meetings all around the country and

abroad、There“s been a D notice on this

story, none of the national preSS

coyer it, they“ye told us itisntof

national interest, but you「ve got 500

men Who for 10 months have united

dockers globally and they Say iCs not of

national interesti So We haye delega-

tions of Women of the Waterfront ready

to go to meetings anyWhere to raise the

Profile of the dispute.

BF: Do yox See YOMrselves Qs hayin8g Q

oe Progctiye role Lhan JMst

WO火

WWOW: We don“t do anything without

consultation, e haye ideas but we don t

act totally independently because at the

end of the day the men are the dockers.

So we might have an idea which may be

controversial and we11 meet with the

Shop Stewards and put foryard the

Sug&gestion and they“1l either agree Or

they won“t

,

We meet with the shop

steWards all the time, we haye no

Secrets, there may be an important

meeting and one of us Will yalk in and

no one stops talking, important faxes are

88 likely to be given to us to deal with as

to a SteWard or one of the dockers.

BF: Was i iKe this af 1he庆s 07 did

yox have to Dxild xp ihis sort f7e-

5DeC12

VOW: We had to build it up at first、

but it happened very quickly because a

lot of the stewards knew the value of

 

Women、Mainly it was among the rank

and file men that problems arose at first、

that took a bit longer, Some of the

husbands would complain that their

wives were alWayS Out at meetings /

actions, wanted to knowW Where their tea

Wasl But now the men are With U

100%. But at first they would send a

man With us to every meeting. Tally,

action,They“d say“i「s not right you

travelling on your Own“We“d be

Worried about you,But really we knew

that they Were checking up On US to

make Sure we Were Saying the right

things, that We knew What we Were

talking about, they Were nervous, but

they were Surprised about how much we

did know,.

BF: hnd they do hal now2

WOW: No they don“tl They trust us

nowW, they know when we go to meetings

we know What were doing.

BF: Were there is8es ihaft Were of

Deing alsed Defore he 印OM sor

办volved2

WOW: Not really no. Were all very

Politicised now, but none of us were

Political at all before,、You know in

Liverpool people are very Socially and

politically aWare, but not necessarily

active, and I think it changed a lot of

women in that Way becauSe Our aware-

ness increased and We now have first

hand knowledge of Social injustices, for

example the Hillingdon Women, we

stood on their picket line and it made us

want to do more.So when the dispute

is over I think the group Will Stay

together and we W训 be there to help

other women and give them the benefit

oOf our experiences as Other women have

done for Us.

That「s how we got off the ground So

quickiy because other women Were there

to tell us their experiences and We Were

able to pick and choose what we thought

Would Work for us

BF: Can you tell me about any actions

WOW have done?

WOW: Well we went to the director“s

home and leafletted the neighbours

about the dispute and We wrote to the

directors Wives appealing to themm 85

women: We didn“t get any replies of

course,We also wrote to all the main

shareholders and told them what Was

happening here, we wrote to all the

main Ship Owners early on in the

dispute, but Of course we Were aWare

that they already knew what was going

On,they were part and parcel of it alL

We felt we had been dehumanised and

that「S Why we Went to the directors

home with the children; to Say these are

our kids, this is us, e“Te real; they

came Out, didn“t bother Speaking to US

except to Say they“d called the police.

We still go quite regularly, to let

them know that we“re Still here and

weTe not gOing 8W2y.

史F: 15 Ihere Qy QCliOn Dei8 IQKen

QgQinst Ihe scaps and Iheir

WOW: Well some people haye, against

the men Who Worked with our husbands:.
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Wewent to their homes because some of

the men said they「d only gone back to

the job because their wives Were threat-

ening to leave them and yOu Can under-

stand that sort of pressure。So We Went

along and thought perhaps 让 their wives

See that We“Te all in this together WeTe

all in the same boat and we“lL1 all help

each other out; there Won“t be problems

让 we all stick together, but we dont do

that anymore because We went and i

didn“t work So there isn“t really any

point.

BF: Was“1 that painyul, particularly

r ose WifR Preyvioxs疗eindsAhips 0

eilher side of Ihe digpie2

Yes it was. we took on board

the fact that maybe someone“s wife had

threatened to leave with the kids and

you「ve got to feel sorry for them,

especially 让 you are made to cho0se

between your mates and your family.

But of course some of them are just

selfish,the children of Maggie

Thatcher.One of the scabs wa5

on local radio that if「s great down on the

docks but the only problem is that

you「ve got n Social life because theyTe

Phoning you all the time.、And the DJ

Said isn“t this what the dockers were

complaining about, and he said well

yeah and I know What theyre talking

about、The DJ asked if he had been

unemployed? Because you could half

understand some one Who Was unemm-

ployed, but oh no he said T had a job

but this was better money!“All the

SCabs in Seaforth had a job, so now I

don“t have any Sympathy for them,And

When people Say aren “t you Worried thal

those there now might lose their jobs I

Say ng; We are all resposible for our Own

actions; they chose to leave employment

to take the food off my table and do my

husband「s job.So if the port collapses

because of the action we“Te forced to

take, they must accept responsibility for

that、If they end up unemployed and

their families are in the position We“Te

in, they「“ve made that decision and

chosen to go down that path.

BF: al is Your experiehCe 0f 1He

T&G, Decose ifey are nof Offcially

Dacking 加e dispMe; whaf Raye 仪ey

done 0r nof done qd WhQf 15 YOH

fifde toMWQrd5 仪E112

印OW: The T&G as far as weTe

concerned haye done what they can

within the framework of the law but we

feel that the law doesnt apply to us,

these men aren“t on strike,We dont

Teally understand why they Can t g0 any

further, perhaps there「S something in

the Iaw book.

But we try and stay positive, and

because its a lock out situation and not 2

strike we feel we can be much more

creative and are not bound by the union

laws.This is one of the strengths of the

dispute.Perhaps were even in a better

Position because it isn“t official,The

Tank and file are doing their own

negotiating and at the end of the day the

rank and file w议 get what they want.

Whereas you could be in the position

Where you put a union bureaucrat in a

position of negotiation who could accept

a deal on your behalf that you didnt

Want.

BF: ] gof that When ]

fended the SUpporfers“conference Ihal

加is WQs Q major tremg仁;仪e吊Cf Ifaf

训 wQs Q MQ

帐

cial digpfeWi mi亡

Hz ODPOrfHRify兀 加

e

XiO / POfice

etc t0 interfere Wilh ihe 0f mion

Iaws efC. o are aDle lo do whiaf Jo

MiaL.

矶OW: Yeah, though I think that

Would have happened anyWay! Overall

We don“t have any Complaints about the

T&G: theyre doing what they can Within

the framework of the law, at the end of

the day they“re part of the bureaucracy

anyWay、We don“tfeel hindered by

旭F: Can OX 1e1] e QDONf tHe eceRf

ffer Dy ihe MDHC wiCR IPe

_

12671

WOW: They offered the men f25.000

to go aWay, but the thing is my husband

turned down 435,000 in 1989 as did

every other man on the docks, Some 2

lot more.。 But they「ve put all of that on

the line and you don“t do that for

nothing、They“ve put it on the line

because a matter of principle; they

know that if they had allowed the port to

get aWay With what they“Ve done, the

young people in this city Wouldn“t have

2 future,That「s what its all about: my

father Was a docker, my father-in-law

Wa5S a docker, all of my Cousins Were.

IV「S our culture, we havent any manu-

facturing industry and aS CaSUal Workers

they wouldn“t have any job security,

they wouldn“t be able to get a mortgage:;

there Would be no security for their

families, and this is what the men knew

Would happen、The only way I can put

it is that We are the inheritors of the past

and the caretakers of the future,If we

hadn“ t made a stand and fought we

Would have betrayed our inheritance and

We Would have betrayed the future.

BF: How do yox see hefture; he

dispMte Seea5 Wilh intermatioQL

Solidarity aCtion groWin8g elC

WOW: Yes we feel very strong and

Positive; the Share prices are plummet-

ing,they「re going down daily and we

know the Second major Shareholder is

Putting preSsure on the dockboard,But

of course the government is the main

shareholder,We couldn“t understand

why the MDHC were prepared to sit and

preside over the decline of not just

Merseyside but the decline of the whole

of the NW because that「s what they are

doing,And we had to ask why? Who

else is behind it ? The answer is the

government、They“re trying to break the

w

讨

of working people and solidarity

between workers and Liverpool is the

last unionised dockplace,But we are

solid and weTe not going anyWwhere.

BF: are YOW PIais ilxure

QCio52

WOW: At the moment there is a bit of

2 Iull because the Women and Children

have been offered a holiday in Poland

offered by a guy Who「d read the article

by Paul Foot in the Guardian,Yester-

day there Was a Social at the dockers「

club which WaS 8 huge SUCCESS, Several

thousand people from the port. There

are invitations for the women to do a

tour of Holland, an invitation to

America and one for France, S0 were

organising them at the momentt.

BF: Whaf woId yON Q跃 01Her MO1671

10 do i0 JOH2

WWOW: We want people to publicise

whats happening, to spread the word as

Were not getting national Coverage and

to ask us to speak anyWhere any place at

anytime. Also We need funds; that「s the

most important thing,People are really

struggling as it is with the hardship

fund; without it we Wouldn“t have 2

Chance-.

Continued next page
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Radical Bookshop

threatened with closure

OUSMANS AND the Socialist

一“Party bookshop

Bookmarx are being sued for

libel for selling magazine.

Writs have also been issued against the

Printers, distributors and

itself.

The case is one of three brought by

Alexander Baron and Mark Taha. The

law allows people who are claiming to

have been libelled to sue bookshops that

have sold the publications as Well. Both

bookshops Will advance a COmmon-

sense defence of“innocent dissemina-

tion“but the real danger is the cost of

the case. Centreprise settled out of court

in one case, even though they had not

even Stocked the isSue of SearCAig办, 25

they could not afford the legal COSts.

Housmans and Bookmarx are fighting

the case to avoid a further precedent.

They have established a fund which will

also be used to defend other similar

CaSeS.

Bookmarx has the backing of the

SWP membership but there are few

enough independent radical booksellers

left. Housmans is one of the best. Dont

let it go to the wall.

Please make donations payable to

Bookshop Libel Fund and send it

c/o Housmans Bookshop, 5 Caledonian

Road , London, N1 9DX. (tel 0171 837

4473)

 

    

W.0.W.

continued from previous page

BF: Whaf aboxt actions against

related industries, JDr exaaple

Drakes JnfermationQ1?

VOW: Yesi theyre strike breakers,

they were in the Medway port and at

Tilbury and dockers in other coun-

tries know about them a5 WelL.

They“re a bit like a hit Squad and

Well known aS Strike breakers; we

Welcome actions against

Women of the Waterfront can be

contacted at Transport House, Lime

Street, Liverpool, Merseyside
   

  

 

 

Esjustan honest bikeand 王 :

Ean segthat haying certain 虹ings can

be an asset, like bottle op&nery.a :

hefty九lock:for pfotection(and T

mean for the bike),

a

bottle

2holder for the way homeand a seftof

lightsto blind the

You geeall this trenty smattstuff is

: _Gniy going to leadt0

训

ternet cycling,

flashing numberplates next, gold-

C ilings outside Harrods

ntCkingTories giving us status on

 

沥 the roads,“After you wonderful

  

Your bits of paper guaranteeing

brakes on both Wheels

“(know them2), knee, elbow and

 

drivers sniggering aS YOu pass

having forkedu丞20 for a

hologram Which roadis

Y8u have paid to Cycle o0n. X

shoulder pads? Pessimists, don“t

you just hat e them2 I do. Miser-

able bastards Who sit in corners

bemoaning the world, I agree with

Mark Steel “They should be

hounded by
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the men said they「d only gone back to

the job because their wives Were threat-
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along and thought perhaps 让 their wives

See that We“Te all in this together WeTe

all in the same boat and we“lL1 all help

each other out; there Won“t be problems

让 we all stick together, but we dont do

that anymore because We went and i

didn“t work So there isn“t really any

point.
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you「ve got to feel sorry for them,

especially 让 you are made to cho0se
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But of course some of them are just

selfish,the children of Maggie

Thatcher.One of the scabs wa5

on local radio that if「s great down on the

docks but the only problem is that

you「ve got n Social life because theyTe

Phoning you all the time.、And the DJ

Said isn“t this what the dockers were

complaining about, and he said well

yeah and I know What theyre talking

about、The DJ asked if he had been

unemployed? Because you could half

understand some one Who Was unemm-

ployed, but oh no he said T had a job

but this was better money!“All the

SCabs in Seaforth had a job, so now I
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When people Say aren “t you Worried thal

those there now might lose their jobs I

Say ng; We are all resposible for our Own

actions; they chose to leave employment

to take the food off my table and do my

husband「s job.So if the port collapses

because of the action we“Te forced to

take, they must accept responsibility for

that、If they end up unemployed and

their families are in the position We“Te

in, they「“ve made that decision and

chosen to go down that path.
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印OW: The T&G as far as weTe

concerned haye done what they can

within the framework of the law but we

feel that the law doesnt apply to us,

these men aren“t on strike,We dont

Teally understand why they Can t g0 any

further, perhaps there「S something in

the Iaw book.

But we try and stay positive, and

because its a lock out situation and not 2

strike we feel we can be much more

creative and are not bound by the union

laws.This is one of the strengths of the

dispute.Perhaps were even in a better

Position because it isn“t official,The

Tank and file are doing their own

negotiating and at the end of the day the

rank and file w议 get what they want.

Whereas you could be in the position

Where you put a union bureaucrat in a

position of negotiation who could accept

a deal on your behalf that you didnt

Want.
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矶OW: Yeah, though I think that
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T&G: theyre doing what they can Within
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lot more.。 But they「ve put all of that on
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get aWay With what they“Ve done, the
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2 future,That「s what its all about: my

father Was a docker, my father-in-law

Wa5S a docker, all of my Cousins Were.

IV「S our culture, we havent any manu-

facturing industry and aS CaSUal Workers

they wouldn“t have any job security,

they wouldn“t be able to get a mortgage:;

there Would be no security for their

families, and this is what the men knew

Would happen、The only way I can put

it is that We are the inheritors of the past

and the caretakers of the future,If we

hadn“ t made a stand and fought we

Would have betrayed our inheritance and

We Would have betrayed the future.
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Putting preSsure on the dockboard,But

of course the government is the main

shareholder,We couldn“t understand

why the MDHC were prepared to sit and

preside over the decline of not just

Merseyside but the decline of the whole

of the NW because that「s what they are

doing,And we had to ask why? Who

else is behind it ? The answer is the

government、They“re trying to break the

w

讨

of working people and solidarity

between workers and Liverpool is the

last unionised dockplace,But we are

solid and weTe not going anyWwhere.

BF: are YOW PIais ilxure

QCio52

WOW: At the moment there is a bit of

2 Iull because the Women and Children

have been offered a holiday in Poland

offered by a guy Who「d read the article

by Paul Foot in the Guardian,Yester-

day there Was a Social at the dockers「

club which WaS 8 huge SUCCESS, Several

thousand people from the port. There

are invitations for the women to do a

tour of Holland, an invitation to

America and one for France, S0 were

organising them at the momentt.
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WWOW: We want people to publicise

whats happening, to spread the word as

Were not getting national Coverage and

to ask us to speak anyWhere any place at

anytime. Also We need funds; that「s the

most important thing,People are really

struggling as it is with the hardship

fund; without it we Wouldn“t have 2
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MOVE
  

BACK ON THE MOVE

A Quick Guilde to MOYVE

HE ATLANTA and OKlahoma

bombings and the siege of the

freemen in Montana brought

media attention

onto the rise of the militia

movement in the US. The

Oklahoma bombing has

been presented as revenge

for the feds attack on the

Waco compound. The

militias are presented both

by the establishment, left

and right, aS the shocking

eXpression of militant anti-

8government Sentiment (and

an eXCUSe for further

Tepressive poWerS and an

increasingly right wing

agenda), the bombings a

SOme Sort of new

development, a new tumn in

American politics. Both of

these are Of course

nonsense. The far right has

been bombing, burning and

shooting from the moment

Columbus arrived.

However state repression

has always been primarily

directed against militant

black organisations.

regardiess of any action

they had taken. Compare

the Montana stand-off with

the treatment of MOVE

described below. Compare

the headline grabbing of

the million man march With the grass

Toots organising of MOVE and their

Supporters. Where does the real

Tesistance to the state come from ?

Interviewed by Black Flag (BF

206) in 1994 Lorenzo Komboa Ervin,

ex-prisoner and author of Anarchism

and the Black Revolution, waS aSked

about MOVE:

“Some consider hemz ihe历St Blac

Anarchist吊rmatiozL Regardless 名

SOme [古今e peculiariies 0f fefr polifics

fie dejeremce lo JoAfrica) 1heir

by RABBIX

POificg Qre Q7iQrC所St,诊ClNQiR8 EV必

7opzeital Qnd amipial 7ights

1hey「7e Q8QinSt Q5 QR

 

InstifztiOR, 记VONF 0QHfOXO10N5

Colaiities, CO-OperQtive lfestyle and

Society. The problemz Ras COR-

Seryatiye PMiS15 Who 7efNse 10

Qccep1 江-.MOYE were Ife有f OrgQt

sQfion gince ife BPP i0 advocale

5eIf-defence and 1 have great respectb

Iheml. They haye ail仪e essenltials Of an

anarchist polifical名rpiafion.“

Every Black FIag reader will no

doubt recognise the name Mumia Abu

Jamal the former Black Panther,

author, celebrated radio journalist, voice

of the yoiceless and vocal supporter of

MOVE. MOVE,as we know is a

militant black group that advocates

“ecological revolution“

but what else do we

know about MOVE.

What was it that led to

their home being

bombed on May 13th

1985 ?

MOVE (short for

Movement) was bomn in

the USA in the early

19708, Right from its

beginning it was a

Tadical ecological,

mainly (though not

eXclusively) black, no

compromise, strict

yegetarian,Communal

living group who only

ate TaW organic food,

Watched no TV, edu-

cated their OWn children,

Shared a Common

SUurname, WoOre dreadlock

hair and composted their

WaSte。

Under the teachings

of their founder, John

Africa, MOVE opposes

all exploitation and

Oppression. Everything

from motorway Construc-

tion to

animal CircuseS to State

Oppression, violence

28ainst women to Child pornography-

“Every problem in the world.

During the early 1970s MOVE was

based in Powelton Village, Philadelphia.

MOVE members worked hard helping

out around their own house and within

the neighbourhood. They SWept streets,

helped homeless people find accommo-

dation. assisted the elderly with home

repairs, intervened in gang violence.

helped prisoners meet parole require-

ments etc. One of the fund-raising

activities MOVE performed to support
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MOVE

 

themselves was car washing, this proved

very popular. MOVE also ran Tegular

study Sessions for people interested in

John Africa「s teachings. They Welcomed

dissenting views aS 8 chance to test their

Oratory SKilis.

By 1974 MOVE was regularly

appearing in public, demonstrating at

z008, pet shops, political rallies, public

forums and media offices. On these

demos they used nonviolent protest to

expose injustice. However during their

demos MOVE was met with much

police violence. According to their vocal

supporter Mumia Abu Jamal““In 1973

they were in Philadelphia Zoo

Africa Was grabbed, thrown to the

&round and stamped On In her arms

Was three week old Life Africa. Life“s

Skull was crushed. No police officer has

ever been prosecuted for the murder of

baby Life Africa.

Because of the police harassment

MOVE was dragged into the legal

System, They readily took on the Courts

and eventually overwhelmed them by

clogging up the system with paperwork.

Many MOVE cases Were dropped to

help clear the backlog and this angered

the police, who quickly planned re-

venge, even more.

continued for many months and eventu-

ally included a failed attempt to try and

starve the MOVE members out of the

house.

Eventually, with no other way of

getting MOVE out of the house, on

8.8.78 the police launched a full scale

invasion of the MOVE house on the

grounds that MOVE weren“t keeping an

2greement MOVE had never agreed to.

During the storming of the house

MOVE members took refuge in the

basement. The fire brigade, in league

with the police, flooded the basement

with water forcing the adults to hold

onto children and animals to 

protesting caged exploitation of

animals, and they Were beaten for

it they were jailed for i and got

ridiculously high bails for i[.“

Throughout the 1970s Frank

Rizzo Was a key figure in Phila-
 

Poisomimg 伟

e

Qir,

MOYE“s Wo 吊 40 stop indrstryo

fe wate, ife s0训 and it0

pta eRd t0 ife emsIavement of 1ife-

People, amzizals, anyJDrm offe.“

Prevent them from being drowned.

Some dogs did drown. As the water

flooded, in tear gas Canisters were

activated and gunshots Iang Out 25

the police opened fire on the

building. During this police assault

the police managed to Shoot one of  
delphia「s government. A former

cop, Rizzo controlled the streets With 2

heavy handed police force that won

national notoriety for brutality. MOVEs

Tesponse Was to run a Series of demon-

strations focusing on police abuses.

Other groups agreeing with MOVE,

started their Own demos, Seeking

MOVE「s in setting them up. This

angered the police which started 2

concerted campaign of harassment

against MOVE. MOVE members found

themselves being arrested and beaten,

on Whatever trumped up charges the

police could think of.

Police brutality against MOVE

members Soon reached an alarming

level of violence. On 18.5.74 Leesing

and Janet Africa were stopped by the

police and rough handled, despite both

women telling the police they Were

Pregnant. Both suffered miscarriages.

On 29.4.75 during a demonstration

against ill treatment by the police,

Alberta Africa, Who Wa5S PIE8nant, WaS

arrested and taken to a police station. At

the station she Wa5 dragged into a

holding cell held down “spread eagled“

by four cops while a matron repeatedly

kicked her in stomach and vagina.

Alberta suffered a miscarriage.

On 28.3.76, after seven MOVE

Imembers were released from jail. the

police turned up at the MOVE home

claiming MOVE was creating a distur-

bance. Without provocation the police

turned on the MOVE members, beating

them so hard they received fractured

skulls, chipped and broken bones and

concussion. During this attack Janine

On 5.11.76, twenty MOVE members

wWere SUmmoned to COurt. Several Were

taken into custody. On the way to the

holding cells Sheriff Jerry Saunders

started to beat up one young handcuffed

MOVE member, Dennis Africa. As the

police hoped, other MOVE members

rushed to Dennis「“S side and a Scuffle

ensued. After the scuffle the MOVE

members involyed were locked up and

the police then went in search of other

MOVE members. Three more members

wWere arrested and brutalised. This

included Rhonda Africa who was nine

months pregnant. Rhonda went into

labour the next day and gave birth to 2

bruised and injured baby that died soon

after, AS a result of the police set up,

three MOVE members were given

Prison SentenceS.

The setting up of the three MOVE

members led MOVE to hold a demon-

stration demanding the release of their

three political prisoners. The demon-

stration started on 20.5.77 and was held

on MOVE property. The MOVE

members carried firearms to defend

themselyes against police attack. MOVE

Was determined there should be no more

undercover deaths. If the police wanted

to murder MOVE people they would

have to do so in full view of the public.

The response of the police Was to issue

arrest Warrants for 11 MOVE members

on riot charges and “p0sSession of an

instrument of crime“. The police then

began a 24 hour surveillance operation

to make their arrests. This surveillance

 

their own officers, James Ramp.

Ramp was killed with a single shot.

Three other police officers and three

firemen Were also injured.

With tear 8as, ater and bullets、

MOVE was forced to come out of their

house. 12 adults were arrested. all Were

beaten by the police. Delbert Africa was

Smashed in the face with a police helmet

and hit with a shotgun butt. Delbert fell

to the ground and Was drag8ged 2CTOSS

the street by the hair. Other officers then

set about him kicking him in the head.

kidneys and groin. As SOon 35 the

MOVE members wefre taken away, the

police set about destroying the house

flattening it completely.

Out of the twelve people arrested,

there were three people Who were not

well known MOVE members. These

three were told if they disavowed

themselves from MOVE they could wa步

free. Consuewella Dotson Africa refused

to distance herself from MOVE and Was

later tried and sentenced to 10-20 years

in prison.

Having tried the first three people

arrested who were not known MOVE

Imembers, the police then turned to the

nine who were all well known MOVE

activists. Desperate to lock them up, the

nine Were accused of murdering the Cop

who the police themselves had shot.

Atter a farcical trial with planted

evidence all nine were found guilty of

murder and sentenced to 30-100 years.

The next day, whilst appearing On a

ta

止

Show, the sentencing judge Was asked ,

“Who shot James Ramp ?“ He replied 1
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BACK ON THE MOVE

A Quick Guilde to MOYVE

HE ATLANTA and OKlahoma

bombings and the siege of the

freemen in Montana brought

media attention

onto the rise of the militia

movement in the US. The

Oklahoma bombing has

been presented as revenge

for the feds attack on the

Waco compound. The

militias are presented both

by the establishment, left

and right, aS the shocking

eXpression of militant anti-

8government Sentiment (and

an eXCUSe for further

Tepressive poWerS and an

increasingly right wing

agenda), the bombings a

SOme Sort of new

development, a new tumn in

American politics. Both of

these are Of course

nonsense. The far right has

been bombing, burning and

shooting from the moment

Columbus arrived.

However state repression

has always been primarily

directed against militant

black organisations.

regardiess of any action

they had taken. Compare

the Montana stand-off with

the treatment of MOVE

described below. Compare

the headline grabbing of

the million man march With the grass

Toots organising of MOVE and their

Supporters. Where does the real

Tesistance to the state come from ?

Interviewed by Black Flag (BF

206) in 1994 Lorenzo Komboa Ervin,

ex-prisoner and author of Anarchism

and the Black Revolution, waS aSked

about MOVE:

“Some consider hemz ihe历St Blac

Anarchist吊rmatiozL Regardless 名

SOme [古今e peculiariies 0f fefr polifics

fie dejeremce lo JoAfrica) 1heir

by RABBIX

POificg Qre Q7iQrC所St,诊ClNQiR8 EV必

7opzeital Qnd amipial 7ights

1hey「7e Q8QinSt Q5 QR

 

InstifztiOR, 记VONF 0QHfOXO10N5

Colaiities, CO-OperQtive lfestyle and

Society. The problemz Ras COR-

Seryatiye PMiS15 Who 7efNse 10

Qccep1 江-.MOYE were Ife有f OrgQt

sQfion gince ife BPP i0 advocale

5eIf-defence and 1 have great respectb

Iheml. They haye ail仪e essenltials Of an

anarchist polifical名rpiafion.“

Every Black FIag reader will no

doubt recognise the name Mumia Abu

Jamal the former Black Panther,

author, celebrated radio journalist, voice

of the yoiceless and vocal supporter of

MOVE. MOVE,as we know is a

militant black group that advocates

“ecological revolution“

but what else do we

know about MOVE.

What was it that led to

their home being

bombed on May 13th

1985 ?

MOVE (short for

Movement) was bomn in

the USA in the early

19708, Right from its

beginning it was a

Tadical ecological,

mainly (though not

eXclusively) black, no

compromise, strict

yegetarian,Communal

living group who only

ate TaW organic food,

Watched no TV, edu-

cated their OWn children,

Shared a Common

SUurname, WoOre dreadlock

hair and composted their

WaSte。

Under the teachings

of their founder, John

Africa, MOVE opposes

all exploitation and

Oppression. Everything

from motorway Construc-

tion to

animal CircuseS to State

Oppression, violence

28ainst women to Child pornography-

“Every problem in the world.

During the early 1970s MOVE was

based in Powelton Village, Philadelphia.

MOVE members worked hard helping

out around their own house and within

the neighbourhood. They SWept streets,

helped homeless people find accommo-

dation. assisted the elderly with home

repairs, intervened in gang violence.

helped prisoners meet parole require-

ments etc. One of the fund-raising

activities MOVE performed to support
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themselves was car washing, this proved

very popular. MOVE also ran Tegular

study Sessions for people interested in

John Africa「s teachings. They Welcomed

dissenting views aS 8 chance to test their

Oratory SKilis.

By 1974 MOVE was regularly

appearing in public, demonstrating at

z008, pet shops, political rallies, public

forums and media offices. On these

demos they used nonviolent protest to

expose injustice. However during their

demos MOVE was met with much

police violence. According to their vocal

supporter Mumia Abu Jamal““In 1973

they were in Philadelphia Zoo

Africa Was grabbed, thrown to the

&round and stamped On In her arms

Was three week old Life Africa. Life“s

Skull was crushed. No police officer has

ever been prosecuted for the murder of

baby Life Africa.

Because of the police harassment

MOVE was dragged into the legal

System, They readily took on the Courts

and eventually overwhelmed them by

clogging up the system with paperwork.

Many MOVE cases Were dropped to

help clear the backlog and this angered

the police, who quickly planned re-

venge, even more.

continued for many months and eventu-

ally included a failed attempt to try and

starve the MOVE members out of the

house.

Eventually, with no other way of

getting MOVE out of the house, on

8.8.78 the police launched a full scale

invasion of the MOVE house on the

grounds that MOVE weren“t keeping an

2greement MOVE had never agreed to.

During the storming of the house

MOVE members took refuge in the

basement. The fire brigade, in league

with the police, flooded the basement

with water forcing the adults to hold

onto children and animals to 

protesting caged exploitation of

animals, and they Were beaten for

it they were jailed for i and got

ridiculously high bails for i[.“

Throughout the 1970s Frank

Rizzo Was a key figure in Phila-
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Prevent them from being drowned.

Some dogs did drown. As the water

flooded, in tear gas Canisters were

activated and gunshots Iang Out 25

the police opened fire on the

building. During this police assault

the police managed to Shoot one of  
delphia「s government. A former

cop, Rizzo controlled the streets With 2

heavy handed police force that won

national notoriety for brutality. MOVEs

Tesponse Was to run a Series of demon-

strations focusing on police abuses.

Other groups agreeing with MOVE,

started their Own demos, Seeking

MOVE「s in setting them up. This

angered the police which started 2

concerted campaign of harassment

against MOVE. MOVE members found

themselves being arrested and beaten,

on Whatever trumped up charges the

police could think of.

Police brutality against MOVE

members Soon reached an alarming

level of violence. On 18.5.74 Leesing

and Janet Africa were stopped by the

police and rough handled, despite both

women telling the police they Were

Pregnant. Both suffered miscarriages.

On 29.4.75 during a demonstration

against ill treatment by the police,

Alberta Africa, Who Wa5S PIE8nant, WaS

arrested and taken to a police station. At

the station she Wa5 dragged into a

holding cell held down “spread eagled“

by four cops while a matron repeatedly

kicked her in stomach and vagina.

Alberta suffered a miscarriage.

On 28.3.76, after seven MOVE

Imembers were released from jail. the

police turned up at the MOVE home

claiming MOVE was creating a distur-

bance. Without provocation the police

turned on the MOVE members, beating

them so hard they received fractured

skulls, chipped and broken bones and

concussion. During this attack Janine

On 5.11.76, twenty MOVE members

wWere SUmmoned to COurt. Several Were

taken into custody. On the way to the

holding cells Sheriff Jerry Saunders

started to beat up one young handcuffed

MOVE member, Dennis Africa. As the

police hoped, other MOVE members

rushed to Dennis「“S side and a Scuffle

ensued. After the scuffle the MOVE

members involyed were locked up and

the police then went in search of other

MOVE members. Three more members

wWere arrested and brutalised. This

included Rhonda Africa who was nine

months pregnant. Rhonda went into

labour the next day and gave birth to 2

bruised and injured baby that died soon

after, AS a result of the police set up,

three MOVE members were given

Prison SentenceS.

The setting up of the three MOVE

members led MOVE to hold a demon-

stration demanding the release of their

three political prisoners. The demon-

stration started on 20.5.77 and was held

on MOVE property. The MOVE

members carried firearms to defend

themselyes against police attack. MOVE

Was determined there should be no more

undercover deaths. If the police wanted

to murder MOVE people they would

have to do so in full view of the public.

The response of the police Was to issue

arrest Warrants for 11 MOVE members

on riot charges and “p0sSession of an

instrument of crime“. The police then

began a 24 hour surveillance operation

to make their arrests. This surveillance

 

their own officers, James Ramp.

Ramp was killed with a single shot.

Three other police officers and three

firemen Were also injured.

With tear 8as, ater and bullets、

MOVE was forced to come out of their

house. 12 adults were arrested. all Were

beaten by the police. Delbert Africa was

Smashed in the face with a police helmet

and hit with a shotgun butt. Delbert fell

to the ground and Was drag8ged 2CTOSS

the street by the hair. Other officers then

set about him kicking him in the head.

kidneys and groin. As SOon 35 the

MOVE members wefre taken away, the

police set about destroying the house

flattening it completely.

Out of the twelve people arrested,

there were three people Who were not

well known MOVE members. These

three were told if they disavowed

themselves from MOVE they could wa步

free. Consuewella Dotson Africa refused

to distance herself from MOVE and Was

later tried and sentenced to 10-20 years

in prison.

Having tried the first three people

arrested who were not known MOVE

Imembers, the police then turned to the

nine who were all well known MOVE

activists. Desperate to lock them up, the

nine Were accused of murdering the Cop

who the police themselves had shot.

Atter a farcical trial with planted

evidence all nine were found guilty of

murder and sentenced to 30-100 years.

The next day, whilst appearing On a

ta

止

Show, the sentencing judge Was asked ,

“Who shot James Ramp ?“ He replied 1
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have no idea.

During the next Seven years the

persecution of MOVE continued. This

included another nine MOVE members

being accused of terrorist activities:

charges that were completely bogus:.

Despite the harassment MOVE contin-

ued to demand the release of their

political prisoners. By this time MOVE

had a new communal house in Osage

Avenue and fearing more police 5Saults

they decided to fortify the building.

On 11.5.85 arrest warrants were

issued for four MOVE members on

terrorist charges. A fifth

Warrant Was signed for gun violations.

On 12.5.85 police evacuated Osage

Avenue and towed aWay cars. On

13.5.85 at 06:00 hours, over 600 police

launched a military style assault on the

MOVE home. Armed with tear 835.

Water cannon, Shotguns, Uzi「s, M-108,

silenced weapons, Browning Automatic

Rifles, M-60 machine guns, a 20 mm

anti-tank gun, a .50 calibre machine gun

and 37 pounds of C-4, a powerful

military explosive. Between 06:00 and

07:30 hrs the police fired 10.000 rounds

of ammunition at the house. They alSo

tried to blast through walls using the C-

4 explosive. When these meaSures

failed, a state helicopter as used to

drop a bomb onto the roof of the build-

ing. A fire started, which was allowed to

blaze out of control eventually destroy-

ing 60 other buildings.

With their home ablaze the MOVE

members tried to flee. But as they did so

they were shot at by the police and

forced back into the burning house.

Those that chose not to be burnt to death

were gunned down outside the house.

Six adults and five children were inside

the house at the time of the assault.

Only one adult (Ramona Africa ) and

one child (Birdy Africa) survived. Both

were taken into custody. Birdy wa5

subjected to a“normalisation“prOgTam

which included being force fed

Muckdonalds burgers. Ramona went to

jail for seven years charged with con-

spiracy, riot and multiple accounts of

2SSault.

The bombing was intended to end

MOVE once and for all However this

has failed. MOVE continues to exist and

in 1991 they purchased a new COmmiu-

nal house On Kingsessing AVenue.

Several months passed before the police

learnt about this new house. Once the

Police knew of the new house. n

 

slurs started against MOVE and there is

2 real fear MOVE may be attacked

283in.

There are currently nine MOVE

members in prison in AmeriKKKa, All

nine are Serving life for the murder of

the cop shot on 8.8.78. All nine are

innocent.

CAHRLES SIMS AFRICA, AM4975,

SCLI-Gaterford, PO Box 244. Gaterford,

PA, 19426-0244, USA.

DEBBIE SIMS AFRICA. 006307

JANET HOLLOWAY AFRICA. 006308

JANINE PHILLIPS AFRICA. 006309

MERLE AUSTIN AFRICA, 006306

all at : SCLCambridge Springs, 451

Fullerton Ave, Cambridge Springs. PA

16403-1238, USA.

DELBERT ORR AFRICA, AM4985,

SCI-Dallas, Drawer K, Dallas. PA

18612.

EDWARD GOODMAN AFRICA,

AM4974. SCLCamp HilL PO Box 200,

Camp Hill PA 17011-0200, USA.

MICHAEL DAVIS AFRICA, AM4973,

SCL-Gaterford, PO Box 244, Gaterford,

PA, 19426-0244, USA.

WILLIAM PHILLIPS AFRICA,AM

4984. SCL-Dallas, Drawer K, Dallas, PA

18612.

“hs lo1g 48 We are Qliye, e W河 neyer

QDayidol OH Drohers Qd

Sisters江 jaiL and hey know Ra We

W pever QBanido Ihema, Q1Ris cy

8OIQ QIMWQMS haye Q prODlepl U

eyey lQst One Of Or brothers QnQ

sisters 5 home.“(MOVE)

For more information about MOVE

contact either:

The MOVE Organisation, PO Box

19709. Philadelphia, PA 19143, USA.

Friends of MOVE , PO Box 30609,

London, SW9 8LU, England.

Or better still write to any of the MOVE

Prisoners. They welcome letters and are

more than willing to answer questions.

InternationalWomen「s Conference

Summer 1997,Sweden,

Below is a communique from the

International Women「s Conference

Group of the Swedish syndicalist SAC-.

Sistersl

Our aim is to work for a social revolu-

tion; history shows that efforts so far to

improve conditions of life havye rarely

been concerned with improving the

condition of women,Patriarchy is

older than capitalism, but We are

determined to Work for a social

revolution worthy of the name-

To further our goal We are Organis-

ing an international conference in the

summer of 1997.One reason We are

planning this conference for women

within the libertarian movement 训

because it is always men who have the

Inost influential positions, especially on

an international level,One glance at

the syndicalist and anarchist move-

Iments Shows this。This of course is 2

minor problem if one is blind to gende

Politics:.

In recent years many women in the

SAC have become more interested in

this area,An annual womens「seminar

has been held for several years,This

years「 Seminar in September is on

  

  

international trade union solidarity.

Next year「s conference Will be held

near Stockholm, with two days of

discussion and two days Of practical

Workshops.Contact the grOup at:

Orebro LS, Sturegatan 6B ky,

Orebro, Sweden, Tel +46 19 - 10 60 65
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Germeanmy censors

redicals on the Internet

THE MEDIA HAS been saturated lately

by stories of child pornography and

organised crime on the internet, foL-

lowed swiftily by calls for its control. But

behind this smoke Screen lies a hidden

agenda of censorship and regulationt

The fact that there is a medium through

which people can exchange information

and ideas free from interference from

the State or other busy bodies Cannot be

tolerated. The only thing Which ha8

prevented intrusion so far has been the

pressure exerted by the millions of

people on the internet and the technical

problems presented by large 8Cale

censorship. However, the threats to free

speech is constant and getting eVer more

confident.

China has always had a policy of

Internet censorship, but beCauSe S0 few

people haye there, this has been

easy. The censor is now Striking closer

to home:

Radikal, a magazine produced by

German ultra-leftists to act as a forum

for “discussion of street militancy and

armed struggle“has had a long history

of harrassment by the German State. 【

eventually went underground and Was

also published on the World Wide Web

(WWW). On 2nd September the Dutch

Internet Service Provider XS4ALL who

hosted the Radikal Web pages received

2 phone call telling them thalt the

German authorities were planning to

force all German Internet providers to

Shutdown all traffic to and from

XS4ALL. This has since been enforced.

The Internet community responded

by copying the site to more than 40

other locations to maintain aCCeSS for

the German public and XS4ALL have

no intention of removing the RadiAal

Page$. There was a demonstration On

the Dutch-German border on 21“

September Where Radihal Was Openly

sold. The ban at the moment seems t0

have been circumvented, but only at the

expense of XS4ALL. That the German

state felt confident enough to attempt

the exclusion is more worrying. With

much talk of legislation in the UK and

the States any attempt to undermine free

speech on the Internet must be resisted

vigorously.

XS4ALL can be found at

http:/www.xS4alLnl

 

SL

THE INTERNET has allowed the

dissemenation Of anarchist news,

information and history on a Scale never

before seen. The following is a very

brief guide to Some of the TeSOurces

available. t is meant to be a starting

point from Which people can explore.

As is to be expected there is a lot of

pseudo-anarchism to be found, but this

is outweighed by the many sources of

solid anarchist prOPpaganda,

Spunk Press is an independent

anarchist publishing project with the

specific intent of making an anarchist

archive freely and easily available. They

Web sites

actively encourage editors and writers lo

conyert their works into an electronic

format and a wide-ranging Catalog

of resources covering all aspects of

anarchism, They also have an extensive

contacts list.

The Workers Solidarity Alliance

home page is a good example of a

propagandising Web site. It is clear and

concise with 8 balance of neWS, CaIm-

paigns, syndicalist history and a large

list of international Contacts.

The Workers Solidarity Movement in

Ireland host a page with introductory

texts for those new to anarchist politics
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Mailing Lists

For those with e-mail but no CCeSS

to the Web, mailing lists act S a Way

to keep informed on news and also

enter into

A-Infos Mailing List

Subscription address:

Majordomo@LGLOBALCOM

(send 「Subscibe A-Infos「 as the message).

News and reports for anarchists.

IWW Mailing list

Subscription address:

Majordomoigc.apc.of8

(send “Subscribe iww-news“as the

message) International Workers of the

World news and discussion

AIT/IWA Mailing List

Subscription address: AIT-IWA-ist-

request@listlever.com and put Subscribe

in the subject line. News from the

International Workers Association.

   

or coming to it from a “left「 perspective.

It also carries a Series of articles on Irish

politics and more links to other anar-

Chist sites and gTOUPS。

Spunk Press:

http:/Awww.cwi .ncwi/people/Jack.Janseny

Spunk

WSA

http://www.dorsai.org/~agony/wsahtml

WSM
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have no idea.

During the next Seven years the

persecution of MOVE continued. This

included another nine MOVE members

being accused of terrorist activities:

charges that were completely bogus:.

Despite the harassment MOVE contin-

ued to demand the release of their

political prisoners. By this time MOVE

had a new communal house in Osage

Avenue and fearing more police 5Saults

they decided to fortify the building.

On 11.5.85 arrest warrants were

issued for four MOVE members on

terrorist charges. A fifth

Warrant Was signed for gun violations.

On 12.5.85 police evacuated Osage

Avenue and towed aWay cars. On

13.5.85 at 06:00 hours, over 600 police

launched a military style assault on the

MOVE home. Armed with tear 835.

Water cannon, Shotguns, Uzi「s, M-108,

silenced weapons, Browning Automatic

Rifles, M-60 machine guns, a 20 mm

anti-tank gun, a .50 calibre machine gun

and 37 pounds of C-4, a powerful

military explosive. Between 06:00 and

07:30 hrs the police fired 10.000 rounds

of ammunition at the house. They alSo

tried to blast through walls using the C-

4 explosive. When these meaSures

failed, a state helicopter as used to

drop a bomb onto the roof of the build-

ing. A fire started, which was allowed to

blaze out of control eventually destroy-

ing 60 other buildings.

With their home ablaze the MOVE

members tried to flee. But as they did so

they were shot at by the police and

forced back into the burning house.

Those that chose not to be burnt to death

were gunned down outside the house.

Six adults and five children were inside

the house at the time of the assault.

Only one adult (Ramona Africa ) and

one child (Birdy Africa) survived. Both

were taken into custody. Birdy wa5

subjected to a“normalisation“prOgTam

which included being force fed

Muckdonalds burgers. Ramona went to

jail for seven years charged with con-

spiracy, riot and multiple accounts of

2SSault.

The bombing was intended to end

MOVE once and for all However this

has failed. MOVE continues to exist and

in 1991 they purchased a new COmmiu-

nal house On Kingsessing AVenue.

Several months passed before the police

learnt about this new house. Once the

Police knew of the new house. n

 

slurs started against MOVE and there is

2 real fear MOVE may be attacked

283in.

There are currently nine MOVE

members in prison in AmeriKKKa, All

nine are Serving life for the murder of

the cop shot on 8.8.78. All nine are

innocent.

CAHRLES SIMS AFRICA, AM4975,

SCLI-Gaterford, PO Box 244. Gaterford,

PA, 19426-0244, USA.

DEBBIE SIMS AFRICA. 006307

JANET HOLLOWAY AFRICA. 006308

JANINE PHILLIPS AFRICA. 006309

MERLE AUSTIN AFRICA, 006306

all at : SCLCambridge Springs, 451

Fullerton Ave, Cambridge Springs. PA

16403-1238, USA.

DELBERT ORR AFRICA, AM4985,

SCI-Dallas, Drawer K, Dallas. PA

18612.

EDWARD GOODMAN AFRICA,

AM4974. SCLCamp HilL PO Box 200,

Camp Hill PA 17011-0200, USA.

MICHAEL DAVIS AFRICA, AM4973,

SCL-Gaterford, PO Box 244, Gaterford,

PA, 19426-0244, USA.

WILLIAM PHILLIPS AFRICA,AM

4984. SCL-Dallas, Drawer K, Dallas, PA

18612.

“hs lo1g 48 We are Qliye, e W河 neyer

QDayidol OH Drohers Qd

Sisters江 jaiL and hey know Ra We

W pever QBanido Ihema, Q1Ris cy

8OIQ QIMWQMS haye Q prODlepl U

eyey lQst One Of Or brothers QnQ

sisters 5 home.“(MOVE)

For more information about MOVE

contact either:

The MOVE Organisation, PO Box

19709. Philadelphia, PA 19143, USA.

Friends of MOVE , PO Box 30609,

London, SW9 8LU, England.

Or better still write to any of the MOVE

Prisoners. They welcome letters and are

more than willing to answer questions.

InternationalWomen「s Conference

Summer 1997,Sweden,

Below is a communique from the

International Women「s Conference

Group of the Swedish syndicalist SAC-.

Sistersl

Our aim is to work for a social revolu-

tion; history shows that efforts so far to

improve conditions of life havye rarely

been concerned with improving the

condition of women,Patriarchy is

older than capitalism, but We are

determined to Work for a social

revolution worthy of the name-

To further our goal We are Organis-

ing an international conference in the

summer of 1997.One reason We are

planning this conference for women

within the libertarian movement 训

because it is always men who have the

Inost influential positions, especially on

an international level,One glance at

the syndicalist and anarchist move-

Iments Shows this。This of course is 2

minor problem if one is blind to gende

Politics:.

In recent years many women in the

SAC have become more interested in

this area,An annual womens「seminar

has been held for several years,This

years「 Seminar in September is on

  

  

international trade union solidarity.

Next year「s conference Will be held

near Stockholm, with two days of

discussion and two days Of practical

Workshops.Contact the grOup at:

Orebro LS, Sturegatan 6B ky,

Orebro, Sweden, Tel +46 19 - 10 60 65
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Germeanmy censors

redicals on the Internet

THE MEDIA HAS been saturated lately

by stories of child pornography and

organised crime on the internet, foL-

lowed swiftily by calls for its control. But

behind this smoke Screen lies a hidden

agenda of censorship and regulationt

The fact that there is a medium through

which people can exchange information

and ideas free from interference from

the State or other busy bodies Cannot be

tolerated. The only thing Which ha8

prevented intrusion so far has been the

pressure exerted by the millions of

people on the internet and the technical

problems presented by large 8Cale

censorship. However, the threats to free

speech is constant and getting eVer more

confident.

China has always had a policy of

Internet censorship, but beCauSe S0 few

people haye there, this has been

easy. The censor is now Striking closer

to home:

Radikal, a magazine produced by

German ultra-leftists to act as a forum

for “discussion of street militancy and

armed struggle“has had a long history

of harrassment by the German State. 【

eventually went underground and Was

also published on the World Wide Web

(WWW). On 2nd September the Dutch

Internet Service Provider XS4ALL who

hosted the Radikal Web pages received

2 phone call telling them thalt the

German authorities were planning to

force all German Internet providers to

Shutdown all traffic to and from

XS4ALL. This has since been enforced.

The Internet community responded

by copying the site to more than 40

other locations to maintain aCCeSS for

the German public and XS4ALL have

no intention of removing the RadiAal

Page$. There was a demonstration On

the Dutch-German border on 21“

September Where Radihal Was Openly

sold. The ban at the moment seems t0

have been circumvented, but only at the

expense of XS4ALL. That the German

state felt confident enough to attempt

the exclusion is more worrying. With

much talk of legislation in the UK and

the States any attempt to undermine free

speech on the Internet must be resisted

vigorously.

XS4ALL can be found at

http:/www.xS4alLnl

 

SL

THE INTERNET has allowed the

dissemenation Of anarchist news,

information and history on a Scale never

before seen. The following is a very

brief guide to Some of the TeSOurces

available. t is meant to be a starting

point from Which people can explore.

As is to be expected there is a lot of

pseudo-anarchism to be found, but this

is outweighed by the many sources of

solid anarchist prOPpaganda,

Spunk Press is an independent

anarchist publishing project with the

specific intent of making an anarchist

archive freely and easily available. They

Web sites

actively encourage editors and writers lo

conyert their works into an electronic

format and a wide-ranging Catalog

of resources covering all aspects of

anarchism, They also have an extensive

contacts list.

The Workers Solidarity Alliance

home page is a good example of a

propagandising Web site. It is clear and

concise with 8 balance of neWS, CaIm-

paigns, syndicalist history and a large

list of international Contacts.

The Workers Solidarity Movement in

Ireland host a page with introductory

texts for those new to anarchist politics
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Mailing Lists

For those with e-mail but no CCeSS

to the Web, mailing lists act S a Way

to keep informed on news and also

enter into

A-Infos Mailing List

Subscription address:

Majordomo@LGLOBALCOM

(send 「Subscibe A-Infos「 as the message).

News and reports for anarchists.

IWW Mailing list

Subscription address:

Majordomoigc.apc.of8

(send “Subscribe iww-news“as the

message) International Workers of the

World news and discussion

AIT/IWA Mailing List

Subscription address: AIT-IWA-ist-

request@listlever.com and put Subscribe

in the subject line. News from the

International Workers Association.

   

or coming to it from a “left「 perspective.

It also carries a Series of articles on Irish

politics and more links to other anar-

Chist sites and gTOUPS。

Spunk Press:

http:/Awww.cwi .ncwi/people/Jack.Janseny

Spunk

WSA

http://www.dorsai.org/~agony/wsahtml

WSM
19
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HIS ARTICLE STARTED

Out a5 2TeyieW/ TeSpOnse t0

the pamphlet Edxucafing

邦ho hboxt 邦haf - The

Circled h and 11s Paragites。

Once I started getting into the isSues,

though, it took on a life of its own. I

hope this provokes sSome debate. The

Pamphlet begins with the statemment

“90% of the Anarchist Movement is a

Joke“ and goes on to blame middle class

domination of

anarchist Organisa-

tions for the fact that

the people anarchism

is from and for dont

get the me$S28e.

What I yant to do is

look at why those

People dont get the

message, Whose fault

it is, and to look a

isSues Of clas5,

Cculture, identity and

Organisation 5 2

Whole.

For a pamphlet

Which puts down

situationism So neatly

-“criticising society

in the language of the

Privileged“ it is

irritatingly laid out in

different typefaces,

sty1les and SiZ65,

so that it Looks

IKE VE[Y

2rty but a pain to

read (it re-

minded me oOf the

80s pepstars who

wrote their names with capitals and

normal letters Teyersed - bDLLOCks,

if you ask me).

What is the middle class, so despised

by the pamphleteers? WelL they dont

define it. The sort of middle class

attacked here are the“Tadical“types,

Who to be fair, are an easy target、In

my experience, the “Tadical“midde

class always live in bohemian are25,

anywhere where real people live is just

too dulL.

Most of the middle class doesn t live

in inner cities - they live in the posher

bits of every town and city in this

country. We are not likely to come into

contact with them much, eXCept S

bosses, bank managers etc, unless We

mix with them Socially. Yes, I find the

bohemian types slumming it for a few

years before they return to their over-

flowing trough irritating and destructive

to getting any real organising done

Politically. But they“re an obstacle in the

Way Of getting at Our target, not the

target itself.

The pamphlet「s writers advocate 2
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Purely working class organisation to

Solve middle class domination of

anarchist politics. But, they don「t define

the working class either, So we get no

idea of who decides who fits in a

“working class“ organisation? I have 2

8good job, a mortgage, I like to uSe my

intelligence and Im working class.

Many of our class cannot be defined

by work, because they havent got it.

Increasingly there are all sorts of

 

barriers between those of us Who do

have jobs and those without. Nowhere is

this more apparent than in the DSS and

Department of Employment. On the one

hand, there are Working Class people

expected to“Seek“non existent jobs by

poorly paid working class people, a lot

On temporary Contracts, and not Very far

from the same situation. There are Still

Some Workers in good situations -

usually those Who are well unionised or

where there is a genuine Shortage of

their skills in the labour market (certain

types of computer pTOgrammers spring

to mind as Well as train drivers, airline

pilots and engineering workers). Some

would argue that the difference between

the two classes is that between order

givers (Such as our poorly paid civil

Servants. teachers, Social workers, COPs

etc.) and order takers (everyone who

doesn“t haye any order-giving Status i

their job). While there is clearly a germ

of truth in this, it is a misleading

Picture.

As a kid Lremember being banned

from the local SWimming pool for

staying in for three hours. The worker

there told me I was “defrauding the

council「、He was giving orders, to me.

2 Small child, because he had the power

to do So. He had no Power to order

anyone else about, as he Was just the

changing room attendant,It Was

something in his psychological make-up

that made him do it. Whether teachers

are middle class or not is a debate that

80e8S on and 0n. In purely economic

terms, they“Te nearly

all working class.

Like the rest of us in

Work, they Te only 2

few months pay

Packets away from

Poyerty on the dole.

The pamphlet calls

this a cartoon view of

the world. in that it

Simplifies the class

Telationships and

misSes Some of

what「s going on in

there.

However, the

pamphleteers「

Version of the world

does the Same, Only

from a different

angle. Bloody

teachers, etc, - they

havye a limited

amount of power and

Can give orders to

Kids, therefore they

are middle ClaSs.

Some teachers are

bullies and take full

adyantage of the

power they have over kids. But most are

just people trying to do a job a5 well as

they can within the restrictions placed

on them - like class SizeS, national

curriculum full of bollocks, kids with no

future, no books etc., The key issue here

is power, and an anarchist apprOach has

to be one of minimising any COncentra-

tion of power and recognising Cultural

differences within the Working

Many of the“middle clasS teachers,

Social workers and civil servants“

Wielding this power “over“ the working

class are people (usually Women) who

have escaped the drudgery of a Small-

minded working claSs Culture. As well

3S asking them difficult questions about

why they are doing what they are doing,

we Ought to be asking ourselves equally

difficult questions about why so much

Working ClaSs Culture encourages people

to get out.

More Culture than Yoghurt

This is one of the strengths of the

pamphlet - it recognises that there are

   

wWorking class cultures_wWhich are diverse

and have different strengths. This is

something we need to promote other-

wise many talented working class kids

Wil seize any opportunity to join the

middie classes. These are the people in

Previous generations who filled the shop

steWards「“ and Convenors「 jobs, acted s

barrack room laWyers On their estates

and stirred things up against the coun-

cil the boss or whatever arm of bureauc-

Tracy Was interfering in their lives. We

can“t afford to lose them, and to keep

them we have to Show that there are

alternatives within the working class. 【

remember talking to a woman brought

up in a pit village who desperately

Wanted to be middle class. She Saw

middle class women with more control

over their own lives than those of the

Women from her village. I suspect she

be disappointed with the class to Which

she aspires, but decades of lionising of

the miners by the left meant She

identified that as 办e working clasS Way

to live, not merely 4 working ClaSS Way

Of life.

To give another example Of Where

we need to be critical of elements of

working class culture, many Out of town

estates Were hit by riots over the last few

summers. Bored young men (and it Wa5

nearly all young men) had pitched

battles with the police, stole cars, looted

Shops and Set fire to community Centres.

The effect of this on other members of

the community - Who are no less

working class - is often ignored by

anarchists cheerleading for anyone

having a bash at the cops. But the Shops

and community Centres are vital to the

rest of the community, the pensioners,

those Without transport to go to the

shops in town, the single parents

(overwhelmingly WOmen) Who use these

facilities for mutual Support, maybe 2

creche etc,,Anyone with an Opportunity

is going to get out of that estate, but why

should they have to leave Our class?

There is a danger in mixing up Class

and identity too much, So in affirming

their own identity, people must reject

their class.

On a better point, I totally agree

about other struggles, Such a5 anti-

racism and anti-sexism, Class is the

most important factor in the struggle for

2 neW Society. Of course Sexism affects

all women, but the Queen Mother (bless

herl) gets to 94 and the media gush

about how well she“S doing for her a8e.

Of course, she“S never had to Work for a

living, or do the housework, Or Wait for

years on an NHS waiting list for a hip

Operation. Anyone who does not TecO8g-

nise the class divisions at work is merely

out for their own advantage (SuCh 25

those women Who Want 50% of ll MPs

to be women, as 讨 it will make a blind

bit of difference to anything other than

their careers) and as the pamphlet

Tightly Says, they have no place in Our

movement. The opposite is also true -

any anarchist who thinks it「s OK to be

Sexist or racist, even using the exCuse of

“iCs part of working class culture“

Should get Short shrift from uS.

On Organisations

The pamphiet is very critical of organi-

Sations, harping“Where are yOur

members?“Why do anarchists then

continue to try to form organisations, 训

no one is joining? I am not going to

answer this question, exXcept 0 59y that

People Will alwayS organise to achieve

their aims. The problem with most

anarchist organisations is their aims are

80 distant their purpose becomes

blurred. The point of organisation is to

improye your prospects of winning and

facilitate collective action. Another

trouble With anarchists in this Country is

that they get jealous of the Trots, evenl

though We Shouldn“t be trying to rep-

licate them as they don“t share our aims.

Trot parties mirror the state they

Want to Set Up and control - With the

Tank and file paper sellers being the

Working class, the middle class consist-

ing of branch organisers and full timers

and the ruling class consisting of the

leadership and central committee. They

even 80 S0 far as to discusSs getting 2

“few of the younger Comrades arrested“

when the need arises, like generals

committing troops to battle. It might

work, though evidence for this is scanty,

but anarchism it aint.

I am only interested in looking at

two forms of anarchist organisation -

the affinity group and the Syndicalist

union and commune (I have put these

together for reasons which I shall

explain). There are of course, others,

Such as the much tighter political group

advocated by the Anarchist Communist

Federation and the Workers Solidarity

Movement in Ireland, where member-

ship depends on agreeing with aims,

Principles Qid policies.

The affinity group is based on shared

belief and other close ties, friendship.

Socialising and so on, It is obviously

self-selective and not open to general

membership. It is vitally important for

direct action as the members Of an

affinity group grow to learn from each

other and trust each other. It is unlikely

to win many people to anarchist ideas

On a direct basis, and certainly not in

any large numbers。

The syndicalist union and commune

are libertarian, democratic and Open to

all who are part of their constituency -

either workers in that industry or people

who live in that area. By their nature

they are Working class bodies which can

include all the workers. Indeed, modern

anarcho-syndicalism has improved on

the classical model by moving on to the

Syndicalist union advocating and calling

“workers aSsemblies“, Sovereign deci-

sion making bodies open to all Workers

Who accept their decisions aS binding,

Tegardless of union affiliation. (This is

USually conyeniently forgotten by

Bookchin and other critics of syndical-

ism Who really should know bette0).

We often come up against the

“spontaneity“argument here. You know

the sort, there“S no need to organise

workers, they W训 organise themselyes

when the need arises, Spontaneously,

and Wil be more reyolutionary without

unions, parties or ideologies to hold

them back. This argument simply

doesn“t Wash, and asKS UuS to deny our

0wn eXistence 35 Workers. It「s OK for

the Workers to do it, but not the anar-

chists. But aren“t the anarchists workers

too? Organisations can be sapping and

contradictory at times, but it is through

the experience of organising 山at ]eSSOns

are learnt and digested.

These two models are not contradic-

tory, i(「s simply 2 matter of recognising

different tactics; yOu can g0 out there

and “just do if“ as the ad g0eS, or you

can build a long, steady fightback by

gaining respect from those immediately

around you, and hopefully Some of our

ideas wil find an echo in their experi-

ence. The point is to See that an active

anarchist movement USually benefits

from an active libertarian Workers

movement, and vice Versa.

Minor targets

A good chunk of the pamphlet is taken

up on attacking Chumbawumba and

Praising Pulp for their connectedness t

Working class culture. The points made

are valid enough, and I prefer Pulp

myself, but they are only pOp Stars.

Pop stars are not going to change the

World. Crass played the same role in the

late 70s early 80s as Chumbawumba do

now.I am one of the few anarchists of

my generation Who wasn“t into punk,

but Iam glad it got loads of people

interested, even if 99% have since

fucked off, there are Some real gems in

that 1%. If Chumbawumba can do the

Same, gO0d. If not, Who cares?

MH

Educating 印ho 4poxl haf - The

Circled A and 1ts Parasites (E1 from

Black Economy Books, Dept 8, 1

Newton St Manchester M1 1HW).
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HIS ARTICLE STARTED

Out a5 2TeyieW/ TeSpOnse t0

the pamphlet Edxucafing

邦ho hboxt 邦haf - The

Circled h and 11s Paragites。

Once I started getting into the isSues,

though, it took on a life of its own. I

hope this provokes sSome debate. The

Pamphlet begins with the statemment

“90% of the Anarchist Movement is a

Joke“ and goes on to blame middle class

domination of

anarchist Organisa-

tions for the fact that

the people anarchism

is from and for dont

get the me$S28e.

What I yant to do is

look at why those

People dont get the

message, Whose fault

it is, and to look a

isSues Of clas5,

Cculture, identity and

Organisation 5 2

Whole.

For a pamphlet

Which puts down

situationism So neatly

-“criticising society

in the language of the

Privileged“ it is

irritatingly laid out in

different typefaces,

sty1les and SiZ65,

so that it Looks

IKE VE[Y

2rty but a pain to

read (it re-

minded me oOf the

80s pepstars who

wrote their names with capitals and

normal letters Teyersed - bDLLOCks,

if you ask me).

What is the middle class, so despised

by the pamphleteers? WelL they dont

define it. The sort of middle class

attacked here are the“Tadical“types,

Who to be fair, are an easy target、In

my experience, the “Tadical“midde

class always live in bohemian are25,

anywhere where real people live is just

too dulL.

Most of the middle class doesn t live

in inner cities - they live in the posher

bits of every town and city in this

country. We are not likely to come into

contact with them much, eXCept S

bosses, bank managers etc, unless We

mix with them Socially. Yes, I find the

bohemian types slumming it for a few

years before they return to their over-

flowing trough irritating and destructive

to getting any real organising done

Politically. But they“re an obstacle in the

Way Of getting at Our target, not the

target itself.

The pamphlet「s writers advocate 2
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Purely working class organisation to

Solve middle class domination of

anarchist politics. But, they don「t define

the working class either, So we get no

idea of who decides who fits in a

“working class“ organisation? I have 2

8good job, a mortgage, I like to uSe my

intelligence and Im working class.

Many of our class cannot be defined

by work, because they havent got it.

Increasingly there are all sorts of

 

barriers between those of us Who do

have jobs and those without. Nowhere is

this more apparent than in the DSS and

Department of Employment. On the one

hand, there are Working Class people

expected to“Seek“non existent jobs by

poorly paid working class people, a lot

On temporary Contracts, and not Very far

from the same situation. There are Still

Some Workers in good situations -

usually those Who are well unionised or

where there is a genuine Shortage of

their skills in the labour market (certain

types of computer pTOgrammers spring

to mind as Well as train drivers, airline

pilots and engineering workers). Some

would argue that the difference between

the two classes is that between order

givers (Such as our poorly paid civil

Servants. teachers, Social workers, COPs

etc.) and order takers (everyone who

doesn“t haye any order-giving Status i

their job). While there is clearly a germ

of truth in this, it is a misleading

Picture.

As a kid Lremember being banned

from the local SWimming pool for

staying in for three hours. The worker

there told me I was “defrauding the

council「、He was giving orders, to me.

2 Small child, because he had the power

to do So. He had no Power to order

anyone else about, as he Was just the

changing room attendant,It Was

something in his psychological make-up

that made him do it. Whether teachers

are middle class or not is a debate that

80e8S on and 0n. In purely economic

terms, they“Te nearly

all working class.

Like the rest of us in

Work, they Te only 2

few months pay

Packets away from

Poyerty on the dole.

The pamphlet calls

this a cartoon view of

the world. in that it

Simplifies the class

Telationships and

misSes Some of

what「s going on in

there.

However, the

pamphleteers「

Version of the world

does the Same, Only

from a different

angle. Bloody

teachers, etc, - they

havye a limited

amount of power and

Can give orders to

Kids, therefore they

are middle ClaSs.

Some teachers are

bullies and take full

adyantage of the

power they have over kids. But most are

just people trying to do a job a5 well as

they can within the restrictions placed

on them - like class SizeS, national

curriculum full of bollocks, kids with no

future, no books etc., The key issue here

is power, and an anarchist apprOach has

to be one of minimising any COncentra-

tion of power and recognising Cultural

differences within the Working

Many of the“middle clasS teachers,

Social workers and civil servants“

Wielding this power “over“ the working

class are people (usually Women) who

have escaped the drudgery of a Small-

minded working claSs Culture. As well

3S asking them difficult questions about

why they are doing what they are doing,

we Ought to be asking ourselves equally

difficult questions about why so much

Working ClaSs Culture encourages people

to get out.

More Culture than Yoghurt

This is one of the strengths of the

pamphlet - it recognises that there are

   

wWorking class cultures_wWhich are diverse

and have different strengths. This is

something we need to promote other-

wise many talented working class kids

Wil seize any opportunity to join the

middie classes. These are the people in

Previous generations who filled the shop

steWards「“ and Convenors「 jobs, acted s

barrack room laWyers On their estates

and stirred things up against the coun-

cil the boss or whatever arm of bureauc-

Tracy Was interfering in their lives. We

can“t afford to lose them, and to keep

them we have to Show that there are

alternatives within the working class. 【

remember talking to a woman brought

up in a pit village who desperately

Wanted to be middle class. She Saw

middle class women with more control

over their own lives than those of the

Women from her village. I suspect she

be disappointed with the class to Which

she aspires, but decades of lionising of

the miners by the left meant She

identified that as 办e working clasS Way

to live, not merely 4 working ClaSS Way

Of life.

To give another example Of Where

we need to be critical of elements of

working class culture, many Out of town

estates Were hit by riots over the last few

summers. Bored young men (and it Wa5

nearly all young men) had pitched

battles with the police, stole cars, looted

Shops and Set fire to community Centres.

The effect of this on other members of

the community - Who are no less

working class - is often ignored by

anarchists cheerleading for anyone

having a bash at the cops. But the Shops

and community Centres are vital to the

rest of the community, the pensioners,

those Without transport to go to the

shops in town, the single parents

(overwhelmingly WOmen) Who use these

facilities for mutual Support, maybe 2

creche etc,,Anyone with an Opportunity

is going to get out of that estate, but why

should they have to leave Our class?

There is a danger in mixing up Class

and identity too much, So in affirming

their own identity, people must reject

their class.

On a better point, I totally agree

about other struggles, Such a5 anti-

racism and anti-sexism, Class is the

most important factor in the struggle for

2 neW Society. Of course Sexism affects

all women, but the Queen Mother (bless

herl) gets to 94 and the media gush

about how well she“S doing for her a8e.

Of course, she“S never had to Work for a

living, or do the housework, Or Wait for

years on an NHS waiting list for a hip

Operation. Anyone who does not TecO8g-

nise the class divisions at work is merely

out for their own advantage (SuCh 25

those women Who Want 50% of ll MPs

to be women, as 讨 it will make a blind

bit of difference to anything other than

their careers) and as the pamphlet

Tightly Says, they have no place in Our

movement. The opposite is also true -

any anarchist who thinks it「s OK to be

Sexist or racist, even using the exCuse of

“iCs part of working class culture“

Should get Short shrift from uS.

On Organisations

The pamphiet is very critical of organi-

Sations, harping“Where are yOur

members?“Why do anarchists then

continue to try to form organisations, 训

no one is joining? I am not going to

answer this question, exXcept 0 59y that

People Will alwayS organise to achieve

their aims. The problem with most

anarchist organisations is their aims are

80 distant their purpose becomes

blurred. The point of organisation is to

improye your prospects of winning and

facilitate collective action. Another

trouble With anarchists in this Country is

that they get jealous of the Trots, evenl

though We Shouldn“t be trying to rep-

licate them as they don“t share our aims.

Trot parties mirror the state they

Want to Set Up and control - With the

Tank and file paper sellers being the

Working class, the middle class consist-

ing of branch organisers and full timers

and the ruling class consisting of the

leadership and central committee. They

even 80 S0 far as to discusSs getting 2

“few of the younger Comrades arrested“

when the need arises, like generals

committing troops to battle. It might

work, though evidence for this is scanty,

but anarchism it aint.

I am only interested in looking at

two forms of anarchist organisation -

the affinity group and the Syndicalist

union and commune (I have put these

together for reasons which I shall

explain). There are of course, others,

Such as the much tighter political group

advocated by the Anarchist Communist

Federation and the Workers Solidarity

Movement in Ireland, where member-

ship depends on agreeing with aims,

Principles Qid policies.

The affinity group is based on shared

belief and other close ties, friendship.

Socialising and so on, It is obviously

self-selective and not open to general

membership. It is vitally important for

direct action as the members Of an

affinity group grow to learn from each

other and trust each other. It is unlikely

to win many people to anarchist ideas

On a direct basis, and certainly not in

any large numbers。

The syndicalist union and commune

are libertarian, democratic and Open to

all who are part of their constituency -

either workers in that industry or people

who live in that area. By their nature

they are Working class bodies which can

include all the workers. Indeed, modern

anarcho-syndicalism has improved on

the classical model by moving on to the

Syndicalist union advocating and calling

“workers aSsemblies“, Sovereign deci-

sion making bodies open to all Workers

Who accept their decisions aS binding,

Tegardless of union affiliation. (This is

USually conyeniently forgotten by

Bookchin and other critics of syndical-

ism Who really should know bette0).

We often come up against the

“spontaneity“argument here. You know

the sort, there“S no need to organise

workers, they W训 organise themselyes

when the need arises, Spontaneously,

and Wil be more reyolutionary without

unions, parties or ideologies to hold

them back. This argument simply

doesn“t Wash, and asKS UuS to deny our

0wn eXistence 35 Workers. It「s OK for

the Workers to do it, but not the anar-

chists. But aren“t the anarchists workers

too? Organisations can be sapping and

contradictory at times, but it is through

the experience of organising 山at ]eSSOns

are learnt and digested.

These two models are not contradic-

tory, i(「s simply 2 matter of recognising

different tactics; yOu can g0 out there

and “just do if“ as the ad g0eS, or you

can build a long, steady fightback by

gaining respect from those immediately

around you, and hopefully Some of our

ideas wil find an echo in their experi-

ence. The point is to See that an active

anarchist movement USually benefits

from an active libertarian Workers

movement, and vice Versa.

Minor targets

A good chunk of the pamphlet is taken

up on attacking Chumbawumba and

Praising Pulp for their connectedness t

Working class culture. The points made

are valid enough, and I prefer Pulp

myself, but they are only pOp Stars.

Pop stars are not going to change the

World. Crass played the same role in the

late 70s early 80s as Chumbawumba do

now.I am one of the few anarchists of

my generation Who wasn“t into punk,

but Iam glad it got loads of people

interested, even if 99% have since

fucked off, there are Some real gems in

that 1%. If Chumbawumba can do the

Same, gO0d. If not, Who cares?

MH

Educating 印ho 4poxl haf - The

Circled A and 1ts Parasites (E1 from

Black Economy Books, Dept 8, 1

Newton St Manchester M1 1HW).
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TRhe Sirugg1le 4gairzsf ihe Sialie

ORher FRssaQys Dy Nestor MIaKRRO;

edited by Alexandre Skirda.AK pTesS.

TOR MAKHNO remains one

of the most elusive and my人-

Tridden figures of twentieth

century anarchism. For the first time in

nearly sixty years eighteen of his own

esSayS haye been brought together in

this anthology throwing Makhno into

new light as an individual thinker and

Tevolutionary.

In his own words Makhno lays out

his thoughts about the Ukrainian

revolutionary movement its SUCCeSSeS

and failures. He also confronts head-on

the allegations of anti-Semitism that

were laid ag8ainst Makhno and the

Makhovshchina with the genuine anger

of someone falsely accused. Makhno had

learnt his anarchism from a Jew, Spent

the last twenty years of his life drinking

himselt to death in a Jewish Anarchist

Club in Paris and included the late Leah

Feldman along with many other Jewish

anarchists in the Ukraine as his confed-

erates. Indeed most information con-

cerning anti-Semitism among the

Makhovshchina is documented by

Makhno himself, who points out that

those found to be responsible of anti-

Semitism were shot out of hand. Even

last year the SWP were still pumping

out the lie that Makhno Was an anti-

Semite. Certainly Makhno took the

allegation seriously enough at the time

to refute it and demand proof, any proof,

of organised anti-Semitism in the

Ukraine by the Insurgent movement.

Seventy years down the line the evi-

dence of this foul slander remains non

existent.

Makhno did not write entirely about

the past, rather he Sought

to paSS on to the next

&generation of revolutionar-

ies his experiences and the

lessons of the failure of

the libertarian movement

in the Ukraine. His

experiences had given him

Particular insight into the

Tevolutionary pIOCeSS. the

failure of the Russian

anarchist moyement to

offer genuinely effective

aid or Support to the

Makhovshchina, (the

Moscow Anarchist group

for instance were too buSy

Practising Free-Love, to

Carry through the revolu-

tion or Support their

comrades in the Ukraine)

and a deep and abiding

distrust of anarchist

intellectuals.

His relevance in being

a link between the Russian Revolution

and the Spanish Revolution is bome out

in the last two essays both originally

Published in 1931 addressing the

Iberian anarchist movement in the light

of his own experiences. This book is

excellent if you are a Makhno buff but is

unsuitable as an introduction to Makhno

or the Makhovshchina. It does however

have a real relevance beyond Makhno in

that it addresses problems Which again

and again in Britain let the Anarchist

movement down - a constant ability to

be side tracked from the real issue, a

lack of revolutionary discipline and
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fragmentation. The last of these led

Makhno to flirt with Platformism,

almost an Anarchist Party ideology,

while he did finally reject Platformism

his thoughts on how Anarchism must

Progress does make relevant and highly

stimulating reading today. The only real

criticism of the work is the price, at

f7.95 itis a bit steep and a wee bit over

Produced. AK does deserve a pat on the

back for this particular publication,

certainly a bit of a change from some of

the bollocks they have recently been

Publishing. (steady OM4 儿ey Qre O

DPQyQSters -EQ)

 

DH

 

Against Reality-

Me and the

Unabomber

Against the World.

Indxustrial Society QaRdQ Jts

e Unapopzper

f1.50 from Active Distribution

HERE ARE AT least 3 versions

of this going about. The one to

&get has got to be the edition by

Gree aS it has 2 Well written

and enthusiastic introduction by GA and

better still a piece by anti- technology

anarchists“autonomous

the kneejerk reactions from leftists and

anarchists. t is only when you read the

manifesto itself that you get a Teal Sense

that there are no politics inyolyed here

anyWay and, yes, the bloke is a complete

nutter.

The basis of the manifesto is quite

Teasonable and utterly predictable.

Technology is evil (a word used 2

unreformable, not neutral in any Way.

Most of the manifesto deals with the

depersonalising and alienating aSpectS

of technology rather than the economicy

Political side of industry. Much of the

rest is an attack on“leftism“which

means liberals and those who look to the

establishment for Solutions.

The first signs that Someone isn t

playing with a full deck are the constant

 

Anarchists Anonymous“ from

Oregon. This second piece

slagS off other US anarchist

groups (Love and Rage and

Slingsho) for not welcoming

the Unabomber to their arms.

Fair enough in soIne WayS:

criticising the bombings for

inviting TepresSion On anar-

chists is plain naive, criticis-

ing the Unabomber a5 2

“murderer“ is slightly hysteri-

cal. This doesnt cover the fact

that a shopkeeper, albeit the

manager of a store Selling

computers (), might not Seem

on first glance a legitimate

target any more than a Tecord

store OWner Or a

Graduating in maths might

2lso seem to qualify you for a

letter bomb. However, the

enthusiasm that GA and

others seem to have for these

attacks is far more naive than  

 

 

 
 

Come In Mr

Icke, Your

Time Is Up.

Ecojascism: Lessonsom 扣e

GermanR Janet Biehl

and Peter Staudenmaier.

AK Press,f5.

TWO ESSAYS, one on the“green“

roots of the Nazis and one on the rebirth

of racist politics and the“fuhrer“

principle in the German green move-

ment. The first is an account of differ-

ent “green“strands and how they both

contributed to and Were co-opted by

National Socialism. The “wWandervogel“

was a youth movement of back to the

land long hairs, into eastern mysticism

and neo-Romanticism. Didgeridoos had

not reached the fatherland at that time.

Some of them went to the left, most

wWere absorbed into the NSDAP. Even in

power the Nazis Were committed to

Sound green policies with nature

Protection laws and a commitment to

organic farming and an enthusiasm for

The second piece lookS at the

influence of these same currents in the

post war and modern Green movement

in Germany. It spotlights the shift of

“former leftist Rudi Bahro to his (sad)

 

Search for a new “fuhrer“. This part of

the essay is marred by too much empha-

sis on aroW between Murray Boochkin

and Bahro more Suited to the g0SSip

pages of Black Flag than to a boOk.

However Bahro is not alone in his red,

green, brown (or turquoise) political

trajectory.

The lesson of both essays is that

ecology is a5 much a part of the fascist

right as the libertarian left. If any sort of

mysticism or mystification is allowed to

dominate it the tendency is to the right.

The adoption of of green politics by far

Tight groups and the presence of dubious

nutters in the green movement (ranging

from Icke or“Alternative Green“to

Peter Cadogan) are both to be expected.

This book is a well argued clear account

of why this is the Case now.

references to We or “FC“ This refers to

the Freedom Club, the unabomber“s

“group“. Not even the US primitivists

seem to think that there is more than

One person inyolyed but FC discuss

everything amongst themselvesS. Either

itis the royal we or he has a lot of

imaginary friends:.

The references to anarchism that

have so excited all of us fall a bit flat.

There are constant references to“Wel-

fare leeches“and to the“unthinking

majority“(people who don“t agree with

him),“History is made by determined

active minorities“. Napoleon Complex or

what. Though arguably he could have

&got that from Bakunin as easily as from

Spending too much time on his Own.

My favourite paragraph from the

Unabomber manifesto is paragraph 204

where it Says “Revolutionaries should

have as many children as they Cant.

There is strong scientific evidence that

Social attitudes are to a Significant

extent inherited....no one denies that

Children tend to hold social attitudes

similar to those of their parents.“Sadly,

if the man turned in by his brother is

“FC“ this was not true enought

73功 MonRkey
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for instance were too buSy

Practising Free-Love, to

Carry through the revolu-

tion or Support their

comrades in the Ukraine)

and a deep and abiding

distrust of anarchist

intellectuals.

His relevance in being

a link between the Russian Revolution

and the Spanish Revolution is bome out

in the last two essays both originally

Published in 1931 addressing the

Iberian anarchist movement in the light

of his own experiences. This book is

excellent if you are a Makhno buff but is

unsuitable as an introduction to Makhno

or the Makhovshchina. It does however

have a real relevance beyond Makhno in

that it addresses problems Which again

and again in Britain let the Anarchist
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almost an Anarchist Party ideology,
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Obituaries
  

TheWee Man

is

OBERT LYNN HAS SNUFFED IT. In the heart of

尸2- the Calton - hundreds of people are genu

inely mourning the loss of one of its best loved Sons.

Born in the Calton in 1924 Robert went on to be educated

at St, Mungo“「S Academy. Leaving School at 14 years of age he

took up an engineering apprenticeship in the shipyards.

Already possessing an aWareness of class consciousness he

was SWept up in the maelstrom of political activity during the

war years in engineering and the shipyards. The 1943 strike

on Tyneside, which saw Jock Haston and Roy Tearso impris-

oned, quickly spread to the Clyde where many Shipyards were

brought to a halt. Robert worked in Yarrows as an apprentice

and became actively inyolyed in the struggle to better the

Wages and conditions of his colleagues - a battle that had to be

fought and refought in ensuing years.

During the second world war the Communist Party

dominated the influential shop stewards「 committees but their

policy of subordinating the workers「 interests to those of

Soviet Russia drew a withering fire from Anarchists,

Trotskyists and non-Communist Party socialists alike. This

experience had a profound effect on Robert and it was then he

began to nurture the beliefs of Bakunin and the industrial

strategy of

In the post-war years Robert「s influence in shipbuilding

became increasingly irritating to both employers and commu-

nist-led union officials, so he was “blacklisted“ With the

approval of both. Unable to get work he then joined the

Merchant Navy as an engineering officer and Spent Some years

Seeing the world and its peoples. He devoured libraries and

enveloped the beliefs of syndicalism and the conscious egoism

Of Max Stirner.

Returning to Glasgow in the early fifties he threw himself

into everything; politics, marriage, and trade union activity.

He became an active member of the Glasgow Anarchist Group

of Frank Leach, Jimmy Raeside and Eddie Shaw, Who Were

already well-respected names in anarchist circles. The Glas-

gow Anarchist Group was the only group in the world where

the egocentric philosophies of Max Stirner took Toot and were

&given popular expression. The anarchists held an open

Workers forum in Renfrew Street, Glasgow Where anarchists,

CPGB, nationalists and Trotskyists debated - sometimes

Physically.

In an open air arena ordinary wWorking class men and

Women discussed passionately the ideas of Clara Zetkin,

Bakunin, Kropotkin and many, many others. Robert Lynn

revelled in this, and called it the University of Life.

In the late fifties, with the death of Raeside and the

departure of Leach and Shaw abroad, the Glasgow Anarchist

Group disintegrated and the task of reorganisation was left to

Robert. This he did by immersing himself in his local commu-

nity of the Calton. He and Jean, his constant companion,

became well-known, Well-respected and to many, myself

included, well-loved characters.

Robert again went back to industry and worked at

Howden「s engineering plant in the south side of Glasgow.

There he promoted his ideas of syndicalism and libertarian-

ism. Sadly, thanks to trade union officials who immediately

Tecognised the threat to their power, Robert「s views did not

Imeet With any gTeat SUCCES5。

However it was the Glasgow Anarchist Group of the early

seventies which proved the most fruitful for Robert「s ideas.

There was a massive blossoming of literature and direct

action. The publication of booklets such as“Practical Anar-

chy“and “Why Vote?“, all bearing Robert「s signature,

appeared and Were avidly read by many people who, disillu-

sioned with political parties of all Shades, were becoming

attracted to the ideas of anarchism,

A great number of events Were initiated by Robert espe-

cially the Glasgow Anarchist Summer School which is now

becoming a tradition that attracts libertarian Socialists from all

Over Britain.

His death on August 16th Was a blow to his family, his

many friends and comrades, and even also to his political

Opponents. He was generous to a fault and although he did not

Suffer fools gladly he rarely had a bad Word to say about

anyone, even the worst of us. Robert is Surviyed by Jean and

daughters Jean, Joan and Betty.

Loved deeply, missed sadLy.

Stuart Christie

Mickey Kenn

(1936-1990)

ICKEY FENN WAS bom into a family of third

generation Port of London dockers. Like most white

East Londoners his family Were from a mixed

background with German, Jewish and Irish roots. He was

evacuated out of the East End during the War and sent to stay

initially with the aristocratic Bowes-Lyon family, cousins of

the present Queen Mother. He remembered going out in a

Rolls-Royce complete with chauffeur to buy fish and chips, he

Was later evacuated further - to a workhousel

Returning to the post-war East End he went to school in

Cable Street and straight into trouble. His time with the

Bowes-Lyon family had given him an Upper Class aCCent,

hardly street cred for the son of a docker. It Was his acCent,

that he lost, that taught him the need to defend

himself, first in the playground and later in the streets. Despite

his short stature he remained a first rate man in a tight spot.

Hie left school at fourteen, to look after his family following

his father「s suicide, until 1956 when he found himself taking

part in the invasion of Egypt as a National Serviceman. His

experience of this barely concealed Imperialist War, (Mickey

always referred to it as“dirty“) that awakened in him his

Ppolitical consciousness and he joined the Communist Party.

Atfter trying his hand at a number of jobs he found himself

working in the London Docks, where his intelligence and

Strength of character led him to be elected a Shop Steward. It

Was Mickey who broke the Pro-Enoch Powell movement that
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was developing among dockers follow-

ing Powells“Rivers of Blood“ speech.

The political skill with which he dealt

with this reactionary movement demon-

strated a firm understanding of the

dockers and a clear Opposition to

TaCisIm.

With the decline of the CP Mickey

moved on to the International Socialists,

later the Socialist Workers Party. He

WaS a founder of the Anti Nazi League

and a chief activist with their anti-

fascist action squads in East London, In

 

1976 he found himself in the Old

Bailey, where he persuaded a jury to

accept that a fascist had thrown himself

head first on to his fist and that the

broken hand that he WaS nursing waS 2

product of an industrial injury, a fact

attested to by six fellow dockers and

later compensated for by his employers.

He was an uncompromising anti-

fascist“If they put one of you in

hospital, put three of theirs 训 the next

ward.“he would often advise young

anti-fascists. As a Committed revolution-

ary, legality for him was the legality of

the boss class not the workers. He had

no truck With New Labour Or New

Realism, the struggle he engaged in his

whole life was alwWays the same - the

ClasSS WaT、

Despite the best efforts of the

Dockers the National Dock Labour

 

Tony Briggs

ON WEDNESDAY 5 June over 100

anarchists, family and friends of Tony

Briggs said their goodbyes to a good

friend and a staunch rank and file

comrade. Killed in a biking accident at

only 48, Tony“S funeral took place at

the Newmarket Road cemetary,

Cambridge and so many turned up

Some had to stand outside. The service,

Put together by his friends and con-

ducted by Aileen, included music by

Dylan, Donovan, Rodrigo as well as

the haunting words of “Justicey/

Injustice“ by Chumbawumba and “The

Ballad of Joe Hill“. Nicky led the

singing of the“Internationale“and 2

number of Tony“S family and friends

Shared their memories of Tony with us.

Tales of his escapades on demos and

Pickets abound, including the story of

a holiday abroad which Somehow led

to joining an anti-government demio

and getting chased by the riot police.

brought Smiles and not a few tears

from all of US.

Tony“s background Was Working

class and ex-army and his anarchism

reflected this. He hated the bosses of

all shades, and whether collecting for

the miners, going up against the police

on the poll tax demo or battling it out

at Wapping, he had no time for the

 

 

Wafflers and separatists Of the anarchist

movement, What mattered to Tony Wa

to stand up and be counted and 让

necessary, to go down fightingl We

shall all miss him but Im sure he

would have been the first to agree with

Joe HilF「s words,“Don“t mourn,

organisel“So long, brother!

久 识elrs

Postscript: A benefit a few days later in

Tony「“s name raised over f1500 Which

Will start a fund for anarchist friends

who find themselves homeless (a5

Tony once did).

  

Scheme, the backbone of dockers

employment rights. Was broken by the

Tories in the 1980“s. Mickey and other

militants who had vigorously Opposed i

found themselyes Sacked.

This never stopped Mickey, he

conitinued to make himself available as 2

speaker on anti-fascist platforms and

always ready to offer advice and support

to young militants. It Was returning

from a meeting in the West Country,

where we had shared a platform that I

first really got to know the man. We

trayelled back to London getting drunk,

swapping stories and baiting the right-

wing philosopher Roger Scruton who

had been foolish enough to get in the

E

Mickey and I used to meet regularly

for a drink in East London giving me

and others the opportunity to pick his

brains and listen to his tales. He w35 an

inspiration to a generation of activists.

His Guardian obituary claimed that

Mickey had left the SWP on a“matter of

principle“; yes the principle being that

he hated their guts, often claiming

“There is nothing revolutionary about

them“. Indeed his last meeting with

Tony Cliff, the leader of the SWP

resulted in Mickey being led away by his

wife Denise from the confrontation.

For all his political activity Mickey

Was a man Who put his family first. His

five children are a credit to any father,

despite the Twins getting him nicked

under the Prevention of Terrorism Act,

but that is another story.

Mickey represented all that Was best

in the East End working class, an

uncompromising adversary and an

unwavering friend. He will be greatly

missed. Should you wish to Show yOur

Tespects his family haye asked thal

donations should be made to the striking

Liverpool Dockers - typical of the man

and his family, Cheers Mickey!

DA7

The Merseyside Dockers Shop Stewards

Appeal Fund, c/o J.Davies, Secretary. 19

Scorton St Liverpool L6 4AS
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TheWee Man

is
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the egocentric philosophies of Max Stirner took Toot and were

&given popular expression. The anarchists held an open

Workers forum in Renfrew Street, Glasgow Where anarchists,

CPGB, nationalists and Trotskyists debated - sometimes

Physically.

In an open air arena ordinary wWorking class men and

Women discussed passionately the ideas of Clara Zetkin,

Bakunin, Kropotkin and many, many others. Robert Lynn

revelled in this, and called it the University of Life.

In the late fifties, with the death of Raeside and the

departure of Leach and Shaw abroad, the Glasgow Anarchist

Group disintegrated and the task of reorganisation was left to

Robert. This he did by immersing himself in his local commu-

nity of the Calton. He and Jean, his constant companion,

became well-known, Well-respected and to many, myself

included, well-loved characters.

Robert again went back to industry and worked at

Howden「s engineering plant in the south side of Glasgow.

There he promoted his ideas of syndicalism and libertarian-

ism. Sadly, thanks to trade union officials who immediately

Tecognised the threat to their power, Robert「s views did not

Imeet With any gTeat SUCCES5。

However it was the Glasgow Anarchist Group of the early

seventies which proved the most fruitful for Robert「s ideas.

There was a massive blossoming of literature and direct

action. The publication of booklets such as“Practical Anar-

chy“and “Why Vote?“, all bearing Robert「s signature,

appeared and Were avidly read by many people who, disillu-

sioned with political parties of all Shades, were becoming

attracted to the ideas of anarchism,

A great number of events Were initiated by Robert espe-

cially the Glasgow Anarchist Summer School which is now

becoming a tradition that attracts libertarian Socialists from all

Over Britain.

His death on August 16th Was a blow to his family, his

many friends and comrades, and even also to his political

Opponents. He was generous to a fault and although he did not

Suffer fools gladly he rarely had a bad Word to say about

anyone, even the worst of us. Robert is Surviyed by Jean and

daughters Jean, Joan and Betty.

Loved deeply, missed sadLy.

Stuart Christie
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evacuated out of the East End during the War and sent to stay

initially with the aristocratic Bowes-Lyon family, cousins of

the present Queen Mother. He remembered going out in a

Rolls-Royce complete with chauffeur to buy fish and chips, he

Was later evacuated further - to a workhousel

Returning to the post-war East End he went to school in

Cable Street and straight into trouble. His time with the

Bowes-Lyon family had given him an Upper Class aCCent,

hardly street cred for the son of a docker. It Was his acCent,

that he lost, that taught him the need to defend

himself, first in the playground and later in the streets. Despite

his short stature he remained a first rate man in a tight spot.

Hie left school at fourteen, to look after his family following

his father「s suicide, until 1956 when he found himself taking

part in the invasion of Egypt as a National Serviceman. His

experience of this barely concealed Imperialist War, (Mickey

always referred to it as“dirty“) that awakened in him his

Ppolitical consciousness and he joined the Communist Party.

Atfter trying his hand at a number of jobs he found himself

working in the London Docks, where his intelligence and

Strength of character led him to be elected a Shop Steward. It
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dockers and a clear Opposition to
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With the decline of the CP Mickey

moved on to the International Socialists,

later the Socialist Workers Party. He

WaS a founder of the Anti Nazi League

and a chief activist with their anti-

fascist action squads in East London, In

 

1976 he found himself in the Old

Bailey, where he persuaded a jury to

accept that a fascist had thrown himself

head first on to his fist and that the

broken hand that he WaS nursing waS 2

product of an industrial injury, a fact

attested to by six fellow dockers and

later compensated for by his employers.

He was an uncompromising anti-

fascist“If they put one of you in

hospital, put three of theirs 训 the next

ward.“he would often advise young

anti-fascists. As a Committed revolution-

ary, legality for him was the legality of

the boss class not the workers. He had

no truck With New Labour Or New

Realism, the struggle he engaged in his

whole life was alwWays the same - the

ClasSS WaT、

Despite the best efforts of the

Dockers the National Dock Labour

 

Tony Briggs

ON WEDNESDAY 5 June over 100

anarchists, family and friends of Tony

Briggs said their goodbyes to a good

friend and a staunch rank and file

comrade. Killed in a biking accident at

only 48, Tony“S funeral took place at

the Newmarket Road cemetary,

Cambridge and so many turned up

Some had to stand outside. The service,

Put together by his friends and con-

ducted by Aileen, included music by

Dylan, Donovan, Rodrigo as well as

the haunting words of “Justicey/

Injustice“ by Chumbawumba and “The

Ballad of Joe Hill“. Nicky led the

singing of the“Internationale“and 2

number of Tony“S family and friends

Shared their memories of Tony with us.

Tales of his escapades on demos and

Pickets abound, including the story of

a holiday abroad which Somehow led

to joining an anti-government demio

and getting chased by the riot police.

brought Smiles and not a few tears

from all of US.

Tony“s background Was Working

class and ex-army and his anarchism

reflected this. He hated the bosses of

all shades, and whether collecting for

the miners, going up against the police

on the poll tax demo or battling it out

at Wapping, he had no time for the
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necessary, to go down fightingl We
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would have been the first to agree with

Joe HilF「s words,“Don“t mourn,
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Postscript: A benefit a few days later in

Tony「“s name raised over f1500 Which

Will start a fund for anarchist friends

who find themselves homeless (a5
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Scheme, the backbone of dockers

employment rights. Was broken by the

Tories in the 1980“s. Mickey and other

militants who had vigorously Opposed i

found themselyes Sacked.

This never stopped Mickey, he

conitinued to make himself available as 2

speaker on anti-fascist platforms and

always ready to offer advice and support

to young militants. It Was returning

from a meeting in the West Country,

where we had shared a platform that I

first really got to know the man. We

trayelled back to London getting drunk,

swapping stories and baiting the right-

wing philosopher Roger Scruton who

had been foolish enough to get in the
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Mickey and I used to meet regularly

for a drink in East London giving me

and others the opportunity to pick his

brains and listen to his tales. He w35 an

inspiration to a generation of activists.

His Guardian obituary claimed that

Mickey had left the SWP on a“matter of

principle“; yes the principle being that

he hated their guts, often claiming

“There is nothing revolutionary about

them“. Indeed his last meeting with

Tony Cliff, the leader of the SWP

resulted in Mickey being led away by his

wife Denise from the confrontation.

For all his political activity Mickey

Was a man Who put his family first. His

five children are a credit to any father,

despite the Twins getting him nicked

under the Prevention of Terrorism Act,

but that is another story.

Mickey represented all that Was best

in the East End working class, an

uncompromising adversary and an

unwavering friend. He will be greatly

missed. Should you wish to Show yOur

Tespects his family haye asked thal

donations should be made to the striking

Liverpool Dockers - typical of the man

and his family, Cheers Mickey!
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HERE ARE problems facing

People who do not wish their

death to be taken over by the

religious. Most burials and cremations

are carried out after a religious Service.

The service Seems largely t0 be for the

benefit and consolation of those mourn-

ing the departed, though how any

sensible person can find consolation in 2

time of sadness by renewing their belief

in an almighty being Who could have

avoided the sadness by prolonging the

dead person「s life if wanted to is a

Imystery to Ime.

But there is no need to have a

Teligious Service as part of a funeral.

Anybody can conduct a funeral. I have

done a number myself. Anybody Who

wishes their remains to be disposed of

without any religious ceremony Should

make this wish known to their friends

and relations. t should be stated in your

Wil and your executor should be made

aware Of i

The principal organisations offering

non religious funeral observances are

the British Humanist Association and

the National Secular Society. The best

Way to make sure you are given a non-

religious funeral is to get a friend to

agree to do one for you and to make Sure

you die before the friend. Clearly the

friend must be someone reliable and not

&given to making promises they do not

expect to keep.

The other way Would be to make a

bequest to the National Secular Socicty

or British Humanist Association condi-

tional upon them providing you with a

non-religious funeral observance. The

bequest need not be substantial but I

Would say 2100 would be a reasonable

amount. Whichever way yOu decide to

follow to get a non religious Send off

make Sure your executor knoWws about i

and sets the thing in motion in good

time, hich is as Soon aS you are dead.

The addresses are National Secular

Society, 47 Theobalds Road, London

WCl, Tel 0171 204 3126

Humanist Ceremonies, Fosse Manor

Farm, Moreton In Marsh, Gloucester-

Shire,Tel 010608 652063

But dont be too selfish about this.

The funeral observance is for the benefit

of those you leave behind, not yourself.

They may feel the need of a religious

element in your funeral, even 讨 for

TeaSOns plain people like me cannot

fathom. On the other hand non religious

Observances haye great dignity and

feeling. Those Who have attended

having only been used to the religious

Sort are USually Very favourably im-

Pressed because of these factors.

Because of these considerations, a5 2

lifelong atheist, my arrangements with

my Christian wife are that if I prede-

cease her she Wil give me 2 religious

funeral but that if she dies before I do 1

W议 give her a non-religious Send off. It

&gives me an additional TeaSOn t0 Seek to

live for a very long time.

Will you marry me....?

HAD A fantastic day When

We said goodbye to Albert.I

started off quite sad, thinking

what a gap he Would leaye, but by the

end of the day I was Smiling. The people

Who Were Iucky enough to be at Albert「s

funeral will never forget it. I「ve tried to

tell others about it but it「s been really

difficult to get over to them the idea of a

funeral that wasnt mournful.

A few people at Work SaW the

articles in The Guardian or Te nde-

and made a point of telling me

how brilliant it sounded - comedian at

the crematorium, Marlene Dietrich as

he went down the hatch. It was defi-

nitely the best funeral I「ve ever been to

but Why are the rest So crap?

People have always felt the need to

mark the big life events by having

celebrations, ceremonies or rituals. The

obvious ones are birth, naming, Coming

of age, marriage and death. The frustrat-

ing thing for anarchists is that the

Church and state Seem to have comered

the market in these. You cant even get

born without having to register your

existence with the appropriate authority

or getting the local god-botherer to give

you the OK. There may be some people

reading this Who reckon any ritual is a

Waste of time, but hang on a minute. We

don“t believe in marriage,ve heard it

So many times. But why not? A good

anarchist friend of mine got married 2

few years 28g0 and just recently So did

another. Tm not going to condemn

either of them. Let「s think about Why.

The main argument against getting

married is that it means the state and

Perhaps the church to have a S2y in Our

lives that is neither desirable nor

neceSSary. The state only sanctions thal

which it seeks to control and regulate.

Marriage is a clumsy tool for approving

and perpetuating“normal“relation-

Ships, Social engineering at its most

primitive. If you“re not a clean, moral

monogamous heterosexual,forget iL

People that choose marriage are choos-

ing, consciously Or unconsciously, to

backup exclusion of gay relationships,

Polygamy, caSual sex, in fact anything

but what they dol Marriage is about

Seeking and receiving approvaL.

The reason I hesitate to condemn

people who choose marriage is that 1

recognise their need for a ritual and I

also see the failure to provide a SeCular

alternative free from state interference.

Albert「s funeral inspired me to look for

alternatives. When I die people must

smile or my eXecutorW训 throW mayon-

naise at them, When my partner and 1

finally buy a house I hope to haye a“We

love each other and promise not to

SCarper With half the money“party, and

ever lucky enough to haye a kid

have a naming ceremony and 2

coming of age party that makes it feel

Teally Special and bows down before no

god and no government.

Let「s be braye and let「s be creative.

Celebrate your birthday When it Ceases

to be fashionable. Invite your friends on

2 Weekend aWway and name“your kid

during a picnic on the beach. When ghe

comes of age give them an extravagantly

WTrapped SexX toy (not one of those

horrible keys on a card). When Someone

has a Significant relationship, SeXUal Or

not, send them flowers every month for

2 year. When sSomeone dies, don“t Cry.

PD
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THECHRISTIE CARBALLO COMMITTEE

ANDTHE REWRITING OF HISTORY

(Editors「 note: The article below is in

response to Some sadly typical lies in

Fyreedo about our late founder, Albert

Meltzer, and his activities in the Sixties)

Attempting to cast doubt on Albert「s

Sixty years of commitment and mili-

tancy, certain persons better known for

the volume than the quality of their

utterances (and that「s being charitable -

very) have asked in print“Where Was he

When Stuart Christie was arrested 训

Spain in 19642 What did he do to Saye

Stuart from the death penalty?“As the

Secretary of the Christie-Carballo

Defence Committee, I can only thalt

Ido not remember for Sure. I do know,

though, that Albert made ayailable for

our meetings his premises near the

British Museum and that We only met

elsewhere to make use of a telephone.

Atfter Stuart and Fernando Carballo

Blanco「s trial and conyiction the

Defence Committee met regularly at

Albert「s premises, and it Was at least

Partly 2S a reSult of its efforts that Stuart

W35 Teleased in 1967.

I know that Albert「s premises were

2vailable to any anarchist or related

&roup, entirely free of charge - despite

the fact that he himself was paying rent

for them - for a number of years, both

before and after their use by the defence

Committee, a Service that was both

unparalleled and extremely convenient

in view of their situation. This in itself

makes recent attempts to belittle his

contribution to the cause of human

freedom seem not merely spiteful but

downright ungratefull

Mark Hendy

Vile is the vengeance on the ashes coldi;

And envy base to barke at sleeping fame.

Spencer - The Faerie Queer Bk2, c8

Which Lefty 7 No.1

festo do the following exXtracts

come 2

“There is also the ultra-left.

Trotskyites howl around the edges of

this system, blaming Others but rarely

doing anything useful themselyes. These

are the hectoring paper Sellers Outside

stations or student unions, mostly more

in need of a psychiatrist than a Tevolu-

tion. Their organisations chew up and

spit out thousands of yOoung People,

leaving behind only cynicism and a

hatred of themselves. They have the

strategy of toddlers and the political

perspective of goldfish. They hate real

Workers. We have no more in common

With them than with Labour, Tories, or

the Mormons.““

Any guesses, Red Action, the

IWCA? Solidarity Federation maybe ? If

you「re Still guessing, here「S a clue:

“One unique aspect of the Party is its

style of work: Our founding engineers

were famous for their style and ingenu-

ity in the guerrilla struggle which makes

Q史 Which political party mani- up day to day life in any workplace. The

tradition of using lateral thinking and 2

Wicked sense of humour as Weapons of

War is more valuable now than ever. 仁

Sense of perspective is equally vital. We

recruit slowly and carefully and most of

our members stay for good“

Still puzzled ?

“We are for Europe「S workers, and

for the right of workers in Britain to

control their own future, 80 we Opp0Se

the EU. Our future is as an independent

state run by and for the people who live

and work here. That「s real internation-

Any closer ? Try the membership

application form headed “Yes, Im

interested in helping rebuild Britain“.

The answer is, of course, the Com-

munist Party of Britain Marxist

Leninist.(No brackets). Small but

Perfectly formed by howling Reg

“forward wWith Albania“ Birch,Quotes

are from their 1995 glossy manifesto

“Where「s the Party 7“. You knew it all

along.
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1. Dionysius Exiguus was commis-

sioned by Pope St John I to prepare a

chronology. He started time with the

foundation of ROome, and re-started i

the year he reckoned Jesus「 birth

occurred Which he called 1 AD (anno

domini - Year of our Lord). Because

he didn“t begin with year zero, the

last year of a the first decade was 10

A.D. and this has continued so thaty

by his System“S reckoning, the last

year of the second millennium

Will be 2000, not 1999, which is what

most people would think, based on

how we normally count. We say have

two parties, one on 31*Dec 1999, and

another on 31* Dec 2000.

2. Leon Trotsky, in his role as butcher

of Kronstadt, in an article in

KRrongtadf 1zvestia no.7, March 9

1921.

3. He wouldn“t be herel His father

fled from Rumania, which according

to him is a“safe country“. The

Hungarian and Roma minorities there

might Well disagree-.

4. They published papers which

carried reports from other areas of the

country, particularly obituaries.

Workers wanted to keep in touch with

home areas and Were also interesteQ

in any ideas that could help them

better the dire conditions they faced.

5.“The Empire of the Dandelion“.

Crosby「s book details how Europeans

brought large elements of their native

ecologies with them when they

colonised other (chiefly temperate)

regions of the globe. Some of this was

deliberate, Such Wheat, yines,

cattle, horses. Others came along for

the ride, including the dandelion, the

Tat and Various insect and plant Pests.

Freed from their native ecologies

Where there Were predators to Keep

them under control they have flour-

ished. The dandelion“s range includes

all temperate zones in both the

southern and northern hemisphere.

This lesson still hasnt been

learned: the introduction of the cane

toad to Australia by greedy cane

farmers in the 30“s is the best 20“

century example, but a5 recently 25 2

decade a8g0 voracious tropical Snails

have been introduced onto Pacific

islands where they have wrought

havoc with plants and animals alike.
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AFTER YOU「YE GONE....
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执Eze 讫技
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the 5ec0X article Gm0iher 4

Droader yieW 0f.CeremOmies Q5 Q WRO1e.

HERE ARE problems facing

People who do not wish their

death to be taken over by the

religious. Most burials and cremations

are carried out after a religious Service.

The service Seems largely t0 be for the

benefit and consolation of those mourn-

ing the departed, though how any

sensible person can find consolation in 2

time of sadness by renewing their belief

in an almighty being Who could have

avoided the sadness by prolonging the

dead person「s life if wanted to is a

Imystery to Ime.

But there is no need to have a

Teligious Service as part of a funeral.

Anybody can conduct a funeral. I have

done a number myself. Anybody Who

wishes their remains to be disposed of

without any religious ceremony Should

make this wish known to their friends

and relations. t should be stated in your

Wil and your executor should be made

aware Of i

The principal organisations offering

non religious funeral observances are

the British Humanist Association and

the National Secular Society. The best

Way to make sure you are given a non-

religious funeral is to get a friend to

agree to do one for you and to make Sure

you die before the friend. Clearly the

friend must be someone reliable and not

&given to making promises they do not

expect to keep.

The other way Would be to make a

bequest to the National Secular Socicty

or British Humanist Association condi-

tional upon them providing you with a

non-religious funeral observance. The

bequest need not be substantial but I

Would say 2100 would be a reasonable

amount. Whichever way yOu decide to

follow to get a non religious Send off

make Sure your executor knoWws about i

and sets the thing in motion in good

time, hich is as Soon aS you are dead.

The addresses are National Secular

Society, 47 Theobalds Road, London

WCl, Tel 0171 204 3126

Humanist Ceremonies, Fosse Manor

Farm, Moreton In Marsh, Gloucester-

Shire,Tel 010608 652063

But dont be too selfish about this.

The funeral observance is for the benefit

of those you leave behind, not yourself.

They may feel the need of a religious

element in your funeral, even 讨 for

TeaSOns plain people like me cannot

fathom. On the other hand non religious

Observances haye great dignity and

feeling. Those Who have attended

having only been used to the religious

Sort are USually Very favourably im-

Pressed because of these factors.

Because of these considerations, a5 2

lifelong atheist, my arrangements with

my Christian wife are that if I prede-

cease her she Wil give me 2 religious

funeral but that if she dies before I do 1

W议 give her a non-religious Send off. It

&gives me an additional TeaSOn t0 Seek to

live for a very long time.

Will you marry me....?

HAD A fantastic day When

We said goodbye to Albert.I

started off quite sad, thinking

what a gap he Would leaye, but by the

end of the day I was Smiling. The people

Who Were Iucky enough to be at Albert「s

funeral will never forget it. I「ve tried to

tell others about it but it「s been really

difficult to get over to them the idea of a

funeral that wasnt mournful.

A few people at Work SaW the

articles in The Guardian or Te nde-

and made a point of telling me

how brilliant it sounded - comedian at

the crematorium, Marlene Dietrich as

he went down the hatch. It was defi-

nitely the best funeral I「ve ever been to

but Why are the rest So crap?

People have always felt the need to

mark the big life events by having

celebrations, ceremonies or rituals. The

obvious ones are birth, naming, Coming

of age, marriage and death. The frustrat-

ing thing for anarchists is that the

Church and state Seem to have comered

the market in these. You cant even get

born without having to register your

existence with the appropriate authority

or getting the local god-botherer to give

you the OK. There may be some people

reading this Who reckon any ritual is a

Waste of time, but hang on a minute. We

don“t believe in marriage,ve heard it

So many times. But why not? A good

anarchist friend of mine got married 2

few years 28g0 and just recently So did

another. Tm not going to condemn

either of them. Let「s think about Why.

The main argument against getting

married is that it means the state and

Perhaps the church to have a S2y in Our

lives that is neither desirable nor

neceSSary. The state only sanctions thal

which it seeks to control and regulate.

Marriage is a clumsy tool for approving

and perpetuating“normal“relation-

Ships, Social engineering at its most

primitive. If you“re not a clean, moral

monogamous heterosexual,forget iL

People that choose marriage are choos-

ing, consciously Or unconsciously, to

backup exclusion of gay relationships,

Polygamy, caSual sex, in fact anything

but what they dol Marriage is about

Seeking and receiving approvaL.

The reason I hesitate to condemn

people who choose marriage is that 1

recognise their need for a ritual and I

also see the failure to provide a SeCular

alternative free from state interference.

Albert「s funeral inspired me to look for

alternatives. When I die people must

smile or my eXecutorW训 throW mayon-

naise at them, When my partner and 1

finally buy a house I hope to haye a“We

love each other and promise not to

SCarper With half the money“party, and

ever lucky enough to haye a kid

have a naming ceremony and 2

coming of age party that makes it feel

Teally Special and bows down before no

god and no government.

Let「s be braye and let「s be creative.

Celebrate your birthday When it Ceases

to be fashionable. Invite your friends on

2 Weekend aWway and name“your kid

during a picnic on the beach. When ghe

comes of age give them an extravagantly

WTrapped SexX toy (not one of those

horrible keys on a card). When Someone

has a Significant relationship, SeXUal Or

not, send them flowers every month for

2 year. When sSomeone dies, don“t Cry.

PD
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THECHRISTIE CARBALLO COMMITTEE

ANDTHE REWRITING OF HISTORY

(Editors「 note: The article below is in

response to Some sadly typical lies in

Fyreedo about our late founder, Albert

Meltzer, and his activities in the Sixties)

Attempting to cast doubt on Albert「s

Sixty years of commitment and mili-

tancy, certain persons better known for

the volume than the quality of their

utterances (and that「s being charitable -

very) have asked in print“Where Was he

When Stuart Christie was arrested 训

Spain in 19642 What did he do to Saye

Stuart from the death penalty?“As the

Secretary of the Christie-Carballo

Defence Committee, I can only thalt

Ido not remember for Sure. I do know,

though, that Albert made ayailable for

our meetings his premises near the

British Museum and that We only met

elsewhere to make use of a telephone.

Atfter Stuart and Fernando Carballo

Blanco「s trial and conyiction the

Defence Committee met regularly at

Albert「s premises, and it Was at least

Partly 2S a reSult of its efforts that Stuart

W35 Teleased in 1967.

I know that Albert「s premises were

2vailable to any anarchist or related

&roup, entirely free of charge - despite

the fact that he himself was paying rent

for them - for a number of years, both

before and after their use by the defence

Committee, a Service that was both

unparalleled and extremely convenient

in view of their situation. This in itself

makes recent attempts to belittle his

contribution to the cause of human

freedom seem not merely spiteful but

downright ungratefull

Mark Hendy

Vile is the vengeance on the ashes coldi;

And envy base to barke at sleeping fame.

Spencer - The Faerie Queer Bk2, c8

Which Lefty 7 No.1

festo do the following exXtracts

come 2

“There is also the ultra-left.

Trotskyites howl around the edges of

this system, blaming Others but rarely

doing anything useful themselyes. These

are the hectoring paper Sellers Outside

stations or student unions, mostly more

in need of a psychiatrist than a Tevolu-

tion. Their organisations chew up and

spit out thousands of yOoung People,

leaving behind only cynicism and a

hatred of themselves. They have the

strategy of toddlers and the political

perspective of goldfish. They hate real

Workers. We have no more in common

With them than with Labour, Tories, or

the Mormons.““

Any guesses, Red Action, the

IWCA? Solidarity Federation maybe ? If

you「re Still guessing, here「S a clue:

“One unique aspect of the Party is its

style of work: Our founding engineers

were famous for their style and ingenu-

ity in the guerrilla struggle which makes

Q史 Which political party mani- up day to day life in any workplace. The

tradition of using lateral thinking and 2

Wicked sense of humour as Weapons of

War is more valuable now than ever. 仁

Sense of perspective is equally vital. We

recruit slowly and carefully and most of

our members stay for good“

Still puzzled ?

“We are for Europe「S workers, and

for the right of workers in Britain to

control their own future, 80 we Opp0Se

the EU. Our future is as an independent

state run by and for the people who live

and work here. That「s real internation-

Any closer ? Try the membership

application form headed “Yes, Im

interested in helping rebuild Britain“.

The answer is, of course, the Com-

munist Party of Britain Marxist

Leninist.(No brackets). Small but

Perfectly formed by howling Reg

“forward wWith Albania“ Birch,Quotes

are from their 1995 glossy manifesto

“Where「s the Party 7“. You knew it all

along.
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1. Dionysius Exiguus was commis-

sioned by Pope St John I to prepare a

chronology. He started time with the

foundation of ROome, and re-started i

the year he reckoned Jesus「 birth

occurred Which he called 1 AD (anno

domini - Year of our Lord). Because

he didn“t begin with year zero, the

last year of a the first decade was 10

A.D. and this has continued so thaty

by his System“S reckoning, the last

year of the second millennium

Will be 2000, not 1999, which is what

most people would think, based on

how we normally count. We say have

two parties, one on 31*Dec 1999, and

another on 31* Dec 2000.

2. Leon Trotsky, in his role as butcher

of Kronstadt, in an article in

KRrongtadf 1zvestia no.7, March 9

1921.

3. He wouldn“t be herel His father

fled from Rumania, which according

to him is a“safe country“. The

Hungarian and Roma minorities there

might Well disagree-.

4. They published papers which

carried reports from other areas of the

country, particularly obituaries.

Workers wanted to keep in touch with

home areas and Were also interesteQ

in any ideas that could help them

better the dire conditions they faced.

5.“The Empire of the Dandelion“.

Crosby「s book details how Europeans

brought large elements of their native

ecologies with them when they

colonised other (chiefly temperate)

regions of the globe. Some of this was

deliberate, Such Wheat, yines,

cattle, horses. Others came along for

the ride, including the dandelion, the

Tat and Various insect and plant Pests.

Freed from their native ecologies

Where there Were predators to Keep

them under control they have flour-

ished. The dandelion“s range includes

all temperate zones in both the

southern and northern hemisphere.

This lesson still hasnt been

learned: the introduction of the cane

toad to Australia by greedy cane

farmers in the 30“s is the best 20“

century example, but a5 recently 25 2

decade a8g0 voracious tropical Snails

have been introduced onto Pacific

islands where they have wrought

havoc with plants and animals alike.
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Letters

 

The Anti-Election Alliance

We welcome the initiative created by the

formation of the Anti-Election Alliance.

We feel that this is a real opportunity for

the anarchist/ libertarian movement to

Pull together for a change. Group

Sectarianism has only stifled our move-

ment, and While groups are valid for

national action, this is limited in the

absence of a united, co-

ordinated approach to class struggle.

All of the various groups have their own

validities and short-comings. It is time

for us to recognise what all contribute to

the movement 25 a Whole. Infighting

Serves only one purpose, the labelling

and divisions the State Wants.

No national group Can operate Solely

on their own terms. As is the Case in

East Kent and in the country a5 a whole,

members of various groups work

together anyWay-

The AEA has a lot of potential to

become a unifying force in our move-

ment. We feel this alliance Should

Survive the general election and become

2 Coherent anarchisy libertarian Co-

ordinator, 25 a forum between One

another. The AEA should publish a

bulletin, which should be sent to all

individuals and groups inyolved in it, to

Show the validity and usefulness of our

different approaches and provide a

vehicle for debate and action

Rob 上 Andy, East Kenf @s

REPL7: You make SOie 8004 poinfs

ARere, bf ihe real 1hrMst OfONF

e邓 Qboxt lQfioQL anarChist

Degs fo Guestions:

那ho W江 训be made xp 0fand hatf

s De2 Te COselSWS Q10718

QboXt ay 7eal fssMes Ras 7ef

10 De 10 Exist, and 1here sf

Q8greeIle1f O11 QKi1g QHf-electio WO广

Q

O Rexl i5sMe ML/eafyre s多07

1he election Qid WE Q

CoOrreSpoRdelCE 44 Qrficles 0 fhe

SMDjecf, Qs We as 01 the guestion of

Journalism and Terrorism

ITread an article recently about “terrorist

movements“ 训 Germany. The journo

WaS On Safe ground talking about Rote

Zora being a Women「S action group.. but

Went on to claim that the Revolutionary

Cells was their male counterpartl Of

COurSe We can mock (“the angry Boys

P4GE 30

Brigade“) but I wonder if this fount of

knowledge had seen the boys go off to

bond in the woods while the Women gQt

On With the socially useful task of

burning down police stations?

finerQf AJiQ7CARo

Why Anarchists should join the Tories

One of your readers has been bold

enough to Write in and argue that

anarchists should join the Labour Party.

May I be even bolder and suggest that

anarchists Should instead consider

joining the Conservative Party-.

Itis a fact that there are Imore

working class members in the Conserva-

tive Party than there are in the Labour

Party. Todays Labour Party is a bit like

the Spanish Communist Party during

the revolution: it is recruiting almost

exclusively among the middle classl The

Conservative Party is far more of a

broad church than Labour which is a

tightly controlled democratic centralist

managerial machine. The Conservative

Party includes everyone form capitalist

rich bastards to working class individu-

als who believe in self improvement,

from authoritarian traditionalists and

Corporate protectionists to Tadical

libertarians who Want to push back the

state.

A right wing, New Labour govern-

ment Will be more oppressive to Work-

ing class people than the Tories have

been up to nowW. Since Clinton took over

in the US he has imposed far worse

ImeaSures in practice, ]ike massive

Prison building, orkfare, CurfeWws,

immigration controls. than Bush ever

did. Blair will do just the same. As long

2S the Tories muddle along in office the

libertarian wing of the party Can act aS a

brake on the otherwise unrestrained

g&rowth in state bureaucracy, Spending

and taxation. It was alwayS a statist

myth that bureaucracy, taxes and state

Spending ever had anything to do with

the Working class interests. None of

these ever strengthened working class

independence and communitarian self

Teliance。

Michael Howard is now encounter-

ing problems With his prison expansion

Programme due to financial constraints.

Hie has also been forced to drop meas-

ures like compulsory ID and mass

curfews. With a neW right corporatist

tax and Spend gOvernment behind him,

Jack Straw Will face no Such constraints,

he will be free to run amok. Typical

Black Flag readers Will be among his

first targets of the New Labour broom

SWeeping cleant

In many a coOnservative Working

Class community the local Tory club is

the hub of social life. the beer is of a

better quality than in Labour clubs, too.

Why not join the conseryatives today?

Donalo .Belevit

COMMENT: We ii汇 oH eaders cal

Judge IRis口r fepaselyE5, edus /汀e

10 SQy 10 anyOe Hiling Q

sailar piece 0 Q7V pQrfy, 0

1haks, 01 EVER 池仕Ere“5 Q0

Catiachedy

The Mleltzer Press

A NEW ANARCHIST imprint, The Meltzer Press (TMP), has been Set up to publish

works Which would have been close to Albert「s heart. TMP will work closely with

The Kate Sharply Library which will receive 50% of all profits; the balance Wil g0

towards an ongoing programme of unpublished manuscripts and worthwhile out of

Print publications held at the KSL.

TMP will also publish an illustrated celebration of the life and times of Albert

Meltzer. Among other titles scheduled for publication are: The CNT (3 vols) by Josk

Peirats and Ponza - Resistarl Exiraordiniary by Antonio Tellez.

The first TMP title is Serlericed 7o Deah Under Frarco by Juan Busquets

Verges (translated by Paul Sharkey).

Juan Busquets Verges, a 21 year old CNT activist, fought with the anarchist

&uerrilla groups in Catalonia from late 1948 til October 1949 when he was arrested,

Sentenced to death and then reprieved to spend the next 20 years in jail This is Juan

Busquets「 factual account of how he survived those twenty years and of the Comrades

Who sShared his experiences. The second part details Busquets“experiences With the

anarchist moyement from his release in 1969 and his current commitment to the

Asociacion de Presos Politicos del Franquismo en Francia.

Note this is a limited edition, A4 spiral bound and is not available in other

formats. It costs f12.50 including p&p from The Meltzer Press, PO Box 35, Hast-

ings, East Sussex TN34 2UX

  

CONTACTS LIS工

We decided it was high time we put a contact list in Black FIag. Obyi-

ously, we aren“t going to list all local groups of each national federa-

tion, so we have included their addresses separately. We have included

Class War as We understand they will retain a national address until the

Constituent groups have established their future. We do list some local

g&roups of national organisations where they actively support BJacCX

Fldg, or are a particularly fine local group.

ULtimately, we want to have so many groups on this page it has to be

in tiny print! If you think you should be here, let us know.

NATIONAL ORGANISATIONS:

Solidarity Federation (anarcho-

Syndicalists)

PO Box 29, SWPDO, Manchester M15

5HW

Anarchist-Communist Federation

c/o 84B Whitechapel High St,

London E1 7QX

Class War, PD Box 3241, Birmingham

B8 3DP

INDUSTRIAL

Education Workers Network - SolFed

Communications Workers Network -

SolFed

Both PO Box 29, SWPDO, Manchester

M15 SHW

Transport Workers Network - SolFed

PO Box 73, Norwich NR3 1QD

Public Service Workers Network -

SoIFed

PO Box 1681, London N8 7LE

Industrial Workers of the World -

British Isles, F.Lee, Secular Hall, 75

Humberstone Gate, Leicester LE1 1WB

IWW Couriers Union - 10A Bradbury

St London N16 8JN

LOCAL GROUPS

SCOTLAND

Dundee Anarchist Group, Martyn

Quinn, Flat 59, Tay Mills Flats, 23

Brown St, Dundee

Autonomous Centre of Edinburgh c/o

Peace 仁 Justice Centre, St Johns

Church, Princes St Edinburgh EH2

Glasgow Anarchists, PO Box 1008,

Glasgow G42 8AA

NORTH ENGLAND

Bradford 1 in 12 Club, 21-23 Albion St,

Bradford BD1 2LI Tel: 01274 734160

Leeds Anarchist group, PO Box HP 115,

Leeds LS6 1UN

Liverpool Anarchists PO Box 110,

Liverpool L69 8DP

Preston SolFed, PO Box 384, Preston

PR1 6PQ

Sheffield Anarchists, PO Box 446,

Sheffield S1 INY

Tyneside Anarchist Group, PO Box

1TA, Newcastle NE99 1TA

SOUTH EAST

East Kent Anarchists, c/o Canterbury

Centre, St Alphege Lane, Canterbury

Haringey Solidarity Group, PO Box

2474 London N8 0HW

Hounslow Anarchists c/o PO Box 87,

Hampton, Middlesex TW 13 3TF

Oxtord Solidarity Action, c/o BM BCM

1715 London WCIN 3XX

Red & Black Club (S.E.London) c/o BM

Hurricane, London WCIN 3XX

South Herts SolFed PO Box 493, St

Albans AL1 5TW

EAST ANGLIA

Cambridge Anarchists, Box A,Arjuna,

12 Mill Rd, Cambridge

Norwich 仁 Norfolk Solidarity Centre,

PO Box 73., Norwich NR3 1QD

SOUTH WEST

North Somerset, PO Box 1980,

Radstock BA3 3FH

South Bristol Anarchists, PO Box 1076,

Bristol BS99 1WF

IRELAND

Organisel, PO BOX 505, Belfast BT11

9EE

Ainriail PO BOX 505, Belfast BT11

标

Workers Solidarity Movement, PO Box

1528, Dublin 8

OTHERCONTACTS

Adyisory Service for Squatters

2 St Pauls Rd LONDON N1I (tel: 0171-

359 8814)

Anarchist Black Cross (prisoner Sup-

POrD

121 Railton Rd, London SE24

Legal Defence & Monitoring Group,

BM Haven, London WCIN 3XX
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Letters

 

The Anti-Election Alliance

We welcome the initiative created by the

formation of the Anti-Election Alliance.

We feel that this is a real opportunity for

the anarchist/ libertarian movement to

Pull together for a change. Group

Sectarianism has only stifled our move-

ment, and While groups are valid for

national action, this is limited in the

absence of a united, co-

ordinated approach to class struggle.

All of the various groups have their own

validities and short-comings. It is time

for us to recognise what all contribute to

the movement 25 a Whole. Infighting

Serves only one purpose, the labelling

and divisions the State Wants.

No national group Can operate Solely

on their own terms. As is the Case in

East Kent and in the country a5 a whole,

members of various groups work

together anyWay-

The AEA has a lot of potential to

become a unifying force in our move-

ment. We feel this alliance Should

Survive the general election and become

2 Coherent anarchisy libertarian Co-

ordinator, 25 a forum between One

another. The AEA should publish a

bulletin, which should be sent to all

individuals and groups inyolved in it, to

Show the validity and usefulness of our

different approaches and provide a

vehicle for debate and action

Rob 上 Andy, East Kenf @s

REPL7: You make SOie 8004 poinfs

ARere, bf ihe real 1hrMst OfONF

e邓 Qboxt lQfioQL anarChist

Degs fo Guestions:

那ho W江 训be made xp 0fand hatf

s De2 Te COselSWS Q10718

QboXt ay 7eal fssMes Ras 7ef

10 De 10 Exist, and 1here sf

Q8greeIle1f O11 QKi1g QHf-electio WO广

Q

O Rexl i5sMe ML/eafyre s多07

1he election Qid WE Q

CoOrreSpoRdelCE 44 Qrficles 0 fhe

SMDjecf, Qs We as 01 the guestion of

Journalism and Terrorism

ITread an article recently about “terrorist

movements“ 训 Germany. The journo

WaS On Safe ground talking about Rote

Zora being a Women「S action group.. but

Went on to claim that the Revolutionary

Cells was their male counterpartl Of

COurSe We can mock (“the angry Boys

P4GE 30

Brigade“) but I wonder if this fount of

knowledge had seen the boys go off to

bond in the woods while the Women gQt

On With the socially useful task of

burning down police stations?

finerQf AJiQ7CARo

Why Anarchists should join the Tories

One of your readers has been bold

enough to Write in and argue that

anarchists should join the Labour Party.

May I be even bolder and suggest that

anarchists Should instead consider

joining the Conservative Party-.

Itis a fact that there are Imore

working class members in the Conserva-

tive Party than there are in the Labour

Party. Todays Labour Party is a bit like

the Spanish Communist Party during

the revolution: it is recruiting almost

exclusively among the middle classl The

Conservative Party is far more of a

broad church than Labour which is a

tightly controlled democratic centralist

managerial machine. The Conservative

Party includes everyone form capitalist

rich bastards to working class individu-

als who believe in self improvement,

from authoritarian traditionalists and

Corporate protectionists to Tadical

libertarians who Want to push back the

state.

A right wing, New Labour govern-

ment Will be more oppressive to Work-

ing class people than the Tories have

been up to nowW. Since Clinton took over

in the US he has imposed far worse

ImeaSures in practice, ]ike massive

Prison building, orkfare, CurfeWws,

immigration controls. than Bush ever

did. Blair will do just the same. As long

2S the Tories muddle along in office the

libertarian wing of the party Can act aS a

brake on the otherwise unrestrained

g&rowth in state bureaucracy, Spending

and taxation. It was alwayS a statist

myth that bureaucracy, taxes and state

Spending ever had anything to do with

the Working class interests. None of

these ever strengthened working class

independence and communitarian self

Teliance。

Michael Howard is now encounter-

ing problems With his prison expansion

Programme due to financial constraints.

Hie has also been forced to drop meas-

ures like compulsory ID and mass

curfews. With a neW right corporatist

tax and Spend gOvernment behind him,

Jack Straw Will face no Such constraints,

he will be free to run amok. Typical

Black Flag readers Will be among his

first targets of the New Labour broom

SWeeping cleant

In many a coOnservative Working

Class community the local Tory club is

the hub of social life. the beer is of a

better quality than in Labour clubs, too.

Why not join the conseryatives today?

Donalo .Belevit
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The Mleltzer Press

A NEW ANARCHIST imprint, The Meltzer Press (TMP), has been Set up to publish

works Which would have been close to Albert「s heart. TMP will work closely with

The Kate Sharply Library which will receive 50% of all profits; the balance Wil g0

towards an ongoing programme of unpublished manuscripts and worthwhile out of

Print publications held at the KSL.

TMP will also publish an illustrated celebration of the life and times of Albert

Meltzer. Among other titles scheduled for publication are: The CNT (3 vols) by Josk

Peirats and Ponza - Resistarl Exiraordiniary by Antonio Tellez.

The first TMP title is Serlericed 7o Deah Under Frarco by Juan Busquets

Verges (translated by Paul Sharkey).

Juan Busquets Verges, a 21 year old CNT activist, fought with the anarchist

&uerrilla groups in Catalonia from late 1948 til October 1949 when he was arrested,

Sentenced to death and then reprieved to spend the next 20 years in jail This is Juan

Busquets「 factual account of how he survived those twenty years and of the Comrades

Who sShared his experiences. The second part details Busquets“experiences With the

anarchist moyement from his release in 1969 and his current commitment to the

Asociacion de Presos Politicos del Franquismo en Francia.

Note this is a limited edition, A4 spiral bound and is not available in other

formats. It costs f12.50 including p&p from The Meltzer Press, PO Box 35, Hast-

ings, East Sussex TN34 2UX

  

CONTACTS LIS工

We decided it was high time we put a contact list in Black FIag. Obyi-

ously, we aren“t going to list all local groups of each national federa-

tion, so we have included their addresses separately. We have included

Class War as We understand they will retain a national address until the

Constituent groups have established their future. We do list some local

g&roups of national organisations where they actively support BJacCX

Fldg, or are a particularly fine local group.

ULtimately, we want to have so many groups on this page it has to be

in tiny print! If you think you should be here, let us know.

NATIONAL ORGANISATIONS:

Solidarity Federation (anarcho-

Syndicalists)

PO Box 29, SWPDO, Manchester M15

5HW

Anarchist-Communist Federation

c/o 84B Whitechapel High St,

London E1 7QX

Class War, PD Box 3241, Birmingham

B8 3DP

INDUSTRIAL

Education Workers Network - SolFed

Communications Workers Network -

SolFed

Both PO Box 29, SWPDO, Manchester

M15 SHW

Transport Workers Network - SolFed

PO Box 73, Norwich NR3 1QD

Public Service Workers Network -

SoIFed

PO Box 1681, London N8 7LE

Industrial Workers of the World -

British Isles, F.Lee, Secular Hall, 75

Humberstone Gate, Leicester LE1 1WB

IWW Couriers Union - 10A Bradbury

St London N16 8JN

LOCAL GROUPS

SCOTLAND

Dundee Anarchist Group, Martyn

Quinn, Flat 59, Tay Mills Flats, 23

Brown St, Dundee

Autonomous Centre of Edinburgh c/o

Peace 仁 Justice Centre, St Johns

Church, Princes St Edinburgh EH2

Glasgow Anarchists, PO Box 1008,

Glasgow G42 8AA

NORTH ENGLAND

Bradford 1 in 12 Club, 21-23 Albion St,

Bradford BD1 2LI Tel: 01274 734160

Leeds Anarchist group, PO Box HP 115,

Leeds LS6 1UN

Liverpool Anarchists PO Box 110,

Liverpool L69 8DP

Preston SolFed, PO Box 384, Preston

PR1 6PQ

Sheffield Anarchists, PO Box 446,

Sheffield S1 INY

Tyneside Anarchist Group, PO Box

1TA, Newcastle NE99 1TA

SOUTH EAST

East Kent Anarchists, c/o Canterbury

Centre, St Alphege Lane, Canterbury

Haringey Solidarity Group, PO Box

2474 London N8 0HW

Hounslow Anarchists c/o PO Box 87,

Hampton, Middlesex TW 13 3TF

Oxtord Solidarity Action, c/o BM BCM

1715 London WCIN 3XX

Red & Black Club (S.E.London) c/o BM

Hurricane, London WCIN 3XX

South Herts SolFed PO Box 493, St

Albans AL1 5TW

EAST ANGLIA

Cambridge Anarchists, Box A,Arjuna,

12 Mill Rd, Cambridge

Norwich 仁 Norfolk Solidarity Centre,

PO Box 73., Norwich NR3 1QD

SOUTH WEST

North Somerset, PO Box 1980,

Radstock BA3 3FH

South Bristol Anarchists, PO Box 1076,

Bristol BS99 1WF

IRELAND

Organisel, PO BOX 505, Belfast BT11

9EE

Ainriail PO BOX 505, Belfast BT11

标

Workers Solidarity Movement, PO Box

1528, Dublin 8

OTHERCONTACTS

Adyisory Service for Squatters

2 St Pauls Rd LONDON N1I (tel: 0171-

359 8814)

Anarchist Black Cross (prisoner Sup-

POrD

121 Railton Rd, London SE24

Legal Defence & Monitoring Group,

BM Haven, London WCIN 3XX
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125YEARS AFTERTHE PARis COMMUNE

The Commune of Paris was the revolutionary.m pal government of Paris established

on March 18th.1871 and endegdby-U o述udc国东

In March 1871, Parisians reactsgdl ( hingtt a

噬

i-Parisian acts of the government by

establishing an independ沥沥伟uC bers of the Commune included activ-

ists of the First Internati弥 e Jacobins. It was substantially a prole-

tarian organisation: The ET 1 人 ganised the French army and invaded

Paris. Over 3300 were killedC icially murdered afterwards. Countless

萧 阮林训中吴 0

For many on the技yl

ample of the intricacies of

heroism of wor

by the workerso Elections were direct

Trotskyists argue that the problem with theu

ship! We see its strength in the efforts of the Gommun

leadership! When defeat loomed for the仪国e

E标Jsafety,the Proudh

broke away and 月HEd量L

咤

u园人Eafte

i se it was forgottg啦socialtsm sank in的 the bloodCE 步
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